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1 Summary
Organic photovoltaics (OPV) has been established as a potential regenerative energy
conversion method over the last years. In contrast to the omnipresent – often silicon based –
inorganic photovoltaics, OPV consists of carbon based molecules or polymers. Likewise,
these are able to absorb light followed by charge carrier generation. The advantages of OPV
arise directly from its material properties: For instance, they exhibit absorption coefficients
several orders of magnitudes higher than that of silicon. Consequently, the photoactive layer
can be fabricated much thinner and even on flexible substrates. They are also suitable for
stretchable and bendable applications. The fabrication is often carried out from solution and is
suitable for many large area coating methods. However, OPV commercialization is still at the
beginning, which is due to the moderate power conversion efficiency and the low lifetime. In
addition, some of the materials are highly energy demanding in production and hence
expensive. For instance, the fullerene based phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) – a
widely used efficient electron acceptor in the photoactive layer and indium tin oxide (ITO),
which serves as a transparent conducting electrode (TCE) are both together responsible for
more than 60% of the energy requirement of the overall solar cell. The search for alternative
materials is therefore crucial for the competitiveness of OPV.
The dissertation contributes to that aspect and deals with alternative material concepts to
replace both, PCBM and ITO. The thesis consists therefore of two parts: In the first one, two
perylene bisimides (PBIs) as potential electron acceptors are investigated in the blend with
three different donor polymers. The focus lies on the morphology formation between the two
components and the charge carrier recombination dynamics as well as their photovoltaic
performance in order to understand the potential of PBIs. In the second part of this thesis, a
novel transparent metal network electrode was developed, characterized and successfully
integrated into OPV. This electrode is highly transparent and exhibits good electrical
conductance. In contrast to ITO, the metal network electrode is not only suitable for front, but
also for back electrode and hence enables the fabrication of ITO-free semitransparent solar
cells. In the following the major findings on these two topics are summarized.
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PBI is a potential electron acceptor, since it fulfills basic requirements such as suitable energy
levels and high electron mobility. It also exhibits excellent light absorption, whereas the
synthesis and purification is easier compared to PCBM and it is also suitable for large scale
production. Moreover, it is easy to chemically modify PBIs, which enables precise tuning of
energetic and photophysical properties. The solubility of the usually poorly soluble PBI core
can be enhanced via solubilizing substituents, whereas they influence also the miscibility
between PBI and the donor polymer. The aim of this thesis is to examine the correlation
between solubilizing substituents and miscibility with donor polymers. Therefore, two PBIs
were selected either with nonpolar alkyl or polar oligoethylene glycole (OEG) substituent and
were investigated in blend systems with three different donor polymers. The corresponding
solar cells showed differences in current density – voltage (J-V) characteristics depending on
the chain used in PBI. The investigation of the morphology was carried out using atomic force
microscopy (AFM). A higher degree of intermixing between donor and acceptor was found
when both components carry alkyl chains, whereas a higher degree of phase separation was
found for the donor polymer having alkyl side chains and the PBI having an OEG chain.
However, this finding could not be correlated with the obtained J-V characteristics. This
discrepancy was fully resolved by using transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS). Via TAS it
is possible to determine the remaining density of charge carriers on nanosecond to
microsecond time scale after photoexcitation as well as their recombination dynamics. In the
course of this thesis, a sensitive TAS-setup covering the time range from several nanoseconds
up to milliseconds was installed. Prior to the TAS experiments, methods to measure the
radical cation and anion spectra of the donor and acceptor via spectroelectrochemistry and
chemical oxidation were worked out. These radical ion spectra were then used to analyze the
TAS spectra. Finally, combining TAS and AFM, it was shown that the alkyl/OEG interaction
usually leads to higher phase separation and a higher charge carrier density inside the blend.
Here the charge carriers are long-lived compared to blend systems having a high degree of
intermixing due to the favorable alkyl/alkyl interaction. However, when the degree of phase
separation is too high, the charge carrier density is extremely reduced. This is because the
exciton is no more able to reach the donor-acceptor interface within its diffusion length for
charge carrier generation. Thermal annealing was proved to be a suitable method to induce
phase separation in a highly intermixed alkyl/alkyl blend system. Consequently, a reduced
recombination dynamics and hence more long-lived charge carriers were observed.
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In the second part of this thesis a novel metal network as a TCE in OPV was developed. The
fabrication is based on a colloidal polymer dispersion, which forms cracks during drying. This
cracked polymer layer served as a template and was afterwards metalized. Finally, the
polymer template was lifted off, whereas a fine structured metal network remained. This
metal network is highly transparent and exhibits at the same time good electrical conductance
– two basic requirements for a TCE. In the first step the metal network was fabricated on
glass substrate and characterized with regard to optical transmittance and sheet resistance.
Both parameters depend on the lateral feature sizes as well as the height of the metal network.
An increase in optical transmittance led to an increase in sheet resistance and hence an
optimal compromise between both was realized. Using scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
we found that the typical thickness of 45 nm zinc oxide (ZnO) layer was not sufficient
anymore to cover the metal network completely leading to electrical shorts in the respective
devices. A subsequent optimization led to a ZnO layer thickness of 135 nm. Using that
thickness allowed us to fabricate devices, which were comparable to the ITO-reference
devices.
The successful integration of the transparent metal network in OPV motivated us to consider
the metal network not only as a replacement for ITO at the front side, but also as a potential
back electrode. For that the metal network had to be fabricated on top of the poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) coated photoactive layer. The
implementation of the idea posed two questions: 1. Will the cracking process on PEDOT:PSS
be similar to that on glass substrate? 2. How can the lift off process of the polymer template
be realized without destroying the underlying soluble layers? In the investigations, no
significant differences in the cracking process on the PEDOT:PSS were observed.
Additionally, the haze, a property describing the optical scattering, was determined. A low
haze is especially interesting for applications as semitransparent solar cell. The haze of the
transparent metal network electrode could be decreased to 5%. Afterwards the transparent
metal network was fabricated on top of the complete solar cell device. The challenge was to
lift off the polymer template after metallization without damaging the underneath layers.
Thereby we found that the polymer template could be easily dissolved by ethyl acetate under
ultra-sonication, while keeping the underlying layers intact. Thus we were able to integrate
the transparent metal network successfully as front and as back electrode in OPV which
consequently leads to ITO-free semitransparent solar cell devices with good photovoltaic
performance. The transparent metal network represents therefore a realistic alternative to
current TCEs, especially to ITO, and is moreover suitable for large area production.
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Zusammenfassung
Die organische Photovoltaik (OPV) hat sich in den letzten Jahren zu einer ernstzunehmenden
regenerativen Energiequelle etabliert. Im Gegensatz zur allgegenwärtigen oft auf Silizium
basierten anorganischen Photovoltaik, besteht sie im Kern aus kohlenstoffbasierten
Molekülen oder Polymeren. Diese sind ebenso in der Lage, Licht zu absorbieren und
elektrische Ladungen zu generieren. Dabei ergeben sich die Vorteile der OPV unmittelbar aus
den

Eigenschaften

der

verwendeten

Materialien:

So

besitzen

diese

einen

um

Größenordnungen höheren Absorptionskoeffizient als Silizium und dementsprechend kann
die photoaktive Schicht sehr dünn und sogar auf flexiblen Substraten gestaltet werden. Die
Herstellung erfolgt zudem oft aus Lösung und ist geeignet für viele großflächige
Beschichtungsverfahren. Dennoch steht die OPV noch am Beginn ihrer kommerziellen
Verwendung, was zum einen am moderaten Wirkungsgrad und an der niedrigen Lebensdauer
liegt, zum anderen aber auch an Materialien, die ihrer Herstellung noch energieintensiv und
damit zu teuer sind. Die zwei energieintensivsten Materialien sind das Fullerene basierte
[6,6]-Phenyl-C61-Buttersäuremethylester (PCBM) – ein weitverbreiteter Elektronenakzeptor
in der photoaktiven Schicht – und Indium Zinn Oxid (ITO), welches als transparente
leitfähige Elektrode (TCE) fungiert. Beide Komponenten machen in ihrer Herstellung über
60% des Energiebedarfs einer kompletten organischen Solarzelle aus. Die Suche nach
alternativen Materialien ist daher von entscheidender Bedeutung für die Konkurrenzfähigkeit
der OPV.
Diese Dissertation leistet dazu einen Beitrag und beschäftigt sich mit alternativen
Materialkonzepten um PCBM und ITO zu ersetzen. Sie besteht daher aus zwei Teilen: Im
ersten Teil werden zunächst zwei Perylene Bisimide (PBI) als potentielle Elektronakzeptoren
in Verbindung mit drei verschiedenen Donorpolymeren untersucht. Hier liegt der Fokus auf
der Ausbildung der Morphologie zwischen beiden Komponenten und deren Einfluss auf die
Rekombinationsdynamik der Ladungsträger sowie der Solarzellencharakteristik um das
Potential der PBIs zu verstehen. Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit wurde eine neuartige
Metallnetzwerkelektrode entwickelt, charakterisiert und erfolgreich in die OPV integriert.
Diese Elektrode ist hoch transparent und gut elektrisch leitfähig. Sie kann im Vergleich zu
ITO zudem auf Vorder- und Rückseite der Solarzelle zum Einsatz kommen und ermöglichte
dadurch die Herstellung von ITO-freien semitransparenten Solarzellen.
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Im Folgenden werden die wichtigsten Erkenntnisse dieser zwei Themenkomplexe kurz
vorgestellt.
PBI ist ein potentieller Elektronenakzeptor, weil er nicht nur über Grundvoraussetzungen wie
geeignete energetische Lagen und hohe Elektronenmobilität verfügt, sondern zudem eine
hervorragende Lichtabsorption zeigt. Außerdem ist die Synthese und Aufreinigung im
Vergleich zu PCBM einfacher und in großen Maßstab umsetzbar. Des Weiteren kann man
PBIs leicht chemisch modifizieren und so die energetischen und photophysikalischen
Eigenschaften genau anpassen. Die Löslichkeit des sonst wenig löslichen PBI Kerns lässt sich
durch löslichkeitsvermittelnden Substituenten erhöhen, wobei diese dann auch auf die
Mischbarkeit des PBIs mit dem Donorpolymer Einfluss nimmt. Das Ziel der vorliegenden
Arbeit ist es, diesen Zusammenhang zwischen löslichkeitsvermittelnden Substituenten und
Mischbarkeit mit dem Donorpolymer näher zu beleuchten. Dazu wurden zwei PBIs mit je
einem unpolaren Alkyl- oder polaren Oligoethylenglycol- (OEG) Substituenten gewählt und
im Blend mit drei verschiedenen Donorpolymeren untersucht. Die entsprechenden Solarzellen
zeigten unterschiedliche Strom-Spannungs- (J-V) Kennlinien in Abhängigkeit der
verwendeten Substituenten am PBI. Die Untersuchung der Morphologie erfolgte mittels
Rasterkraftmikroskopie (AFM). Es zeigte sich eine höhere Vermischung zwischen Donor und
Akzeptor, wenn beide Komponenten Alkylketten trugen, wohingegen eine höhere
Phasenseparation im Fall von Alkylseitenketten am Donorpolymer und einer OEG-Kette am
PBI. Jedoch korrelierte dieser Befund nicht mit dem Verhalten der J-V-Kennlinien. Diese
Diskrepanz konnte mit transienter Absorptionsspektroskopie (TAS) vollständig aufgeklärt
werden. Mittels TAS kann man sowohl die verbleibende Dichte der Ladungsträger nach
Photoanregung bestimmen, als auch deren Rekombinationsdynamik. Innerhalb dieser Arbeit
wurde dazu ein sensitiver TAS-Aufbau in Betrieb genommen, der den Zeitbereich von einigen
Nanosekunden bis zu Millisekunden abdeckt. In Vorbereitung zur TAS Messung wurden
zudem Möglichkeiten zur Messung von Radikalspektren der Kationen und Anionen von
Donor und Akzeptor mittels Spektroelektrochemie und chemischer Oxidation erarbeitet.
Diese Radikalionenspektren wurden dann zur Auswertung der TAS Spektren herangezogen.
Abschließend konnte durch die TAS in Verbindung mit AFM gezeigt werden, dass eine
Alkyl/OEG Wechselwirkung zwischen Polymer und PBI zu einer besseren Phasenseparation
und auch zu einer erhöhten Ladungsträgerdichte im Blend führt. Die Ladungsträger sind dabei
stabiler und langlebiger im Vergleich zu den Blendsystemen mit hoher Vermischung aufgrund
von der bevorzugten Alkyl/Alkyl Wechselwirkung. Es konnte aber auch gezeigt werden, dass
ein zu hoher Grad an Phasenseparation die Ladungsträgerdichte extrem verringert, da hier die
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Exzitonen nicht mehr die Donor-Akzeptorgrenzfläche innerhalb ihrer Diffusionslänge
erreichen. Außerdem erwies sich das Tempern eines hoch vermischten Alkyl/Alkyl
Blendsystems als potentielle Methode um Phasenseparation zu induzieren. Folglich konnten
in diesem Blend mittels TAS eine verlangsamte Rekombinationsdynamik und damit stabilere
Ladungsträger beobachtet werden.
Im zweiten Themenkomplex der Dissertation wurde ein neuartiges Metallnetzwerk für die
Verwendung als TCE in OPV entwickelt. Die Herstellung beruht auf einer kolloidalen
Polymerdispersion, die beim Trocknen auf einem Substrat feinste Risse ausbildet. Dieser
rissige Polymerfilm dient als Template und wird anschließend metallisiert. Zuletzt wird das
Polymertemplate mit einem Lösungsmittel abgelöst und übrig bleibt ein feines
Metallnetzwerk. Dieses ist hoch transparent und besitzt gleichzeitig eine hohe elektrische
Leitfähigkeit – zwei Grundvoraussetzungen für die TCE. Im ersten Schritt wurde das
Metallnetzwerk auf einem Glasträgersubstrat hergestellt und in Hinblick auf optische
Transmission und Flächenwiederstand charakterisiert. Beide Parameter hängen von der
lateralen Strukturgröße und der Höhe des Metallnetzwerkes ab. Eine Erhöhung der optischen
Transparenz führte zu einer Erhöhung des Flächenwiederstandes und ein optimaler
Kompromiss zwischen beiden konnte realisiert werden. Es zeigte sich allerdings mittels
Rasterelektronenmikroskop (SEM), dass die übliche Schichtdicke von 45 nm Zinkoxid (ZnO)
nicht ausreichte um die Netzwerk vollständig zu überdecken, was in den entsprechenden
Solarzellen zu elektrischen Kurzschlüssen führt. Eine anschließende Optimierung ergab eine
Schichtdicke von 135 nm ZnO. Unter Verwendung dieser Schichtdicke konnten Solarzellen
hergestellt werden, die in ihrer OPV-Performance vergleichbar mit der entsprechenden ITOReferenzsolarzelle waren.
Der die erfolgreiche Integration der Metallnetzwerkelektrode in die OPV ermutigte uns diese
nun nicht nur als Ersatz zur ITO Elektrode zu sehen, sondern auch für die gegenüberliegende
Rückelektrode zu verwenden. Dazu musste die Metallnetzwerkelektrode auf der mit Poly(3,4ethylendioxythiophen)polystyrolsulfonat (PEDOT:PSS) überzogenen photoaktiven Schicht
hergestellt werden. Die Umsetzung dieser Idee warf zwei Fragen auf: 1. Verhält sich die
Rissbildung auf PEDOT:PSS ähnlich wie der auf dem Glassubstrat? 2. Wie kann ein Ablösen
des Polymertemplates erfolgen, ohne die darunter löslichen Schichten zu zerstören? In der
folgenden Untersuchung zeigten sich jedoch keine großen Unterschieden in der Rissbildung
auf PEDOT:PSS. Zudem wurde der Haze bestimmt – eine Eigenschaft, die das optische
Streuverhalten beschreibt. Ein niedriger Haze ist insbesondere für Anwendungen als
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semitransparente Solarzelle interessant. Der Haze der transparenten Netzwerkelektroden war
überraschend gering und lag bei 5%. Anschließend wurde die transparente Netzwerkelektrode
auf einer kompletten Solarzelle hergestellt. Die Herausforderung bestand darin, das
Polymertemplate nach der Metallisierung wieder abzulösen ohne die darunterliegenden
Schichten zu zerstören. Das Ablösen in Ethylacetat in Verbindung mit Ultraschall stellte sich
dafür als erfolgreiche Methode heraus. Schließlich war es uns möglich das transparente
Metallnetzwerk sowohl als untere als auch als obere Elektrode erfolgreich in OPV zu
integrieren, was unmittelbar zu einer ITO-freien semitransparenten Solarzelle mit guter
Performance führt. Das transparente Metallnetzwerk stellt daher eine echte Alternative zu
bisherigen TCEs dar, allen voran zu ITO, und ist darüber hinaus leicht auf eine großflächige
Produktion übertragbar.
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2 Introduction
2.1 Organic solar cells – a motivation
At the EXPO 2015 in Milan, Italy, the German pavilion[1a] (Figure 1) made the great progress
of the last years in organic photovoltaics (OPV) visible by showing, how versatile this new
technology for building integration can be.[1b] With properties such as flexibility, lightweight
and semitransparency, OPV can enter new markets and applications, where their silicon based
counterparts cannot. This is due to the properties of material used for organic solar cells.
Organic materials exhibit much higher molar absorption coefficients than inorganic
materials[2] and hence a very thin photoactive layer in the range of 100 to 300 nm is sufficient
for proper light absorption. Furthermore, they are not brittle like inorganic materials, which
make them interesting for flexible applications. A roll to roll production enables cheap and
fast production on flexible polymer substrate on large scale.[3] In addition, the color of the
photoactive layer can be easily tuned by careful selection of the photoactive materials. This is
especially interesting for semitransparent solar cells for building integrated photovoltaics and
automotive applications.[4]

Figure 1. Photographs of the German pavilion at the EXPO 2015 in Milan (Italy) taken from multiple
perspectives to highlight the potential of flexible semitransparent OPV in architecture. [1a]
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It is a fact, that OPV still needs to be improved in terms of power conversion efficiency (PCE)
and long-term stability, however, a number of new companies try to enter niche markets at
this early state of commercialization. Darling and You describe scenarios for the next 10 years
and longer regarding the OPV market and emphasize, that up to date with respect to energy
payback time, global warming potential and the abundance of elements only silicon and
organic photovoltaics are suitable for large area power plants in terawatt scale.[5] The energy
payback time is a key factor for the economic evaluation of OPV and depends on the PCE on
the one hand and the energy requirement for production on the other hand. It is therefore
important to keep an eye on the energy demand to enable OPV commercialization in niche
markets, e.g. for mobile applications, even if the PCE and lifetime is limited. In Figure 2 the
energy demand of typical polymer bulk heterojunction solar cells is given. It is obvious, that
both phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl esters (PCBM) – a common electron acceptor – as well
as indium tin oxide (ITO) as transparent electrode are responsible for more than 60 % of the
whole solar cell energy demand.[6] Hence, search for alternative materials to PCBM and ITO
is required. This thesis therefore deals on the one hand with perylene bisimides (PBIs) as
potential alternative to PCBM and on the other hand, with developing and studying a novel
metal network as transparent conducting electrode as replacement for ITO.

Figure 2. Proportion of each component to the cumulative energy requirement for fabrication of two common
solution processed polymer solar cells P3HT:PC61BM and PBDTTT:PC71BM (reproduced from [6]).

In the following sections of this chapter a brief insight into function, fundamental processes
and measurement of OPV is given. Special attention is paid in section 1.5 to PBI as a potential
alternative electron acceptor for PCBM and ITO-free transparent electrodes.
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2.2 Device architecture and function of solar cells
During the last decades of OPV research organic solar cells underwent an intensive
development including different architectures, material compositions and device concepts.
Simultaneously a better understanding of fundamental processes in organic semiconductors in
general also evolved. In organic semiconductors sp2-hybridized carbons are connected via
alternating single and double bonds, whereas the pz orbital is perpendicular to the sp2-plane of
each carbon. According to the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) a combination of
two pz atom orbitals leads to a bonding π and an antibonding π* molecular orbital. The
bonding π molecular orbital is also called the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
filled by the two pz electrons, whereas the antibonding π* molecular orbital is empty and
therefore also called the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). Depending on the
number 𝑁 of participating π-bonds in the conjugated π-system, a set of HOMOs (HOMO,
1

HOMO-1, HOMO-2, …, HOMO- 2 𝑁) as well as a set of LUMOs (LUMO, LUMO+1,
1

LUMO+2, …, LUMO+ 2 𝑁) is formed. The energetic difference between the HOMO band
and the LUMO band is called the fundamental gap and it decreases with increasing 𝑁.[7] The
energetic level of the HOMO and LUMO and so the fundamental gap can be tuned
furthermore by integrating heteroatoms into the π-conjugated system. The HOMO-LUMO
gap is typically in the range of 1 to 3 eV which allows the π-system to absorb light in the
visible spectrum to transfer one electron from the HOMO to energetic higher lying LUMO
while leaving a hole in the HOMO. Such an electron-hole pair, so-called singlet exciton, is
strongly bound via the columbic force resulting in a high exciton binding energy. The exciton
binding energy is much higher than in inorganic semiconductors due to the lower effective
dielectric constant of 2 to 4 in organic semiconductors. The question arises, how to overcome
the exciton binding energy in order to split the exciton into free charges. The very first
organic solar cells in the late 70s consist of only one organic semiconductor sandwiched
between two metal electrodes with different work functions.[8] At the contact between the
organic semiconductor and the metal, a Schottky barrier is formed where the electric field is
strong enough to split the exciton into free charges. However, only a very small fraction of
excitons reach the metal contact due to limited exciton diffusion length, whereas the majority
of the excitons recombine.[9] A new concept to split the exciton more efficiently was
introduced by Tang et al. in 1986. He combined a p-type with a n-type organic semiconductor
to form a bilayer which was sandwiched between the respective electrodes.[10] The p-type
material, also called electron donor, exhibits energetic higher lying HOMO and LUMO levels
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compared to the n-type material or the so-called electron acceptor. In Figure 2a, the HOMO
and LUMO levels of the donor and the acceptor are shown with respect to the vacuum level.
The energetic value of the HOMO levels correspond than to the (vertical) ionization potential
(IP) and the energetic value of the LUMO levels to the electron affinity (EA), respectively.
Experimental accessible are both values via ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) for
IP and inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES) for EA. The difference between IP and EA
represents the HOMO-LUMO band gap, also called the transport gap Etrans.[7] For simplicity
we consider in the following the exciton to be generated only in the donor material. However,
exciton generation takes place in both donor and acceptor. Absorption of a photon in the
donor leads to a donor exciton while the lowest optical transition is defined as optical gap
Eopt. Experimental Eopt is estimated from the thin film UV / Vis absorption onset.[11] In
excitonic materials such as used here for donor and acceptor, the optical gap is lower in
energy than the transport gap.[12] The difference between both is defined as exciton binding
energy Ebexc. In order to overcome Ebexc and to split the exciton into free charges the exciton
has to reach the donor acceptor interface. There takes place a one electron transfer from the
excited donor (donor exciton) to the acceptor LUMO.

Figure 3. a) Principle of photocharge generation in donor / acceptor organic solar cells based on their energy
levels considering photoexcitation in the donor material[10, 11] and simplified architecture of b) bilayer and c)
bulk heterojunction solar cell.

A charge transfer exciton or a charge transfer state, which may appear as an intermediate
between the donor exciton and the free charges will be discussed in section 1.3. The available
driving force for charge separation with respect to the exciton is given by the energy
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difference ΔECS and is derived from the energy of the separated charges ECS and the optical
gap Eopt according to Eq. 1, whereas ECS is calculated from ionization potential of the donor
(IPD) and electron affinity of the acceptor (EAA) (Eq. 2).
−∆𝐸𝐶𝑆 = 𝐸𝐶𝑆 − 𝐸𝑜𝑝𝑡

(1)

𝐸𝐶𝑆 = 𝐼𝑃𝐷 − 𝐸𝐴𝐴

(2)

−∆𝐸𝐶𝑆 = (𝐼𝑃𝐷 − 𝐸𝐴𝐴 ) − 𝐸𝑜𝑝𝑡

(3)

−∆𝐸𝐶𝑆 > 𝐸 𝑏 𝑒𝑥𝑐

(4)

Roughly spoken, for a successful splitting of the exciton into free charges at the donor
acceptor interface, the driving force ΔECS has to be greater than the exciton binding energy
Ebexc (Eq. 4). This is necessary but might be not sufficient. From Eq. 3 it is clearly seen, that
the success of light induced charge generation depend not only on the optical gap Eopt but also
on the HOMO-LUMO transport levels of both the donor and the acceptor in general, given by
the IP and EA respectively.[11] After charge separation the free charges will be transported
towards the electrodes for charge extraction, whereas holes are transported via the donor
HOMO transport levels and electrons are transported via the acceptor LUMO transport levels.
In Figure 2a, the exciton diffusion length of 10 nm is depicted to emphasize that only excitons
generated within this exciton diffusion length are able to reach the donor acceptor interface
for charge generation. However, for sufficient light absorption photoactive layers of at least
100 nm are required. Coming back to Tangs bilayer type solar cell (Figure 2b) it is now clear,
that only a small fraction of excitons contribute to the photocurrent when the photoactive
layer is much thicker than the exciton diffusion length, whereas the majority recombines e.g.
either radiatively via photoluminescence or via thermal relaxation. This is one reason for the
poor photocurrent in Tangs solar cell resulting in relatively poor efficiency of 1 %.[10] On the
other hand, it should be noted, that once the free charge carriers are generated, they likely
migrate through the pure donor and acceptor phase in a bilayer device towards the electrodes
rather than recombine. The concept of bilayers is today therefore mainly applied successfully
for vacuum processed organic solar cells using small molecules, where the photoactive layer
can be fabricated in the range of some nanometers and multi junction structures can be
precisely created. For solution processed organic solar cells the bilayer type is usually not
practicable, since the thicknesses of tens of nanometers are hard to control. Additionally, the
required orthogonal solvent for fabrication e.g. the donor layer on top of the acceptor layer
limits the variety of suitable photoactive materials. In 1992 Heeger et al. presented a new
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concept by fabricating the photoactive layer from a solvent containing both, the donor and
acceptor material[13] which was then realized in an organic solar cell in 1995.[14] Surprisingly
this resulted in a donor acceptor blend structure with an increased interface layer, the socalled bulk heterojunction (Figure 2c). Here phase domains in the range of the exciton
diffusion length guarantee, that almost each exciton reaches the donor acceptor interface. This
leads to a higher photocurrent with respect to the bilayer type and high power conversion
efficiency of up to 10 % are reported recently using improved photoactive layer materials.[15]
However, due the blending of donor and acceptor, the chance for recombination of opposite
free charges on the way towards the electrodes is increased with respect to a bilayer solar
cell.[16, 17] An engineering of the optimal blend morphology is therefore crucial to ensure both,
a high donor acceptor interface for charge generation and for percolation pathways towards
the electrodes for fast charge carrier extraction.
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2.3 Elementary processes in the photoactive layer
To understand, what influences the solar cell performance, we take a deeper look into the
elementary processes inside the photoactive layer of a bulk heterojunction solar cell. As
mentioned above, the photoactive layer is a blend consisting of an electron donor material and
an electron acceptor material. In Figure 3a a sketch of the blend illustrates the elementary
processes including the involved intermediate species such as singlet exciton, charge transfer
exciton, polaron pair or free polaron. The transition probability between the intermediate
species depends highly on their molecular state energy. A respective schematic molecular
state diagram is given in Figure 3b.

Figure 4. Photocharge generation process illustrated by a) insight into bulk heterojunction photoactive layer
with elementary processes and b) molecular state diagram (modified from [9] and [18]).

The elementary processes and possible loss mechanisms numbered in Figure 3a can be
described as follows:
(1) Exciton formation
When the photoactive layer is exposed to light, a photon gets absorbed by the
donor leading to a donor excitation. In terms of molecular energy states the photon
absorption corresponds to transition from the electronic ground state S0 to the first
excited state S1 of the donor leading to a singlet exciton formation. Due to the low
relative dielectric constant in organic semiconductors, the singlet exciton can be
considered as a strongly coulomb bound electron-hole pair, a so-called “frenkelexciton”.
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(2) Exciton diffusion
The exciton is electrically neutral and its diffusion length L therefore depends only
on its lifetime τ and the diffusion coefficient D according to 𝐿 = √𝐷 ∙ 𝜏.[19]
Typical exciton diffusion lengths in organic semiconductor are in the range of 5 to
10 nm.[20] Within this diffusion length or exciton lifetime the exciton may reach
the donor / acceptor interface (3) or recombine radiatively under fluorescence back
to the S0 ground state. A transition from the singlet exciton S1 to a triplet exciton
T1 is spin forbidden and rather ineffective in organic materials without heavy
atoms.

(3) In case the S1 singlet exciton reaches the donor / acceptor interface within the
exciton diffusion length, an electron transfer from the donor to the acceptor leads
to a singlet charge transfer state (1CT). This transfer occurs typically on a very fast
timescale of 10 to 100 fs.

(4) If the thermalization length exceeds the coulomb capture radius, the CT state is
able to split off into free charges represented in Figure 3b by a charge separated
state (CS). The hole is located at the HOMO transport level in the donor, whereas
the electron is at the LUMO transport level of the acceptor.

(5) The free charges, also called polarons, are now able to migrate through its
respective transport levels towards the electrodes. These molecular transport levels
are not equal in energy but rather described by a Gaussian distribution of density
of energy (DOS). The charge transport is than dominated by a charge hopping
process between these energy states.

(6) As mentioned already before, due to the donor-acceptor blend structure in BHJ
solar cells, there is a certain probability for the free charges to recombine nongeminate before reaching the electrodes. Due to spin statistics, a ratio between
singlet 1CT to triplet 3CT states of one to three is proposed. A 1CT state can
recombine directly to the ground state S0, whereas a 3CT may include a triplet state
T1 of the acceptor followed by a relaxation to the ground state S0. For both, the
1

CT and the 3CT, dissociation back to free charge carriers is possible and it

depends upon the time constant between these processes.[21]
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(7) Free charges may also reach the opposite and hence “wrong” electrode resulting in
surface recombination. This is especially the case at low internal electric field
condition near the open circuit voltage, where the current is controlled by diffusion
rather than by internal electrical field. To prevent this, interlayers serving as hole
and electron blocking layer are used successfully (more about such blocking layers
in section 1.5.2).
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2.4 Measurement & Characterization
The current-voltage (J-V) characteristic in dark of solar cell is similar to that of a diode. In the
reverse bias region only a very weak dark current is observed, whereas in the forward bias
region the current increases rapidly at certain applied bias (Figure 5). Under illumination the
current increases in the reverse bias region due to the additional photocurrent. From the J-V
curve under illumination the characteristic parameters short circuit current (JSC – maximal cell
current) and open circuit voltage (VOC – maximal cell voltage) are obtained. The ideal power
of the solar cell would be the product of JSC and VOC – represented by the white rectangle in
Figure 4. However, the ideal power is never reached and the maximum power Pmax is given
therefore at the maximum power point (MPP), where the product of JMPP and VMPP –
represented by the blue rectangle – maximizes. The fill factor is the ratio between both
products and a measure for the “squareness” of the J-V curve (Eq. 5).

Figure 5. J-V characteristic of a typical P3HT:PCBM organic solar cell in dark and under illumination
including characteristic parameters JSC, FF and VOC as well as the maximum power point (MPP).

The unique parameter of the solar cell is the power conversion efficiency (PCE), which
ultimately describes the ratio between the incoming light power PL and the obtained maximal
electrical power Pmax (Eq. 6). In order to measure under standardized lab conditions, PL is
defined as 1 sun with a power surface density of 1000 W/m2. This represents the overall
yearly average of solar irradiation under a zenith angle of 48.2°. Under this angle the sun light
has to travel in average trough 1.5 air masses (AM 1.5). In laboratory a calibrated xenon arc
lamp with suitable filters is used to simulate 1 sun conditions for measurement. The
measurement under illumination should be furthermore carried out using a shadow mask to
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define the active area and restrict measured photocurrent from additional contribution by light
scattering or high conductive interlayers.[22]
Another important characterization method is the determination of the external (EQE) and
internal quantum efficiency (IQE). The EQE is defined as the ratio of the numbers of
collected charges (electrons) Ne to the number of incident photons at a given wavelength
Nph (λ) (Eq. 7), whereas the IQE is defined as the ratio of the number of collected charges Ne
𝑎𝑏𝑠
to the number of absorbed photons by the photoactive layer 𝑁𝑝ℎ
(λ) (Eq. 8). EQE and IQE are

connected via the absorptivity A in percentage of the photoactive layer (Eq. 9). A precise
determination of the IQE spectra considers the parasitic absorption (due to interlayer etc.) by
simulation.[92] An EQE spectra as well as an IQE spectra of a typical P3HT:PCBM organic
solar cell is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 6. Comparison between EQE (red) and IQE (black) spectra of a typical P3HT:PCBM organic solar cell
showing that at 500 nm nearly 63 % of the incident photons are converted into collected charges (from EQE
spectrum). In contrast to that, the respective IQE spectrum shows, that 70 % of the absorbed photons are
converted into collected charges at the same wavelength.

Knowing both, the J-V curve including their characteristic parameters and the IQE spectrum
helps to understand loss mechanism in organic solar cells.
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2.5 Materials
This section will give an overview of commonly used and high efficiency materials for
solution processed bulk heterojunction solar cells including materials for the photoactive
layer, interlayers and electrodes. Special attention is paid to perylene bisimide (PBI) as an
alternative small molecule acceptor on the one hand and the variety of transparent conduction
electrodes (TCE) on the other hand, since both topics will be addressed in the main part of
this thesis.
An unique property of all the materials used as particular layers in organic solar cells is the
position of their energy levels with respect to the vacuum level. In Figure 6a a typical organic
solar cell in normal geometry is shown including the energy levels for poly(3-hexylthiophene2,5-diyl) (P3HT) and phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) as a common electron
donor and acceptor respectively. As mentioned in section 1.2, the energy levels of interest for
donor and the acceptor are the HOMO and LUMO transport levels. After photoinduced
charge generation, holes have to travel through the transport HOMO levels towards the anode,
whereas electrons have to travel through the LUMO transport levels towards the cathode.

Figure 7. Energy level diagram and cross-section with the particular layers and materials of an organic bulk
heterojunction solar cell in a) normal and b) inverted device geometry.
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On the anode side in normal geometry, indium tin oxide (ITO) serves as a TCE and enables
both, light passage towards the photoactive layer and charge carrier collection. Between ITO
and the photoactive layer a hole blocking layer – usually poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) – reduces surface recombination between hole from the
photoactive layer and already extracted electrons as mentioned in section 1.3. For the cathode
a low work function metal is used for electron extraction and collection. Additionally, the
opaque metal layer enables reflection of non-absorbed light back into the photoactive layer
leading to increased photocurrent. However, in contrast to normal geometry, an inverted
geometry with inverse layer structure as shown in Figure 6b might be also suitable for many
cases and was first applied by Shirakawa et al.[23] Between a high work function metal anode
(e.g. Au) and the photoactive layer, again PEDOT:PSS serves as hole extraction layer /
electron blocking layer. In addition, zinc oxide (ZnO) is fabricated between ITO and the
photoactive layer as an electron extraction layer and hole blocking layer. Such interlayers do
not only prevent surface recombination, but also define mainly the built in voltage. Indeed,
efficient organic solar cells are published using silver electrodes as both, the anode and the
cathode. A drawback of low work function metals is their oxidation which reduces the long
term stability of such devices. The question about the choice between normal and inverted
geometry concerns not only long term stability, but has also a huge impact on the photoactive
layer during processing, due to preferential interaction of either the donor or the acceptor with
either of the interlayers or the air. The following sections present common materials for each
layer.
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2.5.1 Photoactive layer
This section presents a selection of common donor and acceptor materials for the photoactive
layer with a focus on PBIs as promising alternative electron acceptors. The structures of the
donor and acceptor materials are shown in Figure 7 and 8, respectively.
The very first bulk heterojunction solar cell was published by Heeger et al. in 1995 using
poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene]

(MEH-PPV)

as

a

donor

polymer and a fullerene derivative PCBM as small molecule acceptor.[14] Using a structurally
related donor polymer poly[2-methoxy-5-(3′,7′-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene]
(MDMO-PPV), Sariciftci et al. achieved an almost three fold enhancement in PCE of 2.5 %
in 2001 due to a more intimate mixed morphology using chlorobenzene (CB) instead of
toluene.[24] Indeed the morphology plays a crucial role as already mentioned in section 1.3 and
it needs to be optimized. One of the best investigated systems also in terms of morphology is
definitely a blend using P3HT as donor polymer and PCBM as acceptor. A lot of work was
done to investigate the influence of solvent and solvent additives, PCBM content and thermal
annealing. But also P3HT itself was optimized by variation of the polydispersity, molecular
weight or regioregularity[25] and including device optimization a high PCE of 6.5% was
reported for this system.[26] A further milestone in order to improve the performance of OPV
was achieved using the so-called low band gap (LBG) polymers. Having electron rich and
electron deficient units, a mixing of their respective molecular orbitals leads to a decrease in
electronic and hence optical gap resulting in a bathochromic shift of the absorption onset.
Taking the photon flux of the sun into account, it is obvious that consequently more photons
will be absorbed leading to a potentially higher JSC .[27] Typical high efficient LBG polymers
classified according to their electron deficient units are based on diketopyrrolopyrrole
(PDPP5T)[28], thieno[3,4‐c]pyrrole‐4,6‐dione (PBDTTPD)[29], thienothiophene (PBDTTT-CT[30], PBDTT-F-TT[31] and PTB7[32]) or benzothiadiazole (PCPDTBT)[33] with 5 to 8 % PCEs.
Based on benzothiadiazole, highly efficient low band gap polymers were recently published
exhibiting PCE over 10 %.[15] Following the low band gap approach, also small donor
molecules were synthesized such as F-DTS with a high PCE of 7 %.[34] Most of the donor
materials mentioned above were blended with acceptors based on fullerene and its derivatives
such as PCBM. Indeed, PCBM is up to date one of the most efficient acceptor for organic
photovoltaics due to its high electron affinity and mobility.
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Figure 8. A selection of common donor materials for OPV. Note that EH stands for 2-ethylhexyl – a common
alkyl solubilizing side chain.

On the other hand, the high electron affinity results in a relatively low LUMO level with
respect to the LUMO level of P3HT, at the cost of the attainable VOC. This issue was solved
by the indene-C60 bisadduct (ICBA) having a LUMO level 0.17 eV higher than that of
PC[61]BM. In consequence a remarkable high VOC of 0.84 V and hence an increase to 5.44 %
PCE when blended with P3HT was observed, whereas the reference cell with PC[61]BM
exhibits a VOC of 0.58 V and a PCE of 3.88% PCBM.[35] After the optimization, the
P3HT:ICBA blend achieved even a PCE of 6.48 %.[36] However, the light absorption
properties of fullerene based electron acceptors are in general poor. Additional challenging
synthesis and purification after chemical modification make fullerenes and its derivatives a
cost intensive material for large area photovoltaics. This motivated researchers to look for
alternative electron acceptors[37, 38], whereas PBI is one of the most promising one for several
reasons: PBI exhibit high extinction coefficients of 104 – 105 M-1 cm-1 in the visible range
from 400 to 600 nm combined with suitable electron affinity of – 3.9 eV.[39] Both, optical and
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electronic properties can be tuned via chemical modification of the π-conjugated core or
through extension of the conjugated system.[40, 41] Furthermore, an electron mobility as high as
2.1 cm2 V-1 s-1 were measured by OFET.[42] The synthesis and purification is easier and
cheaper compared to fullerene derivatives and can be carried out on large scale. Additionally,
PBI is known for its high photostability and hence used for dyes and pigments for many
years.[43] In OPV, a PBI based acceptor was already used by Tang et al. in the very first
vacuum processed organic bilayer solar cell. For bulk heterojunction solar cells PBI can be
blended with a donor polymer such as P3HT. A prominent one is the PBI 1 shown in Figure
8, which was first blended with P3HT by Friend et al.[44] Here, also a huge impact of the
solvent on the morphology was observed: A blend of P3HT and PBI 1 spin coated from CB
showed large crystals of PBI due to its high tendency to aggregate, whereas the same blend
system results in an intermixed network when spin coated from chloroform (CF). This was
ascribed to the fast evaporation of CF giving not enough time for the PBI to aggregate.
Additional optimization of the CF spin coated blend was done and a combination of hot
substrate spin coating, annealing and cooling in liquid nitrogen was found to give the highest
JSC resulting in an overall PCE of 0.25 %.[45] However, in both cases, the PCE was poor
compared to a P3HT:PCBM blend solar cell. Similar findings were obtained by Howard
et al.: a polymer:PBI 1 blend spin coated from CF showed well intermixing of both
components leading to strong non-geminate recombination. In contrast to that, spin coating of
the same blend from toluene results in large PBI aggregates. He found, that excitons
generated inside the PBI aggregates rather convert into intermolecular states, which do not
contribute to further charge generation. It was also shown, that such intermolecular states with
excimer like emission at 620 nm[46] exhibit much shorter diffusion length compared to the
exciton state,[47] which would in consequence need much smaller domain sizes for charge
generation. Indeed, the strong ability of the PBI to aggregate via π-π steaking, causing big
domain sizes, turned out to be a serious issue in polymer:PBI blend systems. Beside the
intermolecular state formation, the charge transport suffers from grain boundaries and poor
interconnection between large PBI crystals. Therefore two concepts were applied to control
the nanomorphology and to allow excited state diffusion (exciton or excimer) towards the
donor / acceptor interface layer for charge generation: First, control over aggregation by
chemical modification of PBI 1 to inhibit intermolecular state formation and guarantee
relatively long exciton diffusion lengths and second, reducing the PBI domain size in the
range of the intermolecular state diffusion length, while keeping the chemical structure of
PBI 1.
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Figure 9. A selection of common acceptor materials based on fullerene and perylene bisimides for organic solar
cells.
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Following the first concept, Kamm et al. introduced branched alkyl substituents to the PBI
core and achieved for PBI 2 an exciton like emission peaking at 590 nm, whereas PBI 1
showed an excimer like emission at 640 nm. As expected, the JSC was slightly higher for
PBI 2, when blended with P3HT resulting in a PCE of 0.5 %.[48] Additionally, it was shown,
that core substitution not only suppresses the crystallinity but also enables tuning of the PBI
phase size.[49] For instance, phenyl substituents at the bay position in PBI 3 cause twisting of
the PBI core and hence inhibit aggregation, which finally leads to a PCE of 4.1 % using PTB7
as donor polymer.[50] Another approach considers the fact, that the intermolecular state in PBI
is almost exclusively found in H-aggregates, whereas exciton diffusion length up to 96 nm
where measured for J-aggregates.[51] Following that approach, Marks et al. presented slip
stacked PBI aggregates with different slip angles depending on the core substituent.
Increasing the slip angle leads to an increase of JSC and the overall efficiency. However, with
increasing the slip angles also the LUMO level of the PBI decreases and hence providing
more excess energy for charge separation, which could also explain the higher JSC.[52]. As
mentioned already before, core substitution does not only affect the aggregation but also the
photophysical and electronic properties of the PBI, which makes an analysis of the particular
contribution of a PBI excimer to the increased JSC complex in this system.
Following the second concept, several approaches turned out to be suitable in order to reduce
domain size of PBI 1. Rajaram et al. used for instance a P3HT:PBI diblock copolymer as
compatibilizer to reduce the PBI 1 domain size resulting in a higher PCE of 0.55 % due to
higher JSC compared to a PCE of 0.37 % without compatibilizer.[53] Thermal annealing was
also found to have a huge impact of the PBI 1 domain size, where increasing temperature
leads to an increased intermolecular state emission due to larger PBI 1 domains.[54] However,
adjusting the PBI 1 domain size by thermal annealing to the intermolecular state diffusion
length quenched this emission at the donor / acceptor interface and lead to higher
photocurrent generation.[55] Furthermore solvent additives were used to control the
morphology in both PTB7:PBI 1 and F-DTS:PBI 1 blend system.[56] Using diiodooctane
(DIO) as solvent additive, the PBI domain size in a PBDTTT-CT:PBI 1 blend could be
significantly reduced resulting in a PCE of 3.64 % compared to a PCE of 2.67 % without
DIO. The authors mentioned, that not only the smaller PBI domain size causes the higher
PCE, but also an improved electronic coupling of the adjacent PBI aggregates and a balanced
charge transport between holes and electrons.[57] The impact of using DIO as additive was
even more shown in a blend of PBI 1 with the small molecule donor F-DTS, where the PCE
increased dramatically from 0.13 % (without DIO) to 3.1 % (with DIO).[58,

59]

This blend
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system could be further optimized by changing the F-DTS:PBI 1 ratio to 1.3:1 resulting in a
surprising high PCE of 5.1 %.[60] This is remarkable, since PBI 1 is known for its high
tendency to aggregate in large crystals as mentioned above. However, in blend systems with
F-DTS high miscibility with PBI 1 was found and almost no aggregation. Here DIO allows
PBI aggregation and higher crystallinity in both phases, donor and acceptor was observed,
leading to a higher photocurrent and hence photovoltaic performance. It should be noted, that
especially in blends with LBG donor materials, such as PBDTTT-CT or F-DTS, energy
transfer from PBI 1 to the donor might contribute significantly to the photocurrent, since the
emission of PBI 1 (excitons and excimer) overlaps with the donor absorption. Although the
PCE of PBDTTT-CT:PBI 1 and F-DTS:PBI 1 are high for PBI based solar cells, they are still
significantly lower than the respective blends with fullerene based acceptors.[30, 34] The lower
PCE was attributed to the lower photocurrent represented by the relatively low IQE of only
45% in F-DTS:PBI 1 compared to 90 % in F-DTS:PCBM. The IQE value was rather
independent on the light intensity suggesting a low non-geminate recombination. In contrast
to that, the IQE value was found to increase to 60 % at reverse applied voltage of -10V, an
indication for electrical field dependent charge generation or charge transport.[58, 59] The PBI
crystalline correlation length (a measure of the distance over which crystalline order is
preserved) in F-DTS: PBI 1 blend was found to be 7.4 ± 3.3 nm,[59] which might not be
sufficient for efficient charge separation and charge delocalization / stabilization.[61]
The efficiency of charge separation based on the CT-state at the donor:PBI interface depends
highly on the order of the PBI and a certain electronic coupling between the adjacent PBI
molecules seems to be necessary to take the charge fast away from the interface and hence
avoid recombination. This should be especially keep in mind for the first concept, since here
the chemical modification of the PBI disturbs the aggregation and likewise the electronic
coupling. Asbury et al. has shown in a P3HT blend system, that non-crystalline PBI derivate
exhibits activated charge separation, whereas charge separation with PCBM occurs through
barrierless pathway. He proposed an improved charge separation with reduced activation
energy in case of highly crystalline PBI phase.[62] Indeed, a crystalline PBI derivative
exhibiting higher electron mobility than PCBM has shown to be more efficient in charge
photogeneration even at low energetic driving forces with respect to PCBM.[63] This was
furthermore confirmed for a series of aggregating PBI derivatives leading to the same
result.[64] However, the high mobility expected for crystalline PBI phase might not be
maintained through the whole bulk when blended with a polymer like PBDTTT-CT due to
missing percolation pathways between the PBI domains. Consequently this poor charge
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transport in bulk limits the performance of PBDTTT-CT:PBI solar cells compared to
PBDTTT-CT:PC71BM, even if charge-separation and non-geminate recombination dynamics
were observed to be strikingly similar for both blend systems.[65] One way to solve the
conflict of avoiding crystallinity while keeping the charge mobility high is the approach of
liquid crystals. Liquid crystals are known for their supramolecular assembly and high electron
mobilities of 1.3 cm2 V-1 s-1 in SCLC,[66] while at the same time showing a reduced
crystallinity and self-healing properties leading to reduction of structural defects like grain
boundaries.[67] With respect to PBIs, Thelakkat et al. observed a different behavior in terms of
charge mobility between the crystalline PBI 4 and the liquid crystalline PBI 5. Both PBIs
exhibit similar electron mobility in as-cast films. However, annealing allows structural
reorganization which leads to an increase of two orders of magnitude in the case of the liquid
crystalline PBI 5, whereas the electron mobility of the crystalline PBI 4 decreases by a factor
of four.[68] Based on this result in chapter 3, the impact of crystallinity versus liquid
crystallinity on the charge carrier yield and non-geminate recombination for these two PBIs
when blended with P3HT is investigated.
It was also reported that the efficiency of CT-state formation and CT-dissociation depends on
the electronic structure of the acceptor and fundamental differences between PBI with PCBM
were found. For instance, Bredas et al. calculated that the CT-recombination in a
α-sexithienyl/PBI system is much faster than in a α-sexithienyl/PCBM system and hence
competes with CT-dissociation. It is worth to note, that this theoretical calculation was
applied just on the single donor / acceptor system and did not involve any aggregation effects
e.g. of the acceptor.[69] Troisi et al. calculated the rate constant for CT-state formation based
on a donor exciton and provides an explanation why PCBM as acceptor leads to high rate
constants compared to other small molecule acceptors such as PBI. In particular, he considers
the charge transfer in the Marcus inverted region, where an increase of the Gibbs free energy
leads to an increase in activation energy and hence a decreased rate for the electron transfer
reaction. However, in PCBM the access to low lying excited states in the anionic form of
PCBM leads to decreased Gibbs free energy and consequently an increased rate constant for
these excited states, respectively. With regard to PBI, he suggests to link two PBI units via a
methylene bridge in order to create low lying excited states for an increase of CTformation.[70] Such low lying exited states could be already found experimentally in linked
PBI dimers.[71]
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In OPV the concept of linked PBIs was first realized by Narayan et al. by connecting two
PBIs directly at the N-terminal leading to PBI 6. In a blend with PBDTTT-CT as donor he
observed a 10-fold increase in JSC for the linked PBI when compared to the non-linked PBI as
reference. However, the increase JSC was attributed to the disturbed stacking of PBI 6 leading
also to smaller PBI domain sizes and an increase in dimensionality, whereas the role of
possible low lying excited states for the PBI 6 anionic form was not discussed.[72] Following
detailed studies on the same blend system confirmed an intermittent mixing where both,
donor and acceptor contribute equally to the photocurrent and an overall PCE of 3.20 % was
found.[73] Yao et al. linked two PBIs at the bay position via a thiophene bridge resulting in
PBI 7. Also here the PBI 7 domain size was dramatically reduced to approximately 30 nm
compared to 200-700 nm of the monomeric analog of PBI in blend with PBDTTT-CT.
Consequently, an increase in FF and an over 25-fold increase in JSC were observed for PBI 7
resulting in a remarkable high PCE of 4.03 %. It is worth to note, that DIO is again essential
as additive and leaving out DIO leads to a PCE of only 0.77 %.[74] A detailed optimization of
the DIO content in combination with solvent annealing to reconstruct the morphology for the
same blend system leads to further increase in JSC to 12.8 mA/cm2 and FF to 56.4 % and an
overall PCE of 6.1 %.[75] Using F-DTS as small molecule donor, the impact of additives on
the PBI 8 domain size was controlled and finally, a direct correlation between the PBI domain
size and JSC was found.[76] Subsequently a number of other dimeric PBIs were synthesized
predominately to top the PCE and to demonstrate the potential of this approach, whereas an
understanding of the structural and photophysical consequences is often fragmentary.
However, the following additional candidates are presented to highlight the progress in
linking PBI units for high efficient small molecule acceptors. Zhan et al. investigated the
impact of the length of the thiophene bridge and the number of thiophenes was varied from
zero up to three units. Using PBDTTT-CT as donor polymer the PBI dimer with only one
thiophene unit was found to give the best performance of 3.6 % PCE, whereas direct linking
of two PBIs result in poor performance of 0.7 % PCE. This was attributed to the high dihedral
angle of 62.7° in direct linked PBIs, which does not allow π-π steaking leading to inability to
form PBI domains and conversely, large crystalline PBDTTT-CT domains were found. As a
result hole transport was promoted, whereas electron transport was restricted.[77] However,
taking the same donor polymer PBDTTT-CT and after small changes to the solubilizing
chains of the direct linked PBI result in PCE enhancement to 3.63 % for PBI 9.[78] This clearly
shows the impact of solubilizing chains on the morphology which is supported by further
examples at the end of this section. A very similar but more suitable donor polymer for PBI 9
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seems to be PBDTT-F-TT due to a deeper HOMO level and red-shifted absorption with
respect to PBDTTT-CT resulting in a PCE for normal device geometry of 4.21 % and for
inverted device geometry of 5.31 %.[79] PBI 9 was also blended with others donor polymers
and high efficiencies between 4 to 5 % are reported.[80,

81, 82]

Another candidate for high

efficient PBI based acceptors was presented by Nuckolls et al. and was formed by fusion of
two PBI units with a two-carbon bridge. In combination with PTB7 or PBDTT-TT as donor
polymer high PCEs between 4.5 and 6.1 % were obtained, whereas photocharge generation
was found to originate from both, donor as well as acceptor excitons.[83] Beside PBI dimers
also trimers and tetramers were synthesized, motivated by an expected improved three
dimensional charge transport.[84, 85, 86, 87] In order to get the highest PCE not only an optimal
matching of the photophysical and energetic properties between donor and acceptor, but also
a balance between miscibility and aggregation of the components for a beneficial morphology
is necessary. This enables especially PBI based acceptors more opportunities for chemical
fine-tuning and thus was shown also for PBI-dimers to gain improved photovoltaic
performance.[88, 89]
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2.5.2 Interlayers and electrodes
As seen from Figure 6 the photoactive layer is, no matter if in normal or inverted geometry,
sandwiched between interlayers, in particular hole and electron blocking layers, and the
electrodes for charge collection. In this section the interlayers and electrodes will be treated
together, since they appear often also as hybrids. This is especially the case for a series of
transparent conducting electrodes (TCEs), which will be discussed in detail here.
The reasons to use interlayers between the photoactive layer and the electrodes instead of
sandwiching the photoactive layer directly between metallic electrodes are manifold. The
main reason to use interlayers is to prevent recombination of charges at the opposite electrode.
This is especially important for bulk heterojunction solar cells, since here donor and acceptor
phase are distributed over the whole photoactive layer. When the acceptor phase is in direct
contact with the anode and electrons from the acceptor LUMO may recombine with already
extracted holes. However, when an electron blocking layer is integrated exhibiting a higher
LUMO level than the acceptor, this recombination is heavily suppressed. Similarly, a hole
blocking layer at the cathode having a deeper energy level as the donor hinders holes from the
donor to recombine with previous extracted electrons at the cathode. As a consequence of the
suppressed recombination high photocurrent densities can be achieved even at weak electric
field resulting in an improved FF and an overall better PCE.[90] Depending upon the blocking
layer material, e.g. in case of metal oxides, the energy level is described by conduction band
and valence band rather than HOMO and LUMO respectively. Beside the blocking effect of
opposite charges, the interlayers are of course also responsible for the extraction of the desired
charges. The involved energy levels for charge extraction predominantly define the built in
voltage of the device and hence the electric field strength. High electric field strength is
needed for high charge carrier extraction efficiency and to restrict recombination processes
inside the photoactive layer. The selection of interlayers has therefore a direct impact on the
device PCE. For instance, the PCE of a device based on a P3HT:PCBM blend varies from
2.3 % to 4.2 % using different interlayers.[91] Common interlayers are based on both, organic
and inorganic materials and depending on their energy levels, they are used for hole extracting
layer (e.g. MoO3, NiO, PEDOT:PSS) or electron extracting layers (e.g. TiOx, ZnO). The
choice of suitable interlayers depends not only on their energy levels but also on their
processability. In this context the surface energy plays an important role, when the
photoactive layer is processed on top of the interlayer and vice versa. Additional to that, the
so-called self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are used to control both, work function via
formation of dipoles and surface energy. A requirement for all interlayers is a high
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transparency to minimize parasitic absorption and thus maximize light absorption in the
photoactive layer.[92] An overview of the several interlayer materials and their functions is
given in literature reviews.[91, 93, 94] Finally, electrodes are needed for charge collection and no
matter, whether normal or inverted geometry is used, one can define the electrode right on top
of the substrate as front electrode and the counter electrode as back electrode (Figure 10). For
the front electrode usually, ITO is used as TCE to allow light transmission towards the
photoactive layer. Depending on the device geometry, the back electrode is made either from
a low (for anode) or high (for cathode) work function metal (Figure 10a). As seen in Figure
10a, the metal back electrode allows reflection of the light back to photoactive layer and
interlayers such as titanium oxides (TiOx) are also used as optical spacer to adjust the
maximum of light intensity within the photoactive layer.[95] In contrast to that, using a
transparent back electrode enables the fabrication of OPV devices on non-transparent
substrates such as paper (Figure 10b). Having front and back electrodes transparent lead to
semitransparent OPV devices and opens up new applications for windows in building
integrated photovoltaics and automotive roofs (Figure 10c).

Figure 10. Possible arrangements of transparent conducting electrode as a) front electrode, b) back electrode
and c) front & back electrode.

In the following, currently used efficient TCEs especially for OPV will be briefly
demonstrated to illustrate the variety of materials and its applications. Two elementary
properties are essential for a high performing TCE: high optical transparency and low sheet
resistance (R□). The optical transparency is of course necessary for high light transmittance
(T) and can be easily measured by UV / Vis absorption spectroscopy. Typically, T is given for
550 nm, which corresponds to the maximum of human eye luminosity curve.[96] A low R□ is
needed for fast charge collection over the entire size of the photoactive area. An increase in
R□ may increase the probability for recombination at the electrode / photoactive interface,
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leading to a decreased photovoltaic performance. R□ depends on the material specific
resistivity ρ and the thickness d of the electrode layer according to Eq. 10. Usually R□ is
measured by a four-point probe method, but can be also determined by a two-point probe
method as deduced in the following.

𝑅□ =
𝑅=

𝜌
𝑡

𝜌

(10)

𝑡

∙

𝑅 = 𝑅□ ∙

𝐿
𝑊
𝐿
𝑊

(11)
(12)

Figure 11. Illustration to derive the sheet resistance R□ of a thin conducting layer having the thickness t, width
W and length L.

In Figure 11 the respective electrode is defined by the thickness t, the width W and the length
L. The resistance R along L can be then measured and it is connected to the resistivity ρ of the
material and L as well as the cross section t · W according to Eq. 11. Combining Eq. 10 and
Eq. 11 leads to Eq. 12 and for L = W, the resistance measured between the edges
perpendicular to L equals to R□. However, as seen from Eq. 10, R□ depends on t and the
thicker the electrode layer is, the smaller is R□, but also the lower is T. Therefore, a
compromise between low R□ and high T has to be found for the optimal electrode thickness t.
A quantitative way to connect the optical transparency with the sheet resistance is ratio of
electrical (σDC) and optical (σOP) conductivity, the so called figure of merit (FOM) given by
the Eq. 13.[97] Here Z0 is the impedance of free space (377 Ω)[98], R□ is the sheet resistance and
T corresponds to the transmittance.

𝐹𝑂𝑀 =

𝜎𝐷𝐶
𝜎𝑂𝑃

= 2𝑅

□

𝑍0
(𝑇 (−0.5) −1)

(13)

For instance, commercial ITO having T=97% and R□ = 15 – 30 Ω/□ exhibits FOM values of
400–800.[97] However, it should be noted, that also other definitions of FOM were
proposed,[99] while the one presented here is the most popular.[100]
Thus the high T along with a sufficiently low R□ of ITO is the reason, why ITO is one of the
most common TCE not only for OPV, but also for organic light emitting diodes, displays and
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touchscreens. Beside ITO, also other tin oxide based TCE are known such as fluorine doped
tin oxide (FTO) or aluminum doped zinc oxide (AZO). FTO requires high deposition
temperatures above 600°C, which makes the use of FTO for flexible polymer substrates
difficult,[99] whereas AZO is attacked easily by acid or alkaline chemical groups and therefore
also by the acidic PEDOT:PSS.[101] In contrast to that, ITO is much more resistant against
acids or bases[99] and can be deposited also on flexible substrates such as PET, although a
higher thickness is required to achieve a R□ of 12.6 Ω/□ at the cost of T.[102] On the other
hand, transparent conducting oxides are brittle and form cracks on flexible substrates after
bending and a significant increase in resistance with increasing strain for ITO on polymer
substrates was found.[103] In addition, indium is a rare and expensive element[99] and the
production of ITO is highly energy demanding. Considering a complete organic solar cell, a
share of over 35% for ITO on the overall energy demand in production was determined.[6]
This may hamper OPV to be produced inexpensively on large flexible substrate, which
motivated researchers to look for alternative TCEs. Based on preliminary studies on carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) and their optical and electrical properties in thin films,[104, 105] Gruner et al.
replaced ITO by a 30 nm CNT thin film coated on PET (T=85%, R□ =200 Ω/□), whereas
PEDOT:PSS was used to smooth the surface and to further decrease R□ to 160 Ω/□. Finally, a
PCE of 2.5 % using a P3HT:PCBM blend was achieved, whereas the ITO reference device
exhibits 3 % PCE.[106] Additionally, the sheet resistance was reduced using chemical dopants
and through mechanical pressing to improve the contact between the CNTs.[107] Although
CNT electrodes were proposed for cheap large area production, the intercalation of CNTs into
the active layer lowers significantly the device performance.[108] Using a PTB7:PC71BM blend
Matsuo et al. achieved 6.04 % PCE which is 83% of the ITO reference device (PCE of
7.48%) with a MoOx doped and PEDOT:PSS over coated CNT electrode. However, it was
found that MoOx forms cracks through bending, which leads to a decreased in PCE.[109] In
contrast to that, a graphene based TCE (T=92%, R□ =300 Ω/□) was quite stable even after 100
bending cycles using again PTB7:PC71BM as photoactive layer. Graphene was used for both,
anode and cathode and PCEs of 6.1 % and 7.1 % were achieved.[110] Analogous to CNT, R□ in
graphene TCE can be further reduced with increasing number of graphene layers, but only at
the cost of T, or by chemical doping resulting in a R□ of 30 Ω/□.[111] However, a big drawback
of using graphene for TCE is the high cost due to the sophisticated syntheses and issues in
maintaining high quality.[112] Beside CNT and graphene also highly doped PEDOT:PSS
(T=98.1 %, R□ =145 Ω/□) itself was successfully used as TCE resulting in 4.1 % PCE for a
P3HT:PCBM blend system, which is actually the same as achieved for the ITO reference
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(4.11 % PCE).[113] At the first instance, it is surprising that the mentioned alternative TCEs
with R□ much higher than that of ITO still gives quite similar performance. However, this is
only possible due to the small device areas and it should be noted, that the power loss (Ploss)
depends on R□ and the device area (L ∙ W) according to Eq. 14.
𝑊

𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = (𝐽 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ 𝑊)2 ∙ 𝑅□ ∙ 3∙𝐿

(14)

There is J the current density, L is the length and W is the width as defined in Figure 11 and
R□ is the sheet resistance. Having for instance JMPP = 8 mA/cm2 and VMPP = 500 mV, the
fraction of power loss Ploss / (JMPP · L · W · VMMP) is limited to 10 % for R□ = 10 Ω/□, when W
is kept below 1.4 cm, whereas for R□ = 160 Ω/□, only when W is below 0.34 cm.[106] A further
decrease of R□ especially for larger device areas is therefore needed.
As mentioned above, carbon based TCEs such as CNT, graphene and PEDOT:PSS needs
often to be doped in order to increase the charge carrier density and hence the conductivity.
This is not the case for metal based TCEs due to the intrinsic high charge carrier density of
metals. Thin metal films are known as semitransparent electrode with R□ below 20 Ω/□ for a
long time.[114] Unfortunately, ultrathin metal films exhibit generally only a very low
transmittance for sufficiently low R□ values, leading to lower JSC.[115] Ag nanowires are used
similar to CNT as TCE, whereas much lower R□ in the range of 9 Ω/□ (T = 89%) to 69 Ω/□
(T=95%) is observed. To reduce the conduction resistance between Ag nanowires, further
treatments such as pressing or nano-welding is required.[116] Additional over coating with
PEDOT:PSS significantly improved the performance and a PCE even higher than for the ITO
reference were obtained.[117] However, similar to CNT, Ag nanowires may lead to shorts
especially in roll-to-roll fabrication and breakdown of Ag nanowires due to current induced
heating reduces the performance during the time.[118] Beside Ag nanowires, also Cu nanowires
are suitable for TCE in OPV[119] and furthermore TCEs based on electro spun nanofibers
exhibits reasonable low R□ between 15 and 21 Ω/□ while having high T of approximately
90% or higher for Cu, Au and Ag and roughly 70 % for Al.[120] Apart from that, metals grids
in combination with high conducting PEDOT:PSS are used as front TCE on flexible
substrates with comparable performance to ITO.[121] The grid is often inkjet printed from an
Ag ink resulting e.g. in 130 nm high lines, which needs to be over coated or embedded into
the substrate and because of a line width of 100 µm and more, the grid is still visible to the
naked eye.[122]
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An elegant method to fabricate a non-visible metal network (T550nm=86 %, R□ =10 Ω/□) is part
of this thesis and presented in chapter 5. The metal network was successfully incorporated in
OSCs, which exhibits a similar performance like the ITO reference. The big advantage of this
metal network is the potential for easy and cheap production on a large scale and the variety
of materials, which may be used for the network.
Many of the TCEs presented here for the front electrode (Figure 10a) can be fabricated also
on top of the photoactive layer (Figure 10b), which is especially interesting for nontransparent substrates such as paper.[123, 124] Having both front and back electrode transparent
(Figure 10c) enables semitransparent organic solar cells, where the color can be tuned through
selection of the photoactive layer material, respectively. This opens new application and
markets for building integrated OPV and automotive roof top applications. Many
semitransparent OPV devices reported in the literature use ITO as front electrode and Ag
nanowires,[125, 126, 127, 128, 129] metal / metal oxide[130, 131, 132] or PEDOT:PSS[133, 134, 135, 136] as
back electrode. However, due to the drawbacks of ITO mentioned above, ITO-free
semitransparent OSC are of special interest and there are a few examples in the literature as
well. Jen et al. used PEDOT:PSS based front and back electrodes for a P3HT:PC[61]BM
system, but achieved a rather low PCE of only 0.5 %.[137] More successful was a combination
of Ag nanowires and PEDOT:PSS or metal oxides for both electrodes leading to PCEs
between 2.0 and 2.3% when P3HT as donor polymer is used[138, 139] and a PCE of 2.9 % using
a LBG-polymer.[140] Current collecting grids printed from Ag inks in combination with
PEDOT:PSS are well established as front and back electrodes for large area roll-to-roll
fabrication of ITO-free OPV. However, here the dimensions of the grid ranging from 200 to
300 µm are visible to the naked eye and hence not ideal for window applications,[141] where a
complete transparent electrode is desired.

Based on the presented work in chapter 5, the metal network was successfully fabricated on
top of a photoactive layer exhibiting a low haze and a high FOM. The combination with the
metal network front electrode from chapter 5 leads to an ITO-free semitransparent OPV
device as presented in chapter 6.
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3 Overview
Organic photovoltaics (OPV) owns a great potential as a source for renewable energy and a
big progress was made over the last decades in terms of understanding the fundamental
photophysical processes and device engineering. Both are necessary to establish OPV as
inexpensive and environment friendly alternative to current photovoltaic technologies. For
OPV commercialization several aspects need to be considered such as cost of material and
fabrication, power conversion efficiency and device lifetime. Also environmental friendliness
and carbon foot print are important factors. Thus the choice of suitable OPV materials, which
should be also available in large scale, is crucial. However, phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl
ester (PCBM) – the state-of-the-art electron acceptor in solution processed OPV – is one of
the most expensive components and its large scale production needs great effort in synthesis
and purification. Likewise, indium tin oxide (ITO), a common transparent conducting
electrode, suffers from the limited abundance and high costs of indium. Additionally, ITO is
not the best choice for flexible substrates, since it is brittle and forms cracks which lower the
electrical conductance. Therefore, alternative material and device concepts are needed to
make solution processed OPV competitive and to enable large scale production.
The aim of this thesis is to provide alternative concepts for both, PCBM and ITO. Therefore,
the thesis deals with detailed study of perylene bisimides (PBI) as a small molecule electron
acceptor to replace PCBM. PBIs exhibit a higher light absorption efficiency compared to
PCBM and its color can also be easily tuned. The color of photoactive materials again is an
interesting aspect for semitransparent OPV, since it allows a variety in design by selecting
suitable colors of photoactive materials. On the other hand, this thesis presents a concept to
fabricate a novel transparent conducting electrode based on transparent metal networks which
can replace ITO. The dissertation contains four individual manuscripts, each represented by
one chapter.
Chapter 3 and chapter 4 regard PBI as potential electron acceptor in bulk heterojunction
polymer blends solar cells. Here the impact of alkyl vs. oligo ethylene glycol (OEG)
solubilizing substituents on morphology, charge carrier recombination dynamics and
consequently OPV device performance was investigated. We found, that solubilizing
substituents have a large impact on the miscibility and hence on the phase separation between
donor and acceptor. We could correlate the different degrees of phase separation to changes in
charge carrier recombination dynamics. Based on these findings, we could explain the
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difference in photovoltaic performance of two differently aggregating PBIs in combination
with two different donor polymers. The methods used here, i.e. atomic force microscopy
(AFM) and transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) represent a powerful combination to
analyze the effect of phase separation on charge carrier recombination dynamics and hence
help to understand the loss mechanisms in OPV using PBI.
Chapter 5 and chapter 6 deal with a novel concept to fabricate transparent metal network
electrodes, which were successfully integrated into OPV devices as both, front and back
transparent conducting electrode (TCE). The metal network was fabricated with the help of a
cracked polymer template by thermal evaporation of a metal (e.g. Ag) followed by removal of
the polymer template. We have developed methods to easily incorporate this metal network
electrode not only as front electrode on a glass substrate, but also as back electrode, where the
whole fabrication of the metal network had to be carried out on sensitive organic photoactive
layers. Therefore, the metal network electrode was not only used to replace ITO successfully,
but also to provide a transparent back electrode. Having both front and back electrode made
by transparent metal network electrodes leads to an ITO-free semitransparent organic solar
cell. Since the metal network can be fabricated at low cost and in large scale, this concept is
relevant for industrial production of large area OPV including the opportunity for
semitransparency, which is especially interesting for building integrated OPV and automobile
roof top applications.
Studying concepts based on novel material for electron transport as well as transparent
electrodes, this thesis contributes to novel device concepts and applications.
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Controlling phase separation in donor polymer-PBI blend systems via
hydrophobic vs. hydrophilic side chains and their impact on non-geminate
recombination (Chapter 3 and 4)

The photoactive layer is the heart of a solar cell device. The charge carriers are generated
within the photoactive layer and thus the careful selection of photoactive materials i.e. the
electron donor and acceptor materials decides the overall photovoltaic performance of the
device. A milestone of OPV development is the introduction of the bulk heterojunction
concept, where the electron donor and acceptor is blended to form a morphology suitable for
efficient exciton diffusion to the donor/acceptor interface, charge generation and charge
carrier transport towards the extracting electrodes. Thereby, not only photophysical and
electronic properties such as absorption, energy alignment and charge carrier mobility are
important, but also the donor-acceptor miscibility and the capability to undergo favorable
phase separation. Several concepts are known to control the morphology such as thermal and
solvent annealing as well as the use of solvent additives. Solubilizing side chains of the donor
and acceptor material have also a huge impact on the miscibility and hence phase separation
between both and offer further possibilities to control aggregation and morphology. However,
in many of the organic solar cell devices, the donor polymer is designed to suit the state-ofthe-art PCBM acceptor, since PCBM itself has only very limited potential for chemical
modification without losing its electron accepting properties. Additional drawbacks of PCBM
such as very poor light absorption, tendency to agglomerate and high costs due to
sophisticated synthesis and purification motivated researchers to look for alternative electron
acceptors. PBI is a prominent candidate, since it possesses high light absorption, excellent
electron accepting and transport properties and it is easy to synthesize in large scale. With
regard to morphology control, PBI allows fine tuning through chemical modification of not
only the photophysical and energetic properties, but also aggregation behavior and phase
separation in combination with a donor polymer. However, the effect of PBI solubilizing
substituents on the phase separation in polymer blends is not well investigated. To do this,
two unsymmetrical PBIs both having a linear alkyl chain on one of the imide positions,
whereas the other imide position is either functionalized with an alkyl (PBI 1) or OEG (PBI 2)
swallow tail. The chemical structures of PBI 1 and PBI 2 are shown in Figure 1. Substitution
of the imide position does not affect the photophysical and energetic properties.
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Figure 1. a) Chemical structure of the two investigated perylene bisimides PBI 1 and PBI 2 as electron
acceptors and the respecting donor polymer P3HT. b) J-V characteristics of normal organic solar cells under
illumination using P3HT as donor polymer and PBI 1 (black) or PBI 2 (red) as small molecule acceptor. The
P3HT:PBI ratio was 1:2 by weight in each case.

This allowed a direct comparison of the results based on the different side chains. Starting
point of the investigation (chapter 3) was the different photovoltaic behavior observed for PBI
1 compared to PBI 2 when blended with P3HT (Figure 1b). Here, the PBI 2 blend showed
much higher short circuit current (JSC) and open circuit voltage (VOC) compared to the PBI 1
blend. Although the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of both blend systems was low, the
difference was significant and the question arose, whether this can indeed be attributed to the
different structural features of PBI 1 and PBI 2 which can cause different morphologies. We
therefore focused on investigation of the photoactive blend itself including methods such as
UV / VIS spectroscopy, AFM imaging and TAS. In addition, we study the effect of thermal
annealing in both PBI blend systems, since this in known considerably influence the phase
separation and thereby charge carrier recombination dynamics.
First, the results of the as-cast blend system are discussed and based on that the changes upon
thermal annealing at selected temperatures are referred. Following the assumption that the
different side chains of PBI lead to changes in blend morphology, AFM images were taken. It
is obvious, that the topography of PBI 1 blend (RMS roughness = 0.6 nm) is very smooth
compared to that of PBI 2 blend (RMS roughness = 6.4 nm). We ascribed this to a well
intermixed morphology due to high P3HT - PBI 1 miscibility mediated by similar alkyl side
chains in both components. In contrast to that, PBI 2 having polar OEG side chains leads to
phase separation featuring larger domains. The high degree of intermixing in PBI 1 blend
versus phase separation in PBI 2 blend was expected to have a big impact in the charge carrier
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recombination dynamics. Hence, time resolved TAS in the nanosecond to microsecond time
scale was carried out. In preliminary studies, radical cation and anion spectra were taken for
donor and acceptor materials either by spectroelectrochemistry or by chemical oxidation. This
is helpful to interpret the polaron bands in transient absorption spectra. In Figure 2a the P3HT
polaron band of the PBI 1 blend is shown, which is in line with data from literature. The
P3HT polaron band having a maximum at 970 nm was selected for analyzing the charge
carrier recombination dynamics in both blend systems, hence the evolution of ΔOD upon time
(note that ΔOD here at each time is proportional to the charge carrier density in the blend
system). In Figure 2b the charge carrier recombination dynamics for both blend systems are
shown in a log-log plot. The change in ΔOD upon time was well described by a power law
having the order of (λ+1) and a decay rate constant k, which is typical for charge carrier nongeminate recombination and consequently the decay dynamics could be fitted using the
integrated power law Eq. 1.
Δ𝑂𝐷(𝑡) = (Δ𝑂𝐷0−𝜆 + 𝑘 ∙ 𝜆 ∙ 𝑡)−1/𝜆 (1)
The different decay dynamics are shown in Figure 2b for PBI 1 and PBI 2 blend including the
best fit according to Eq. 1. For P3HT:PBI 1, a decay rate constant k being two orders of
magnitude higher than for P3HT:PBI 2 was observed, indicating a faster decay dynamics in
the PBI 1 blend. The faster decay was ascribed to the high degree of intermixing as confirmed
by AFM images. In addition, the decay order (λ+1) in PBI 1 blend was exceeding two (2.49)
and significantly higher than in the PBI 2 blend (1.71). This was ascribed to a higher density
of trap states and lower domain crystallinity in PBI 1 blend.

Figure 2. Transient absorption a) spectrum of P3HT:PBI 1 blend and b) decay dynamics at 970 nm monitoring
the maximum of P3HT polaron absorption for PBI 1 (black) and PBI 2 (red) blend including the best power law
fit (blue) according to Eq. 1.
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Using thermal annealing at selected temperatures the phase separation in P3HT:PBI 1 was
increased as confirmed by AFM images. Interestingly, significant changes in steady state
absorption spectra were observed indicating structural reorganizations of either the P3HT or
PBI or both. This probably also causes higher degree of crystallinity (Figure 3a). Likewise,
we observed different recombination dynamics upon thermal annealing, which is shown in
Figure 3b. As an example, the P3HT:PBI 1 blend annealed at 170°C was analyzed and two
different decay dynamics were found; one between 0.35 to 5.5 µs and the second between 6.5
to 450 µs illustrated by the black lines in Figure 3b. Both time regimes could be described by
power law and are ascribed in accordance to literature to a non-geminate recombination
between free charge carriers for the early time regime and to trap limited non-geminate
recombination for the later time regime.

Figure 3. a) normalized steady state absorption spectra and b) transient absorption decay dynamics at 970 nm
for P3HT:PBI 1 blend for as-cast and thermal annealed film at selected temperatures.

However, for P3HT:PBI 2 blend neither in steady state absorption nor in transient decay
dynamics significant changes upon thermal annealing were observed. Only a decreasing
charge carrier density with increasing annealing temperature was found. In accordance to the
higher degree of phase separation upon thermal annealing, this could be explained by
decreased photocharge generation due to a smaller donor-acceptor interface.
Thus the big impact of solubilizing side chains in PBI on the phase separation and thus on
morphology was clearly demonstrated here. It is shown that the different degree of
intermixing in both PBI 1 and PBI 2 blend systems directly affects the recombination
dynamics and thus the photovoltaic performance. Using thermal annealing large phase
separation was induced leading to decelerated recombination dynamics in P3HT:PBI 1
compared to the as-cast blend system.
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In chapter 4, the morphological impacts of the same two PBI compounds in combination with
two different donor copolymers were studied. It was an open question, whether the findings
from chapter 3 can be generalized also to other donor polymers. The selected donor polymers,
having both alkyl solubilizing side chains, OPV32 and PDPP5T are depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Chemical structures of the donor polymer OPV32 and PDPP5T for the PBI blends.

According to chapter 3 one could assume, that both donor polymers will show high
intermixing when blended with PBI 1, whereas coarse phase separation will occur when
blended with PBI 2 due to the alkyl/alkyl versus alkyl/polar OEG interaction of the blend
systems, respectively. The aim of this chapter is to verify this assumption including the
investigation of photovoltaic behavior, morphology and charge carrier recombination. The
optimization of the OPV32:PBI solar cells as well as their blend characterization using AFM
images was published before elsewhere.[1] Here the PDPP5T:PBI blend was optimized first
for solar cell performance and investigated including UV/VIS spectroscopy, and morphology
using AFM. However, analysis of the recombination dynamics by TAS is provided for both
the blend systems using different polymers; OPV32:PBI (1:1) as well as PDPP5T:PBI (1:2).
From a previous doctoral thesis in our group[1] it was known, that a OPV32:PBI 2 blend
performs much better in OPV device than the respective OPV32:PBI 1 blend. This result was
similar to the conclusion drawn for P3HT:PBI 1 in chapter 3 which can be ascribed to the
high degree of intermixing between OPV32 and PBI 1 and could be supported by AFM
images showing a very smooth film. In contrast to that OPV32:PBI 2 exhibited clear phase
separation between both components leading to higher JSC and finally, improved PCE. The
explanation for the different morphology is again the alkyl/alkyl versus alky/polar OEG
interaction of the solubilizing side chains in OPV32 and PBI. Similarly, from the chemical
structure of PDPP5T in Figure 4 one could assume a high degree of intermixing with PBI 1.
Consequently, the PDPP5T:PBI 2 blend should result in higher phase separation due to
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unfavored alkyl/polar OEG substituent interaction of both components. The question was,
whether the higher phase separation again leads to higher JSC values and an overall better
photovoltaic performance. Surprisingly, the blend using PBI 1 exhibited always higher JSC
and a much better photovoltaic performance compared to PBI 2.

Figure 5. a) J-V characteristics of PDPP5T blends using PBI 1 (black) or PBI 2 (red) as electron acceptor in
dark (open symbols) and under illumination (filled symbols) and b) EQE spectra of PDPP5T blends using PBI 1
(black) and PBI 2 (red) as electron acceptor. The PDPP5T:PBI ratio was 1:2 by weight in each case and both
devices were in inverted geometry.

Figure 5a shows the optimized inverted solar cells having a JSC of 5.03 mA/cm2 and a PCE of
1.56 % for PBI 1 blend which is much better than for the PBI 2 blend (JSC of 0.76 mA/cm2
and PCE of 0.27 %). In addition, the EQE spectra are given in Figure 5b emphasizing a much
higher photocurrent extraction for the PBI 1 blend over the whole range of the blend
absorption spectrum (not shown here). This is surprising since PBI 1 was expected to intermix
with PDPP5T leading to an unfavored morphology for photocharge generation and extraction.
The AFM images shown in Figure 6b confirm our initial assumption and a much coarser
phase separation could be found for the PBI 2 blend. Nevertheless, also the PBI 1 blend
exhibits a certain degree of phase separation as seen in Figure 6a, which might be favorable
for photocharge generation.
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Figure 6. AFM phase images of PDPP5T blends using a) PBI 1 or b) PBI 2 as electron acceptor. The
PDPP5T:PBI ratio was 1:2 by weight in each case.

Finally, time resolved TAS was performed to monitor and compare the charge carrier nongeminate recombination dynamics in both kinds of blend systems. The decay dynamics for
OPV32:PBI 1 in Figure 7a is much faster compared to OPV32:PBI 2 blend indicating faster
non-geminate recombination dynamics caused by a higher degree of intermixing in the former
as confirmed by AFM images. This is totally different for PDPP5T:PBI blend systems (Figure
7b). Whereas the PBI 1 blend exhibits also a polaron decay dynamics, this is not observed for
the case of PBI 2 blend. Almost no or very little amount of charges were generated in the
PBI 2 blend which can be explained by having again a closer look at the AFM images in
Figure 6b: a very coarse macro phase separation is most probably responsible for poor exciton
diffusion towards the donor/acceptor interface leading to a very limited photocharge
generation.

Figure 7. Transient absorption decay of PBI 1 (black) and PBI 2 (red) blend system monitored at 970 nm using
either a) OPV32 or b) PDPP5T as donor polymer. The transient signal was normalized to the steady state
absorption at the excitation wavelength, which was 500 nm for a) and 470 nm for b). The excitation density was
30µJ/cm2 in each case.
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Thus within this study it was shown that the nature of solubilizing side chains has a huge
impact on blend morphology and hence on the overall device performance. In contrast to
chapter 3 we found, that PBI 1 having alkyl side chains does not always result in high
intermixing with donor polymers which also have alkyl side chains. Here in the case of
PDPP5T:PBI blend system, the PBI 1 blend exhibits sufficient phase separation, whereas
PBI 2 blend system results in domains sizes probably much larger than the exciton diffusion
lengths leading finally to limited photocharge generation. Thus, these two chapters address
the potential and complexities to use PBIs instead of fullerene derivatives in bulk
heterojunction devices. The results indicate the need to adapt the donor & acceptor structures
to each other in order to obtain desired phase separation and morphology.
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A cracked polymer templated metal network as a transparent conduction
electrode for ITO-free semitransparent organic solar cells (chapter 5 and 6)

Transparent conducting electrodes (TCEs) are essential in OPV, since they are necessary for
light incoupling and transmission towards the photoactive layer while at the same time they
have to ensure high conductivity for loss-free photocurrent collection. ITO fulfills these
requirements very efficiently and is therefore the state-of-the-art TCE not only for OPV, but
also organic light emitting diodes, liquid crystal displays, touch screens and inorganic thin
film solar cells. However, ITO has also a number of drawbacks. It is brittle and forms cracks
on stretchable or bendable flexible substrates, which limits its utilization for large area roll-toroll fabrication and flexible applications. The fabrication of ITO requires high temperature
and indium itself is a rare and therefore expensive element. Many alternatives to ITO were
proposed such as graphene, carbon nanotubes, and silver nanowires. However, they suffer
from high resistance and need further treatments such as pressing or filling with other
conductive materials. Current collecting grids printed from silver inks do not have these
problems, but they are visible to the naked eye, since they exhibit large feature sizes. In
chapter 5 development of a novel transparent metal network electrode for OPV application is
presented. The metal network exhibits low sheet resistance and high transmittance, while its
structural features remain invisible to the naked eye. Furthermore, it is seamless and the
fabrication is suitable for large area fabrication, even on flexible substrates. The principle of
fabrication is schematically shown in Figure 8. It starts with the coating of an acrylic resin
colloidal polymer suspension on glass, where a polymer cracked template is formed during a
fast drying process. The template is fully cracked down to the substrate to form of U-grooves
and

the

cracks

are

highly interconnected

with

>5

µm

features

(Figure

8a).

Figure 8. Schematic illustration of the process for transparent metal network fabrication consisting of a) crack
template formation from coating and drying of a colloidal precursor polymer suspension, b) metal deposition
onto the polymer template and c) final silver metal network emerges after lift-off of the polymer template by
dissolving the polymer in chloroform.
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In a second step 55 nm of silver is deposited by vacuum evaporation on the cracked polymer
template (Figure 8b). Finally, the polymer template is washed away by dissolving it in
chloroform, while consequently the submicron metal network remains on the glass substrate
(Figure 8c). The structure of metal network was afterwards characterized by optical
microscope, optical profiler (Figure 9a) and scanning electron microscope (Figure 9b). The
metal fill factor, which describes the ratio of deposited metal area with respect to the total
substrate area, was estimated to be approximately 20%. The structural width varied between
some hundreds of nm and 1-2 µm, the spacing between the silver structures was in the range
of 20 to 60 µm. With these structural dimensions the metal network is invisible to the naked
eye, which is important for certain applications. The sheet resistance was 10 Ω/□ which is
slightly better than that of ITO reference (16 Ω/□) whereas the transmittance at 550 nm was
86% and therefore a bit lower compared to that of ITO (93%). However, as seen from
Figure 9c, the transmittance of the metal network is quite constant over a large wavelength
range with significantly higher transmittance in the UV region. It is worth to note, that the
transmittance and sheet resistance of the metal network depends highly on the metal fill factor
as well as on its thickness. A reduction in metal fill factor leads general to an increase in
transmittance but on the other side also to an increase in sheet resistance. A fine tuning of the
structural dimensions of the metal network is therefore essential to find a compromise
between high transmittance and low sheet resistance. This fine tuning was realized by
adjustment of the precursor polymer suspension as well as the template fabrication process
parameters. Likewise, an increase in metal network thickness adjusted by thermal evaporation
leads to a decrease in sheet resistance. However, the maximal thickness is limited due to the
fact that the metal network needs to be over coated by the subsequent layer, which is in our
case a hole blocking layer made from zinc oxide (ZnO). A thickness of 55 nm Ag was found
to give a sufficiently low sheet resistance.

Figure 9. a) Optical profile meter image in 3D view and b) SEM image of the network junction showing the
structural dimensions of the Ag metal network. c) Comparison of transmittance spectra of Ag metal network and
ITO. The inset shows a photograph of the Ag network on a glass substrate.
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The overcoating with ZnO is necessary to avoid electrical shorts through the device. The
commonly used ZnO layer thickness of 45 nm turned out to not cover the metal network
completely as seen from the SEM images in Figure 10a. Therefore, the ZnO layer thickness
was increased stepwise and 135 nm ZnO was found to be the optimal thickness (Figure 10b).
Figure 10c compares the J-V characteristics of the optimized Ag network electrode having
135 nm ZnO with an ITO device as reference with 45 nm ZnO, whereas all other layers were
kept the same. In particular, the solar cell parameters are almost same for the Ag network and
the ITO device. This emphasizes the potential of transparent Ag metal network electrode as
suitable replacement for ITO transparent conducting electrode.

Figure 10. SEM image and schematic illustration of the Ag metal network on glass substrate covered by a) 45
nm and b) 135 nm ZnO. c) Comparison of J-V characteristics of ITO (black) and Ag network (red) front
electrode in dark (open symbols) and under illumination (filled symbols). Note, that the ZnO layer thickness was
45 nm for ITO device and 135 nm for Ag network device. All other layers were kept same.
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Chapter 6 is an extension of the concept based on the successful integration of Ag metal
networks as a replacement for ITO as the front transparent electrode. The central question
here is, whether the metal network can be processed also on top of the organic photoactive
layer leading to a transparent back electrode. In case of having both front and back electrodes
transparent, a semitransparent organic solar cell can be realized. The color of such a
semitransparent solar cell can be then tuned by the choice of the photoactive layer materials.
The semitransparency of OPV is of special interest in the field of window applications in
building integrated photovoltaics or for automobile roof tops. The color tunability opens up a
completely new freedom in design which is not realizable with other photovoltaic
technologies.
The fabrication of the metal network follows the polymer template method from the previous
chapter which is schematically shown in Figure 8. However, the fabrication of the metal
network electrode on top of soluble organic layers is a quite challenging task, since the
polymer template needs to be removed by solvents without dissolving the underneath layers.
In an inverted device, the underlying layer is PEDOT:PSS as hole transporting layer on top of
the photoactive layer. For this purpose, a 50 nm thick PEDOT:PSS layer was spin coated on a
glass substrate. After the polymer template fabrication on top of this PEDOT:PSS layer, it
turned out that the cracking characteristic is very similar to that found on glass substrate in the
previous chapter. The polymer template was metallized with Ag or Au by thermal evaporation
and afterwards dissolved in different organic solvents. Chloroform, acetone and ethyl acetate
were suitable solvents to dissolve the polymer template fully while retaining the PEDOT:PSS
layer. As a typical example, Au was chosen and the impact of selected Au network
thicknesses in the range of 20 to 60 nm on both the transmittance and the sheet resistance
were studied in detail. In addition, the haze for all thicknesses was determined, which is an
important parameter for determining the effect of light scattering. This is especially
interesting for applications, where light scattering due to the metal network is undesired.
Surprisingly, the Au metal networks on PEDOT:PSS exhibit an ultralow haze of 5% up to 60
nm Au thickness. Finally, the transmittance - sheet resistance relation of the Au metal
network electrode was quantified by a figure of merit (FOM) to compare the performance of
different transparent conducting electrodes. A high FOM is desired for most of the
applications. For the 60 nm thick Au network on PEDOT/PSS having a sheet resistance of 3
Ω/□ and a transmittance of 85 %, a FOM of 756 was obtained which competes well with that
for ITO (FOM = 400 to 800).
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After characterizing the metal network on top of a PEDOT:PSS layer, complete organic solar
cells were fabricated using the back metal electrode. A very short treatment of 10 seconds in
ethyl acetate in combination with ultra-sonication was identified as the best method for
dissolving the polymer template while keeping the underneath layers intact. Three types of
devices were fabricated according to their front/back electrodes: a ITO/opaque metal device
as reference, a ITO/metal network device to proof the possibility of using the metal network
as back electrode and a metal network/metal network device, where the transparent metal
network back electrode was ultimately combined with the optimized transparent metal
network front electrode. In Figure 11a an illustration of all three devices is given for Ag metal
electrode. A photograph of each device in Figure 11a highlights the semitransparency of the
ITO/Ag network and the Ag/Ag network device. Here the underlying text is fully visible and
the color of the device is dominated by the photoactive layer which is P3HT:PCBM for these
devices. Thus both the front and the back metal network electrode could be easily structured
and prepared in the required size only by using suitable shadow mask during the metal
evaporation process. In Figure 11b the J-V characteristics of all the three devices are
compared in dark and under front illumination. It is obvious that the two semitransparent
devices (ITO/Ag network & Ag/Ag network) exhibits a lower JSC compared to the ITO/Ag
opaque device. This is expectably attributed to the missing back reflection of light at the Ag
metal back electrode, because now most of the light which is not absorbed by the photoactive
layer is transmitted through the device.

Figure 11. a) Schematically illustration and photographs and b) J-V characteristics for the three devices having
ITO/Ag opaque (black), ITO/Ag network (red) and Ag/Ag network (blue) as front /back electrodes respectively.
Note that the J-V characteristics are measured in dark (open symbols) and under front illumination (filled
symbols).
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Due to the reduced JSC, we obtained 2.25 % PCE for the ITO/Ag network device and 1.80 %
PCE for the Ag/Ag network devices compared to 3.10 % PCE of the reference device.
Moreover, the semitransparent devices enables not only front illumination, but also back
illumination emphasizing the high transmittance of the metal network/PEDOT:PSS back
electrode. It is shown here, that the transparent metal network based TCE is not only just a
good replacement for ITO, but also serves as excellent back electrode for ITO-free
semitransparent OPV. The easy and fast fabrication and their applicability for large area and
flexible substrate make these network electrodes interesting for industrial production.

Reference:

[1]

Muth, Mathis-Andreas: Structure-Property Correlation of Electron Transport Materials in
Organic Devices, Dissertation, University of Bayreuth, 2013.
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Individual contributions to joint publications

The individual contributions of the authors to each manuscript are specified below.

Chapter 3
This manuscript is prepared for submission with the title:
“Controlling phase separation in P3HT-PBI blend systems via hydrophobic vs. hydrophilic
side chains and their impact on non-geminate recombination”
by Christoph Hunger, Mathis-Andreas Muth and Mukundan Thelakkat.
I prepared as-cast and annealed thin films and measured them by means of UV/Vis
spectroscopy and atomic force spectroscopy and transient absorption spectroscopy including
their decay analyzes. Additionally, I measured radical anion and cation spectra in solution
using spectroelectrochemistry and chemical oxidation. I wrote the manuscript.
Mathis-Andreas Muth synthesized the PBIs, prepared the photovoltaic devices and performed
the current density-voltage measurements.
Mukundan Thelakkat supervised the project and was involved in the scientific discussion and
corrected the manuscript.
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Chapter 4
This manuscript is prepared for submission with the title:
“Phase separation in polymer perylene bisimides blends induced by polar interactions”
by Christoph Hunger, Weiwei Li, Martijn M. Wienk, René A. Janssen and Mukundan
Thelakkat
I prepared photovoltaic devices and characterized them by current density-voltage
characteristics measurements at TU Eindhoven. I also did characterization of thin film sample
for UV/Vis spectroscopy, atomic force spectroscopy and transient absorption spectroscopy
and analyzed the data. I measured radical anion and cation spectra in solution using
spectroelectrochemistry and chemical oxidation. I wrote the manuscript.
Weiwei Li synthesized the donor polymer PDPP5T and was involved in the scientific
discussion.
Martijn M. Wienk and René A. Janssen (TU Eindhoven) were involved in the scientific
discussion.
Mukundan Thelakkat supervised the project, was involved in the scientific discussion and
corrected the manuscript.
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Chapter 5
This work is published in Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics (2014, 16, 15107-15110)
with the title:
“A cracked polymer templated metal network as a transparent conducting electrode for ITOfree organic solar cells”
by K. D. M. Rao, Christoph Hunger, Ritu Gupta, Giridhar U. Kulkarni and Mukundan
Thelakkat
I integrated the optimized metal network electrode in solar cells, fabricated the photovoltaic
devices and did their characterization by UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy, current density –
voltage characteristics and external quantum efficiency measurements. I wrote the
photovoltaic devices part in the manuscript.
K. D. M. Rao and Ritu Gupta prepared the transparent metal network electrode including their
optimization for the integration in organic photovoltaics. He carried out the characterization
of the metal network by means of optical microscope, optical profiler and scanning electron
microcopy. They wrote the transparent metal network part in the manuscript.
Giridhar U. Kulkarni and Mukundan Thelakkat supervised the project, were involved in the
scientific discussion and corrected the manuscript.
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Chapter 6
This work is published in Energy Technology (2015, 3 (6), 638–645) with the title:
“Transparent Metal Network with Low Haze and High Figure of Merit applied to Front and
Back Electrodes in Semitransparent ITO-free Polymer Solar Cells”
by Christoph Hunger, K. D. M. Rao, Dr. Ritu Gupta, Chetan R. Singh, Giridhar U. Kulkarni,
and Mukundan Thelakkat
I optimized and fabricated the transparent metal network for front and back electrode and
integrated them into photovoltaic devices. I characterized the photovoltaic devices by optical
microscopy, UV/Vis transmittance and reflectance spectroscopy, current density – voltage
characteristics and external quantum efficiency measurements. I wrote the electrode
integration and characterization of photovoltaic devices part in the manuscript.
K. D. M. Rao and Ritu Gupta prepared the transparent metal network electrode on
PEDOT:PSS and characterized them by scanning electron microscopy, transmittance and
optical haze measurements. They wrote the transparent metal network preparation part in the
manuscript.
Chetan R. Singh was involved the scientific discussion regarding the impact of measuring the
devices with mask vs. without mask.
Giridhar U. Kulkarni and Mukundan Thelakkat supervised the project, were involved in the
scientific discussion and corrected the manuscript.
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Abstract
Two unsymmetrical perylene bisimides PBI 1 and PBI 1 were studied in blend with poly(3hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) as donor polymer in terms of photovoltaic performance,
morphology and charge carrier recombination dynamics. The PBIs have a linear alkyl chain at
the one imide position while the other imide position was substituted by either a hydrophobic
alkyl swallow tail (PBI 1) or a hydrophilic oligo ethylene glycol (OEG) swallow tail (PBI 2).
Even through the photophysical properties of both PBIs are very similar, significant
differences in photovoltaic performance were found. We observed a much higher short circuit
current (JSC) and open circuit voltage (VOC) for PBI 2 blend compared to PBI 1 blend.
Investigation of the blend morphology by atomic force microscopy (AFM) showed a very
smooth topography for PBI 1 blend whereas a coarse surface was found for PBI 2 indicating a
higher degree of phase separation in this blend. We ascribed the different morphology to the
favored hydrophobic alkyl / alkyl vs. unfavored hydrophobic alkyl / hydrophilic OEG
interactions of the different substituents in P3HT and PBI, respectively. The impact of the
different morphology on the photovoltaic performance was confirmed by measuring the
charge carrier recombination dynamics in both PBI blend using transient absorption
spectroscopy. The high degree of donor/acceptor intermixing found in PBI 1 blend leads to
faster charge carrier recombination dynamics and a lower charge carrier density compared to
PBI 2 blend, where a high degree of phase separation was found. Finally, phase separation of
the PBI 1 was induced by thermal annealing as confirmed by AFM leading to decelerated
charge carrier recombination dynamics. We emphasize here the importance of donor and
acceptor substituent as a powerful tool to control the phase separation in P3HT:PBI blend
systems.

Introduction
Organic photovoltaics (OPV) underwent a rapid development in terms of power conversion
efficiency and a deep understanding of the fundamental processes over the last decades. A
large number of photoactive materials especially for solution processed bulk heterojunction
solar cells were investigated with regard to their photovoltaic performance. However, beside
fundamental aspects such as absorption properties, energy alignment and charge carrier
mobility also a control of the morphology and thus a defined intermediate phase separation of
donor and acceptor phase are crucial for high efficient devices. This can be realized by
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thermal[1] or solvent annealing[2] and using solvent additives.[3] For instance, Yan et al.
presented recently polymer solar cells having over 10 % power conversion efficiency (PCE),
which was achieved by temperature-dependent aggregation of the donor polymer.[4]
Additionally, block copolymers were used as compatibilizer between donor and acceptor
phase[5] or to build up by itself a micro phase separated morphology.[6] The solubilizing side
chains of the donor polymer were also found to have a huge impact on the phase separation
and their fine tuning allows optimization of morphology thus leading consequently to higher
photovoltaic performance. Moreover, Sariciftci et al. has shown that the length of the
solubilizing side chain in Poly-3-alkylthiophene affects not only the phase separation but does
also the phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) diffusion and an increasing PCBM
diffusion rate with longer alkyl sidechains was found.[7] In contrast to that, PCBM has only
limited possibilities in chemical modification, since each additional substituent to the
fullerene core will change its energy levels and hence electron accepting properties. In
addition, purification of such multiple substituted fullerene acceptors is highly sophisticated.
Even through PCBM is still one of the most efficient electron acceptor in OPV, it has several
drawbacks. As mentioned above, PCBM show diffusion and aggregation which leads to
instabilities in blend morphology and consequently to limited device lifetime. In addition,
PCBM possess only low molecular extinction coefficient and hence contribute less to the
photocurrent generation than the donor polymer.[8] The synthesis and in particular the
purification of PCBM is highly sophisticated making PCBM a cost intensive component in
organic solar cells.[9] Therefore a series of alternative electron acceptors for OPV were
proposed in the last years.[10,

11]

Among these, perylene bisimides (PBI) is a promising

candidate, since it shows high light absorption, is highly photostable, and exhibits sufficient
electron mobility and electron accepting properties. The chemistry allows a fine tuning of
each property by structural modification.[12] Most of all PBI based acceptors can be
synthesized cheap and in large scale.[13] As a special feature, PBI tends to self-assembly via
π-π stacking, which opens new opportunities for building up a controlled morphology or one
dimensional charge carrier transport in OPV.[14] At the same time the strong π-π stacking
property leads often to formation of large crystalline aggregates in polymer:PBI blends which
result in unfavorable blend morphology. In consequence, photocurrent generation is reduced
for phase domains much larger than the exciton diffusion length and the charge carrier
transport between large aggregates is limited, as found for poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)
(P3HT) blends.[15] Additionally, excitons in large PBI aggregates are converted into immobile
excimer states followed by excimer radiative relaxation rather than charge carrier generation
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at the donor/acceptor interface.[16] A control of the PBI aggregate formation and phase domain
size is therefore a determining factor for its applications. On the basis of the above mentioned
factors for polymer blend systems, morphology tuning was realized by using a P3HT-PBI
block copolymer as compatibilizer,[17] solvent additives

[18-20]

or by thermal annealing.

[21-23]

Furthermore, linking PBI cores covalently together is a successful way to reduce the PBI
aggregation and hence building up a well-defined morphology. Highly efficient polymer:PBIdimer solar cells having PCE up to 6.05 % were published.[24] As mentioned above tuning of
the solubilizing side chains offers opportunities to control the donor and acceptor miscibility
and hence the blend morphology. In contrast to PCBM, chemical modification via side chains
can be realized much easier in both PBI-monomer and PBI-dimer acceptors. In this context
Lu et al. investigated the impact of hydrophilic ethylene glycol side chains at the bay position
with respect hydrophobic alkyl side chain at the N-terminal of a PBI dimer on the phase
separation in a blend with P3HT as donor polymer.[25] However, differences in photovoltaic
performance of this study were not only attributed to the different side chains and its effect on
phase separation, but also to the changes in the photophysical and electronic properties since
the functionalization of the aromatic core always influences these properties.[26] Thus a
systematic study about the impact of different side chains in PBI without core substitution to
keep the photophysical and energetic properties is still needed. Additionally, non-geminate
recombination dynamics have a huge impact on photovoltaic performance and are very
sensitive to any change in phase separation. An investigation of different side chain impact on
the morphology including the charge carrier recombination dynamics will help to understand
the role of donor-acceptor miscibility and phase separation not only for PBI blend systems but
for OPV materials in general. This is the aim of this study presented in this manuscript.
As an example we chose two PBI molecules each with a different substituted side chain at the
N-atom position of the imide part, while leaving the PBI core unsubstituted to keep the
photophysical and energetic properties constant. In Figure 1a, both PBIs are shown, having a
linear alkyl chain at one imide position, while either an alkyl (PBI 1) or oligo ethylene glycol
(OEG) (PBI 2) swallow tail at the other imide position. The two PBIs exhibit very similar
light absorption as well as electron mobility in pristine thin film.[27] Here we address the
question, how these different swallow tail substituents will affect the morphology when
blended with P3HT – a typical donor polymer in OPV. The influence will be discussed in the
context of photovoltaic performance, AFM images and time resolved transient absorption
spectroscopy. The study includes also the effect of thermal annealing on morphology and
charge carrier recombination dynamics.
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Figure 1. a) Chemical structure of the donor polymer P3HT and the two investigated perylene bisimides PBI 1
and PBI 2 as electron acceptors. b) Thin film normalized UV / Vis absorbance spectra of a blend using PBI 1
(black) or PBI 2 (red) as electron acceptors and P3HT as donor polymer in each case.

Experimental Part
Chemicals: The synthesis of PBI 1 and PBI 2 is published elsewhere.[27, 28] PBI 1 is crystalline
up to 182 °C, whereas PBI 2 exhibits a liquid crystalline phase up to 136 °C. P3HT (4002-EE)
was used as purchased from Rieke Metals. Chloroform (CHCl3) (anhydrous with crowncap,
99%),

ortho-dichlorobenzene

(oDCB),

tetrahydrofuran

(THF),

tetrabutylammonium

hexafluorophosphate (TBA[PF]6) and antimony pentachloride (SbCl5) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS Clevios P VP Al 4083) was purchased from Heraeus.
Thin film sample preparation: Thin film samples for UV/VIS spectroscopy, AFM images and
time resolved transient absorption measurements were fabricated on glass substrates, which
were cleaned in ultrasonic bath using the following sequence of solvents: detergent, water,
acetone and 2-propanol. A solution of P3HT:PBI (1:2 wt/wt) in chloroform (30 mg/ml) was
afterwards spin coated at 1000 rpm on glass substrate. Annealing of the thin film was carried
out under nitrogen at selected temperatures between 50°C and 200°C on hot plate for 15 min.
UV-Vis spectroscopy was carried out using a JASCO V-670 spectrometer.
Photovoltaic device preparation: OPV cells were fabricated using a standard device
architecture: glass/ ITO/ PEDOT:PSS/ photoactive Layer/ Ca/ Al. Commercial ITO coated
glass substrates with a sheet resistance of 13 Ω/□ (Lumtec) were cleaned using following
sequence in an ultrasonic bath: detergent, water, acetone and 2-propanol. After ozone
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treatment of the substrates for 5 min, PEDOT:PSS was spin-coated on the ITO surface and
dried at 130 °C for 30 min. All the following steps were carried out under nitrogen
atmosphere with water and oxygen levels ≤ 0.1 ppm. After cooling the substrate, the active
layer was blade coated at 35 °C from CHCl3 solution (20mg/ml) on an ErichsenCoatmaster
509MC (40mm/s, gap: 30µm) leading to a photoactive layer thickness of 80 to 90 nm. The
substrates were then put in a thermal evaporation chamber to evaporate the top electrodes
(30 nm Ca/ 100 nm Al) under high vacuum (1∙10-6 mbar) through a shadow mask (active area
4 mm2). The current-voltage characteristics of the devices were measured using a Keithley
2420 (I-V) Digital SourceMeter at 25 °C under AM1.5 solar irradiation. The power of the
solar simulator was calibrated using a reference silicon solar cell.
Radical ion spectra: Radical anion spectra for PBI 1 and PBI 2 were taken by
spectroelectrochemical cell kit provided by ALS-japan at low concentration (c=10-5 molL-1)
in THF solution having 0.1 molL-1 TBA[PF]6 as electrolyte. For this qualitative measurement,
no reference electrode was used and bias was applied as stated. Radical cation spectra of
P3HT were taken in oDCB by adding stepwise antimony pentachloride. Changes in
absorption in each case were recorded using a JASCO V-670 spectrometer.
Time resolved transient absorption: Nano- to microsecond timescale transient absorption of
the thin film blend samples was measured using the LKS80 spectrometer (Applied
Photophysics). The P3HT:PBI blend samples under controlled atmosphere were photoexcited
at 500 nm by an optical parametric oscillator (Rainbow, 4-8 ns pulse duration – Quantel)
which was pumped with the 3rd harmonic oscillation of a Nd:YAG laser (Brilliant – Quantel).
The excitation energy density for analyses of the recombination dynamics was 30 µJ/cm 2,
whereas for capturing the transient absorption spectra it was 280 µJ/cm2 for P3HT:PBI 1 and
130 µJ/cm2 for P3HT:PBI 2 blend system to have a sufficient signal to noise ratio. The
different excitation energy densities in each case were controlled by neutral density filters and
an attenuator consisting of two air-spaced Glan-Taylor calcite polarizers. Additionally,
suitable filters were used in the laser beam to cut off the fundamental wavelength at 1064 nm
and in the probe light beam to cut off any visible light up to 850 nm. Changes of transient
absorption were measured in the visible wavelength using the photomultiplier tube R928
(Hamamatsu) or NIR wavelength range using the InGaAs photodiode HCA-S-200M-IN
(Femto), both supplied by Applied Photophysics). The data were collected using a
DSOS104A oscilloscope (Keysight Technologies).
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Results and Discussion
As mentioned already, PBI 1 and PBI 2 (Figure 1a) exhibit similar thin film absorption
spectra in the as-cast film ranging mainly from 420 nm to 630 nm.[27] Since P3HT absorbs
also in a similar wavelength region from 300 nm to 650 nm (Figure S1) the P3HT:PBI blend
absorption result from contributions of both components. The normalized absorption of the
as-cast 1:2 (wt/wt) blend films using P3HT and PBI 1 or PBI 2 is shown in Figure 1b.
Organic solar cells in normal geometry were made to obtain an initial idea about the
photovoltaic potential of both blends. The P3HT:PBI ratio was 1:2 (wt/wt) in each case.
Chloroform was used as solvent for the photoactive layer, since it is fast evaporating and
consequently giving the PBI no time to form large aggregates as it was observed in the case of
chlorobenzene.[15] The J-V characteristics for both blend solar cells are shown in Figure 2 and
a difference in photovoltaic performance between both is obvious: P3HT:PBI 1 exhibits a JSC
of only 0.16 mA/cm2 and a VOC of 280 mV. In contrast to that, the JSC in P3HT: PBI 2 is more
than doubled to 0.34 mA/cm2 while at the same time the VOC increased to 420 mV. The
parameters of both devices are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 2. J-V characteristics of organic solar cells under illumination in normal geometry using P3HT as donor
polymer and PBI 1 (black) or PBI 2 (red) as small molecule acceptor. The P3HT:PBI ratio was 1:2 (wt/wt) in
each case. The photoactive layer thickness in both devices was about 80 to 90 nm.

Table 1. Summarizes the solar cell parameters for P3HT:PBI blend systems according to Figure 2.
Blend system (1:2 wt/wt)

JSC [mA∙cm-2]

VOC [V]

FF [%]

PCE [%]

P3HT : PBI 1

0.16

0.28

40

0.02

P3HT : PBI 2

0.34

0.42

32

0.05
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The PCE of both devices is much less than that usually obtained from P3HT:PCBM solar
cells[1] and it is also lower than those for other P3HT:PBI solar cells.[15] However, the
difference in behavior of PBI 1 and PBI 2 in photovoltaic performance is significant and
needs to be explained. Since different swallow tail substituents are placed at the N-atom
terminal of the PBI core, it does not affect the photophysical and energetic properties of the
PBI molecules.[12] Therefore, an explanation of the differences in photovoltaic parameters due
to possible different HOMO or LUMO levels fails. It was shown that the swallow tail
influences the packing behavior of the PBI. The packing of PBI 1 and PBI 2 in bulk and
pristine films is well studied and it was found, that the π-π stacking distance in both PBIs is
similar.[27] With respect to the donor polymer it is known, that side chains have a huge impact
on miscibility between donor polymer and PBI acceptor and hence on the morphology and in
particular on the PBI domain size.[25] Due to difference in nature of the swallow tail
substituents in PBI 1 and 2 (hydrophobic alkyl in PBI 1 vs. hydrophilic OEG in PBI 2), we
expect different PBI domain sizes and different morphologies when blended with P3HT.

Figure 3. AFM height (a and b) and phase (c and d) images of P3HT:PBI blends (1:2 wt/wt) for PBI 1 (a and c)
and PBI 2 (b and d) as-cast from chloroform on glass slide. Note the different scale bars.
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This assumption was confirmed by AFM images for both P3HT:PBI blend systems. The
samples used for AFM images are the same as for UV / Vis spectroscopy. As seen from the
AFM height images in Figure 3, both P3HT:PBI blends exhibit phase separation, however, on
quite different scales: The blend using PBI 1 show rather small features having a RMS
roughness of only 0.6 nm. In contrast to that, the PBI 2 blend forms large phase separation
exhibiting increase in RMS roughness to 6.4 nm (note the difference in scale of the AFM
image of 10 x 10 µm). For comparison a 1 x 1 µm AFM image is given in Figure S2a for
PBI 2 blend having a RMS roughness of 4.8 nm. Additionally, some structural features are
visible in Figure 3b which may originate from highly aggregated PBI 2 domains. The
structural features are even more noticeable in the respective AFM phase image in Figure 3d
(see Figure S2b for the 1 x 1 µm AFM phase image). As seen from the AFM phase image in
Figure 3c, the PBI 1 blend does not exhibit such structural features. Together with low
roughness obtained from the AFM height images it can be concluded, that PBI 1 exhibits a
higher miscibility with P3HT mediated most probably trough the alkyl side chains in PBI 1
and P3HT. In contrast to that, the hydrophilic OEG side chain in PBI 2 prevents intermixing
with the P3HT phase and hence leading to formation of large PBI 2 domains.
Charge carrier recombination dynamics are very sensitive to difference in morphology and
have a huge impact on the J-V characteristics. For instance, VOC does not only depend on
energy levels of the donor / acceptor system or the charge extraction layers but was found to
be affected by the charge carrier recombination dynamics inside the photoactive layer.[29]
We therefore performed transient absorption spectroscopy in the nanosecond to microsecond
timescale using a laser flash photolysis setup to monitor the recombination dynamics. This
time regime is dominated by non-geminate recombination of separated charges remaining at
this time and geminate recombination of singlet exciton states or singlet charge transfer states
appearing usually at shorter timescale can be neglected. To identify the separated charges
(radical cations or anions) or the so-called polarons from the transient absorption spectra,
usually the radical cation spectra of the donor and radical anion spectra of the acceptor is
measured before in steady state by electrochemical doping or by spectroelectrochemical
measurement. In Figure 4a, the PBI radical anion of PBI 1 in THF solution measured by
spectroelectrochemistry is shown. The concentration of the PBI was kept in the range of
10-5 mol L-1 to prevent any aggregation effects.
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Figure 4. a) Normalized spectroelectrochemical spectra of PBI 1 radical anion in THF (c = 10 -5 mol L-1) with
an applied bias ranging between 0.0 V and 2.0 V. For spectroelectrochemical spectra of PBI 2 see Figure S3.
b) Normalized absorbance spectra of chemical oxidation of P3HT in oDCB with different amounts of SbCl 5
given in wt% with respect to P3HT.

When no bias is applied to the electrodes (black line) only the steady state absorption spectra
of the non-aggregated neutral PBI 1 appears between 400 and 550 nm with the characteristic
vibronic bands at 456 nm (0-2), 485 nm (0-1) and 520 nm (0-0), which are typical for the
S0→S1 electronic transition in PBI (Figure 4a). After applying an electrical bias of 1.3 V new
bands between 550 nm and 1000 nm emerge with three maxima at 704 nm, 795 nm and
958 nm. These bands are specific for the PBI radical anion and are in line with published data
on PBI radical anion spectra.[30] With increasing bias from 1.3 V up to 2 V the absorption
intensity of the neutral PBI 1 species between 400 and 550 nm decreases, while at the same
time the absorption intensity for the PBI 1 radical anion between 550 and 1000 nm increases.
This conversion from the neutral species of PBI 1 to the radical anion is even more obvious
with increasing bias between 1.3 V up to 2 V. A very similar spectra for PBI 2 in neutral and
radical anion form was obtained (Figure S3) and both spectra were also very similar to PBI
anion spectra from the literature, which supports that the different side chains at the N-atom
does not affect the photophysical properties of the PBI. The P3HT cation spectrum was not
measured by spectroelectrochemistry, since P3HT was precipitating upon electrical oxidation.
Therefore, the P3HT cation spectrum was obtained by chemical oxidation using SbCl5 (Figure
4b) which is a common way to estimate the polaron spectrum for polymers.[31] Upon chemical
oxidation the steady state absorption of P3HT reduces, whereas a new broad band between
600 and 1700 nm appears which was attributed to the P3HT radical cation spectra in solution.
Both PBI and P3HT radical spectra confirm the findings from others in literature[30, 32] and
help to identify the polaron absorption band in the transient absorption spectra. It is worth to
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note, that the polaron band of P3HT in thin film is red shifted with respect to its cation spectra
in solution due to aggregation effects. A broad polaron band centred at 980 nm is usually
observed for P3HT in the NIR wavelength range.[33]
With the knowledge about the radical absorption spectra of P3HT, PBI 1 and PBI 2 we now
turn to the transient absorption spectroscopy measurement of both blend systems P3HT:PBI 1
and P3HT:PBI 2. We focus here in this study on the P3HT polaron band between 900 and
1100 nm for technical reasons explained under Figure S4. For that, the same samples used in
UV / Vis absorption spectra measurements in Figure 1b were used. To exclude any saturation
effect due to high laser excitation, we first analyzed the ΔOD dependence upon laser
excitation energy, which should be linear. Any further measurement was than performed
within the linear regime.[34] The transient absorption decay was measured therefore for both
blend systems at 970 nm which is dominated by the P3HT polaron absorption. In Figure 5a
the ΔOD value as a function of laser excitation density is given. The ΔOD values were taken
at 500 ns after photoexcitation and were normalized to the ground state optical density at 500
nm. Two information can be obtained from this plot: First, the PBI 2 blends exhibits much
higher ΔOD values at a given excitation density, indicating higher charge densities with
respect to the PBI 1 blend, since ΔOD is proportional to the charge density n (here ascribed to
the P3HT polaron density) according lambert beers law (Eq.1), where d is the film thickness
and εp is the extinction coefficient of the polaron.[34]
∆𝑂𝐷 = 𝑛 ∙ 𝑑 ∙ 𝜀𝑃

(1)

Second, the different slope of the linear regime and the fact that the ΔOD at 970 nm starts to
saturate at different excitation densities with for the two blends is an indication for different
recombination dynamics in both blend systems (Figure 5a).
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Figure 5. a) Normalized (with respect to the steady state optical density at 500nm) ΔOD at 970 nm and 500 ns
time delay versus laser excitation density between 17 and 925 µJ·cm -2 at 500 nm for PBI 1 (black) and PBI 2
(red) blends. Straight lines illustrating the linear regime (below 460 µJ·cm -2 for PBI 1 and 130 µJ·cm-2 for PBI 2
blend) where no saturation due to high laser excitation energy occurs. b) Normalized transient absorption
spectra between 870 and 1300 nm for P3HT:PBI 1 blend after laser excitation at 500 nm with 280 µJ·cm -2. For
P3HT:PBI 2 blend see Figure S4 in supporting information.

In a next step, we measured the transient spectra in the NIR region for both blend systems,
whereas the excitation density was chosen to be 280 µJ·cm-2 for the PBI 1 blend and 130
µJ·cm-2 for the PBI 2 blend to have a sufficient high signal to noise ratio especially apart from
the polaron maximum, while still being in the linear regime to prevent saturation effects.
Figure 5b is showing the transient absorption spectra for P3HT:PBI 1 blend between 870 and
1300 nm having a maximum around 970 nm, which was earlier ascribed mainly to the P3HT
polaron.[35] Note that PBI- exhibits also certain radical anion absorption at 958 nm as seen
from Figure 4a and may partially contribute to the transient absorption in this region. The
transient absorption spectrum of P3HT:PBI 2 (Figure S4) is very similar, however, it appears
a little bit narrower and redshifted to that of P3HT:PBI 1. Following the temporal evolution it
is obvious, that the dynamics in P3HT:PBI 1 is much faster than in P3HT:PBI 2 indicating a
faster charge recombination dynamics for the PBI 1 blend. Note that both spectra were
smoothed and normalized to 1. A comparison of original data and smoothed data at early time
is given in Figure S5 for both blends.
We now take a deeper look at the temporal evolution of the transient absorption around
970 nm to understand the recombination dynamics in both blend systems. The laser excitation
density was kept at 30 µJ·cm-2 (excitation wavelength = 500 nm), to minimize fast
recombination due to high charge densities, since it was shown, that the recombination
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dynamics depend highly on the charge density. To ensure, that triplet states were not
significantly involved in the recombination process, we measured the temporal dynamics of
the transient absorption at 970 nm for both blend systems under nitrogen and under air. In
case of significant triplet contribution to the transient absorption, we expect in oxygen an
accelerated recombination dynamics due to triplet-triplet energy transfer from any triplet state
in the photoexcited blend to the triplet oxygen.[36] Additionally, a mono exponential decay of
the transient absorption would be a possible indication for geminate recombination dominated
transient absorption decay.[35]

Figure 6. Decay of transient absorption at 970 nm after laser excitation at 500 nm with 30 µJ·cm -2 for a)
P3HT:PBI 1 and b) P3HT:PBI 2 under nitrogen (black) and air (red). The date shown here are as measured
without any normalization.

In Figure 6a, the decay of transient absorption in P3HT:PBI 1 blend under nitrogen and air is
shown. No differences between the measurement under nitrogen and air are observed, hence
triplet states does not play a significant role in the decay dynamics of this blend system.
Furthermore the linear decay from the log-log plot indicates a non-geminate recombination of
charge carriers according to power law as it was found also in P3HT:PCBM blend systems
rather than a mono exponential decay indicating geminate recombination or triplet states.[35]
Such power law behavior was also found for the P3HT:PBI 2 blend system under air
especially in the time domain between 20 and 100 µs (Figure 6b). However, an analogous
measurement under air leads to prolonged recombination dynamics, as it was not expected
and to the best of our knowledge such behavior was also not published earlier. We assign this
prolonged recombination to the formation of charge trapping caused by hygroscopic nature of
the OEG side chains and hence leading to decelerated recombination dynamics in air.
Ethylene glycol is known for its high hygroscopicity. Using PBI 1 in blend (no OEG side
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chains) such a behavior was not found under air. As mentioned already, triplet state would
accelerate the decay dynamics due to triplet state quenching by oxygen. However, this is not
the case for the P3HT:PBI 2 blend. We assign therefore the decay characteristics observed for
both blends under nitrogen to recombination of charge carriers between holes from the P3HT
donor domain with electrons from the PBI acceptor domain. The rate of recombination R,
hence the decay of charge carrier density upon time dn/dt can be written as Eq. 1, where n and
p are the charge carrier densities for electron and hole respectively and β is the recombination
rate constant.
𝑅=

𝑑𝑛

𝑅=

𝑑𝑛

𝑅=

𝑑𝑛

𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝑡

= −𝛽 ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝑝

(2)

= −𝛽 ∙ 𝑛2

(3)

= −𝛽 ∙ 𝑛(𝜆+1)

(4)

𝑛(𝑡) = (𝑛0−𝜆 + 𝛽 ∙ 𝜆 ∙ 𝑡)−1/𝜆 (5)
Under the assumption that intrinsic charge carrier densities are negligible, the number of both
charge carriers should be equal, since each electron will leave one hole during the
photoinduced charge generation process. Having n = p, Eq. 1 simplifies to a second order
power law (Eq. 2), which emphasize a pure bimolecular nature of recombination. However, it
was shown, that often recombination orders beside 2 are observed.[37] Therefore a general
power law equation having an order of (λ+1) was introduced (Eq.3). Integration of Eq. 3 leads
to Eq. 4, which represents the charge density at a given time. As mentioned above in Eq. 1,
ΔOD is directly proportional to n and hence Eq. (5) can be rewritten as
𝛥𝑂𝐷(𝑡) = (𝛥𝑂𝐷0−𝜆 + 𝑘 ∙ 𝜆 ∙ 𝑡)−1/𝜆 (6)
with k being the rate constant for the ΔOD decay. Using Eq. (6) we were able to fit both decay
dynamics for PBI 1 and PBI 2 blend systems. In Figure 7, the measured decays for both blend
systems are shown including the best fit according to Eq. 6. Different decay dynamics
between PBI 1 and PBI 2 are obvious indicating different recombination dynamics in these
blend systems. Note that all data from Figure 7 were also normalized to the steady state
optical density of the sample at 500 nm. In Table 2 all the parameters from the best fit
according to Eq. (6) are shown. Additional α is given, which corresponds to the slope of the
power low linear regime in the log-log plot and is based on the relation n(t) ̴ t-α, with
α = -(1/λ).
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Table 2. Summarizes the parameters from decay data in Figure 7 using a best fit based on Eq. (6). The
parameter α was calculated from λ according to α = -(1/λ).

blend

ΔOD0

k [s-1]

(λ+1)

α

P3HT:PBI 1

8.3 E-5

4.0 E-5

2.49

-0.40

P3HT:PBI 2

3.5 E-4

3.2 E-7

1.71

-0.58

Figure 7. Normalized (with respect to the steady state optical density at 500 nm) decay of transient absorption at
970 nm after laser excitation at 500 nm with 30 µJ·cm -2 for P3HT:PBI 1 (black) and P3HT:PBI 2 (red) under
nitrogen in a) linear-linear scale between 0 and 100 µs and b) log-log scale between 0.1 and 500 µs. The blue
line represents the best fit according to power law Eq. (6).

From the linear-linear plot (Figure 7a) one can already see that the initial signal given in
ΔmOD for PBI 1 blend is much smaller than for PBI 2 blend as it was found already from the
excitation density dependent measurement shown in Figure 5a and which again corresponds
to a smaller charge carrier density for PBI 1 blend at the time of measurement. Two reasons
might explain the differences in initial charge density: 1.) A certain crystallinity and domain
size might be needed to ensure fast transport away from the interface in PBI blend systems
which minimize geminate recombination. Taking the results from AFM images in Figure 3
into account, the high intermixing found in P3HT:PBI 1 might lead to an increased geminate
recombination due to the inability to transport the charges carriers away from the interface
and to stabilize the charge carriers in sufficient large PBI domains. In consequence, the
efficiency of charge carrier separation is reduced. 2.) Meredith et al. has shown recently an
enhancement of dielectric constant in a small molecule acceptor by substituting the alkyl side
chain with OEG side chains.[38] A higher dielectric constant reduces the Coulomb force and
hence higher the efficiency of exciton dissociation at the donor acceptor interface into charge
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transfer states and further into separated charge carriers. We therefore expect PBI 2 having
OEG side chains to exhibit higher dielectric constant compared to PBI 1, which consequently
leads to an increase in separated charge carrier generation due to reduced Coulomb binding
force. Similarly differences in the decay constant k can be explained: First, the high
intermixing found in P3HT:PBI 1 increases the probability for opposite charge carriers to
meet and hence increases the recombination rate. Second, the recombination rate reduces with
increasing dielectric constant, which is theoretically described by the Langevin expression
and was experimental shown by Jen et al.[39] Therefore the OEG side chain in PBI 2 might be
again responsible for a decay constant k being two orders of magnitude lower than for PBI 1
due to a higher degree of phase separation for charge carrier stabilization and a higher
dielectric constant which leads in both cases to a reduced non-geminate recombination rate.
The recombination order of the power law (λ+1) was also obtained from the best fit. Based on
the relation mentioned above, α was calculated from λ. Alternatively α can be determined by
the slope of the linear regime in the log-log plot shown in Figure 7b. In literature both, the
order of power law (λ+1) as well as the power law slope in log-log plot α is used to discuss
the underlying recombination dynamics. For instance, a recombination order of one was
ascribed to Shockley-Hall-Read recombination via interface states or trap states, whereas
second order recombination is explained by Langevin recombination of free charge carriers as
found for example in neat P3HT. Consequently a recombination order between one and two
(1.71), as found for the P3HT:PBI 2 blend, is explained by a combination of both
recombination types. In contrast to that, P3HT:PBI 1 exhibits a recombination order of 2.49.
Such recombination orders higher than two were also reported for P3HT:PCBM blend
systems and their origin is still under discussion.[37, 40, 41] Deibel et al. took several effects into
account to explain super-second-order kinetics, whereby the effect of interfacial states was
found to provide the most complete explanation. Such interfacial states originate from close
donor/acceptor interaction in the presence of a third mixed phase beside pure donor and
acceptor domains.[37] This might explain the higher recombination order found in
P3HT:PBI 1, since presence of higher intermixing between PBI 1 and P3HT was already
demonstrated by AFM images (Figure 3c and d). However, a full explanation for the effect of
involved trap states for both blend systems is still needed. While indeed an increase in
recombination orders where found with increasing density of trapped charges, e.g. at low
temperatures[37] or through photodegradation,[41] a higher exponent α was found after thermal
annealing in P3HT:PCBM blend systems and consequently was attributed to a reduction in
the fraction of deep traps through increased crystallinity of the film.[33] Thus, the higher
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exponent α (similarly the lower recombination order) found in P3HT:PBI 2 is an indication
for lower density of trapped charges and a higher crystallinity inside the blend of either the
donor or acceptor or both with respect to P3HT:PBI 1. This is in line with the results from the
AFM measurements, where structural features were found (Figure 3b and 3d). We are now
able to explain the lower JSC in P3HT:PBI 1 with a lower initial charge carrier density and a
faster recombination dynamics, which is a result of the high degree of intermixing as
confirmed by AFM images. In addition, Durrant et al. found the VOC to be linked
quantitatively to the recombination rate constant, where a larger recombination rate constant
leads to a lower VOC. The larger recombination rate constant was explained to be a
consequence of poor phase separation between donor and acceptor,[35] which is in line with
our results. Consequently an increase in phase separation at least for the intermixed
P3HT:PBI 1 blend should lead to a smaller recombination rate constant.
It was shown earlier, that phase separation and hence PBI domain size can be controlled by
thermal annealing in Polymer:PBI blend systems.[21-23] We therefore annealed both P3HT:PBI
blend systems for 15 minutes at selected temperatures to investigate changes in morphology
and non-geminate recombination dynamics. In Figure 8 the absorption normalized at 500 nm
for both P3HT:PBI blend system is shown. Interestingly the shape of the absorption spectrum
in PBI 1 blend changes upon thermal treatment most obviously from a rising peak at 540 nm
with respect to the peak at 500 nm with increasing annealing temperature (Figure 8a). This is
a strong indication for structural changes inside the PBI 1 blend. Possible reasons for that
might be the crystallization of P3HT or changes in the monomer to aggregate ratio of PBI 1.
In contrast to that, no significant spectral changes could be observed for the PBI 2 blend
(Figure 8b).

Figure 8. Normalized absorbance of a) P3HT:PBI 1 and b)P3HT:PBI 2 annealed for 15 minutes at different
annealing temperatures. Normalization of the absorption was applied at 500 nm which is the absorption
maximum for the as-cast film for both PBI blends.
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Usually thermal annealing of polymer:PBI blends leads to higher surface roughness indicating
an increase in phase separation or in particular an increase in PBI domain size.[21-23] To verify
whether the film roughness of the P3HT:PBI blends increases upon thermal annealing, AFM
images were taken and compared to the as-cast film shown in Figure 3. As an example, AFM
images of both PBI blend films after 15 minutes at 170°C are shown (Figure 9). The RMS
roughness of PBI 1 blend was 1.31 nm, whereas for PBI 2 blend it was 10.8 nm. The
difference is similar to the as-cast films in Figure 3 mainly based on the different side chains.
However, compared to the as-cast film, both PBI blend systems exhibits an increase in RMS
roughness as seen also by comparing the respective AFM height images (Figure 3 and Figure
9). This is similar to the finding from literature for polymer:PBI systems and can be explained
by thermally driven grow of PBI domains and / or an increased formation of P3HT crystalline
phases.

Figure 9. AFM height (a and b) and phase (c and d) images of P3HT:PBI blends (1:2 wt/wt) for PBI 1 (a and c)
and PBI 2 (b and d) annealed at 170°C for 15 minutes . Note the different scale bars. An 1 x 1 µm AFM images
of the P3HT:PBI 2 blend is available in Figure S7.
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The increased RMS roughness of the P3HT:PBI blend film topography upon thermal
annealing is an indication for an increased phase separation compared to the as-cast blend
films. We again performed transient absorption spectroscopy to verify the impact of thermal
annealing on the non-geminate recombination dynamics. The decay dynamics of transient
absorption monitored at 970 nm for annealed P3HT:PBI 1 blends is shown in Figure 10a. No
differences in decay dynamics are observed for as-cast and at 50°C annealed blend films.
However, starting from 80°C and above, annealed blend film exhibit two different decay
dynamics; the first one at early times between 0.35 to 5.5 µs was ascribed to the non-geminate
recombination between free charge carriers, whereas the linear tail in the log-log plot between
6.5 to 450 µs was referred to trap limited non-geminate recombination of a free and a trapped
charge carrier.[41] This is particularly pronounced for the blend film annealed at 170°C and
200°C. As an example, the two different decay dynamics of the blend film annealed at 170°C
were fitted to power law decay. The first decay dynamics between 0.35 to 5.5 µs was fitted
using Eq. 6, whereas for the second decay dynamics between 6.5 to 450 µs a simple linear fit
in the log-log plot was used to estimate the slope α. The fits of the two time regimes are
shown in Figure 10a as black line following the decay dynamics for the blend film annealed at
170°C. According to the power law fit between 0.35 to 5.5 µs, a decay rate constant of k ≈
1.2 E-6 s-1 was found, which is indeed one order of magnitude smaller than for the as-cast
P3HT:PBI 1 blend (Table1). This is a strong indication for decelerated non-geminate
recombination dynamics for the blend film annealed at 170°C most probably through more
crystalline domains as assumed from the absorption spectra (Figure 8a) and a higher degree of
phase separation which is in line with the increased roughness found by AFM images
(Figure 9a). Both effects help to stabilize the charge carriers in the respective domains and
prevent them from fast non-geminate recombination as it is the case for as-cast highly
intermixed P3HT:PBI 1 blend. The recombination order (λ+1) is 1.3 for this early time
regime, whereas it is 2.9 for the later time regime between 6.5 to 450 µs; which is obtained
from the slope of the linear fit in the log-log plot α = -0.35. Such high recombination orders
observed from the later time regime are typical for trap limited non-geminate recombination
from deep trap states.[41]
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Figure 10. Normalized (with respect to the steady state optical density at 500 nm) decay transient absorption
decay dynamics monitored at 970 nm after excitation at 500 nm (excitation density was 30 µJ/cm2) of a)
P3HT:PBI 1 and b) P3HT:PBI 2 of as-cast film and after annealing at different temperatures. The black lines
in a) reflect the best fit for the film annealed at 170°C using either Eq. 6 (0.35 µs to 5.5 µs) or linear fit of in loglog plot to estimate α according to ΔmOD(t) ̴ t-α (6.5 µs to 450 µs).

In contrast to that, the P3HT:PBI 2 blend system does not show significant changes in decay
dynamics upon thermal annealing as can be seen from Figure 9b. Hence no significant
changes in crystallinity or structure could be observed upon thermal annealing, which affect
neither the absorption spectra (Figure 8b) nor the decay dynamics in transient absorption
(Figure 10b). However, the initial ΔmOD signal decreases with increasing annealing
temperature indicating decreasing charge carrier density upon thermal annealing. We attribute
this to the increasing roughness at higher annealing temperature as confirmed by AFM image
(Figure 9b). The increased phase separation leads consequently to a decreased donor-acceptor
interface and hence and lower photocharge generation.

Finally, using time-dependent transient absorption spectroscopy and AFM images, we could
explain the impact of hydrophobic alkyl versus hydrophilic OEG solubilizing side chains in
P3HT:PBI blend system on the charge recombination dynamics and morphology and
consequently we were able to explain the differences observed in photovoltaic performance.
Furthermore, we could monitor the impact of thermal annealing on steady state absorption,
morphology and recombination dynamics for both PBI blend systems.
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Conclusion
We have studied two different PBI small molecule acceptors containing either alkyl (PBI 1)
or OEG (PBI 2) side in a blend with P3HT. Both PBIs show similar photophysical and
energetic properties, however, PBI 2 show better photovoltaic performance when blended
with P3HT. From AFM images we observed a very smooth surface for the PBI 1 blend
indicating a high degree of intermixing with P3HT. In contrast to that, the roughness of the
PBI 2 blend was dramatically increased, which is an evidence for high phase separation
between PBI 2 and P3HT. Additionally, structural features were found indicating large PBI
aggregates. Using time dependent transient absorption spectroscopy in nano- to microsecond
time scale we were able to monitor the dynamics of charge carrier recombination. We
observed a much faster dynamics with lower initial charge carrier density and a higher
recombination order indicating a higher density of trap states for the P3HT:PBI 1 blend. The
faster dynamics and the lower initial charge carrier density were attributed to the high degree
of intermixing as confirmed by AFM images. The high recombination order might be a sign
for a third mixed phase between donor and acceptor. Further experiments are necessary to
support this hypothesis. For the P3HT:PBI 2 blend a slower dynamics together with a higher
initial charge carrier density was found, which can be explained by higher phase separation
and stabilization as seen from AFM images and by the higher dielectric constant due to OEG
side chains, leading to an improved charge generation efficiency while reduced recombination
due to reduced coulomb binding force. The lower recombination order found in PBI 2 blend
might origin from lower density of traps caused by a higher degree of crystallinity e.g. from
PBI aggregates as proposed from AFM images. Using thermal annealing, we were able to
increase the crystallinity and phase separation also in P3HT:PBI 1 blend system as confirmed
by steady state absorption spectroscopy and AFM images. Consequently the recombination of
an annealed P3HT:PBI 1 film was found to be lowered by one order of magnitude compared
to the as-cast film indicating a decelerated recombination dynamic.
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Supporting information

Figure S1. Normalized absorbance spectrum of as-cast P3HT thin film on glass substrate spin coated from
chloroform.

Figure S2. AFM (1 µm x 1 µm) height (a) and phase (b) image of P3HT:PBI 2 blend (1:2 wt%) from as-cast
chloroform on glass slide. The RMS roughness here was 4.8 nm.

Figure S3. Normalized spectroelectrochemical spectra of PBI 1 radical anion in THF (c = 10 -5 mol L-1) with an
applied bias ranging between 0.0 V and 2.0 V. Note that the spectrum at 0.0 V bias (black) is hidden behind the
spectrum at 1.4 V bias (green) between 400 and 550 nm.
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Figure S4. a) Normalized absorbance spectrum of P3HT:PBI 2 (1:2) (black) and transmittance spectrum of a
longpass filter having cut-on wavelength at around 550 nm. b) Transient absorption decay data for P3HT:PBI 2
blend obtained after excitation at 500 nm with an density of 130 µJ / cm 2 and after 100 averages. The data were
taken at 700 nm (black) and 970 nm (blue) under pulsed xenon lamp and at 970 nm (red) under non-pulsed
xenon lamp. For all three measurements the same filter shown in a) was used.

Explanation: The available transient absorption setup uses for the visible wavelength range
(250 nm to 850 nm) a photomultiplier tube and thus the xenon lamp needs to be pulsed to
achieve sufficient light intensity. In contrast to that, for the NIR wavelength range, an InGaAs
photodiode is used which works properly without pulsing the xenon lamp. The pulse mode
has two drawbacks: First, the measurement takes much longer, since the arc lamp pulser
needs a certain time to be recharged before giving the next pulse. A measurement with a high
number of averages for sufficient signal to noise ratio is then very time consuming and
additionally, the life time of the arc lamp shortens dramatically. Secondly, one has to carefully
select a suitable filter to prevent the sample from high light intensities. But this is not just a
question about possible photobleaching reactions. Especially in organic photovoltaic devices
the recombination dynamics depends highly on the charge carrier density. However, each
photon from the Xenon lamp which reached the sample prior to the actual measurement by
the laser shot might get absorbed and create a charge carrier. To keep charge carrier density as
low as possible before laser excitation, the sample has to be protected by a suitable filter from
light, which might get absorbed by the blend system. In Figure S4a a longpass filter having a
cut-on wavelength at around 550 nm does not sufficiently blocks all the photons and light
from the xenon lamp between 550 and 800 nm which will be then absorbed by the sample
leads consequently to an increase of charge carrier density prior the actual laser pulse. This
effect of having high charge carrier densities can be clearly seen from the decay dynamics in
Figure S4b. The black decay was recorded at 700 nm using the Xenon lamp pulsing mode,
which is necessary in this wavelength range as mentioned above. The red decay at 970 nm
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without pulsed Xenon lamp shows much longer decay dynamics. However, the blue decay
also at 970 nm using now Xenon lamp pulsing mode shows the same fast dynamics as
observed to 700 nm (black decay). Since in all three cases, the same longpass filter with
cut-on wavelength at 550 nm was used, the faster decay dynamics can be clearly ascribed to
high charge carrier densities due to photon absorption by high lamp pulsing prior to laser
excitation. A nearly suitable filter for the example in Figure S4a should have a cut-on
wavelength at 690 nm to block most of the light <690 nm, while measuring at >700 nm to
monitor e.g. polaron band from PBI as well as from P3HT.
Since we measure the transient absorption for detailed recombination dynamics analysis at
low excitation energy (30µJ/cm2), we decided to focus on the P3HT polaron band at 970 nm.
Here we are able to carry out a high number of averages for a sufficient signal to noise ratio.
In addition, the chosen longpass filter having a cut-on wavelength of 850 nm blocks most of
the white light in the visible range.

Figure S5. Normalized to 1 transient absorption spectra between 870 and 1300 nm for P3HT:PBI 2 blend after
laser excitation at 500 nm with 130 µJ·cm-2.
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Figure S6. Comparison between measured transient absorption spectrum (black) and smoothed spectrum (red)
for a) P3HT:PBI 1 and b) P3HT:PBI 2 at early times (0.2µs and 0.6µs respectively). In both cases the excitation
wavelength was 500 nm, whereas the excitation density was 280 µJ·cm -2 for P3HT:PBI 1 and 130 µJ·cm-2 for
P3HT:PBI 2. Smoothing of the measured data was done using the Savitzky-Golay-filter with a second
polynomial order.

Figure S7. AFM (1 µm x 1 µm) height (a) and phase (b) image of P3HT:PBI 2 blend (1:2 wt%) thermal
annealed for 15 minutes at 170°C on glass slide. The RMS roughness here was 3.8 nm.
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Abstract
The non-polar vs. polar interaction of two donor polymers with two unsymmetrical perylene
bisimides (PBI) PBI 1 and PBI 2 as acceptor were studied in blend. Both PBIs are substituted
with a linear alkyl chain at the one imide position, whereas with a hydrophobic alkyl swallow
tail (PBI1 1) or hydrophilic oligo ethylene glycol (OEG) swallow tail (PBI 2) at the other
imide position. From previous studies it is known, that the hydrophilic substituent in PBI 2
induces phase separation in blend with hydrophobic alkyl side chain substituted donor
polymers leading to a higher photovoltaic performance compared to PBI 1. Here we found,
that this cannot be generalized, since a higher photovoltaic performance was observed for PBI
1 for one of the donor polymers. However, using atomic force spectroscopy (AFM) we
confirmed, that the unfavored interaction between hydrophobic alkyl side chain of the
polymer and hydrophilic OEG swallow tail of PBI 2 still leads to higher phase separation for
each blend system compared to PBI 1. This discrepancy could by fully resolved by analysis of
charge carrier recombination dynamics using time resolved transient absorption spectroscopy
(TAS), which leads us to the following conclusion: phase separation in polymer:PBI blends
can be indeed induced by hydrophobic vs. hydrophilic interactions of the solubilizing chains
of both components and helps to generate long living stabilized charge carriers. However, a
too coarse morphology with domain sizes much larger than the exciton diffusion length leads
to limited charge carrier generation as confirmed by TAS. The results from TAS of each
polymer:PBI blend system presented here explain fully the differences in the respective
photovoltaic devices.

Introduction
Solution processed organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices exceed already the 10 % power
conversion efficiency (PCE) mark.[1] Fullerene derivatives are still one of the most common
acceptors in high efficiency solar cells due to its good electron affinity and charge carrier
mobility. However, light absorption occurs mainly in the donor material, since fullerenes
show weak light absorption and their contribution to the photocurrent is therefore less
compared to the donor polymer.[2] Additionally, when it comes to commercialization,
fullerene based acceptors are rather expensive and involve energy intensive syntheses.[3]
Moreover, they diffuse or tend to agglomerate in a blend which leads to instability of the
donor / acceptor morphology and finally shortens the device lifetime. These aspects have
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motivated researchers to look for alternative electron acceptors in OPV.[4,
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Perylene

bisimides (PBI) are one of the most promising alternatives to fullerene for several reason:
PBIs exhibit high molar extinction coefficients of 104 – 105 M-1 cm-1 [6] in the visible range
from 400 – 600 nm,[7] possess high electron mobilities[8] and they are also cheap to synthesize
in large amounts. A characteristic property of PBI is the self-assembly through π-π stacking of
the PBI core which enables new opportunities for orientated one dimensional charge carrier
transport in OPVs.[9] However, in bulk heterojunction solar cells the PBI is - similar to
fullerene based acceptors - just blended with a donor polymer, whereby the aggregation and
orientation of the PBI aggregates is hard to control. This leads to low photocurrent and low
PCE. The main reason for the low PCE of less than 1 % in poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)
(P3HT):PBI solar cells[10] is the formation of immobile intermolecular states inside large PBI
aggregates after photoexcitation,[11] which finally lead to an excimer formation and
relaxation,[12] before reaching the donor / acceptor interface for charge separation. Control of
the PBI phase size is therefore crucial and this was demonstrated using a P3HT-PBI diblock
copolymer as compatibilizer,[13] solvent additives[14-16] or by thermal annealing.[17, 18] Chen et
al. found recently a direct correlation between PBI phase size and JSC.[19] The phase size was
here varied by changing the donor:PBI ratio. Chemical modification of the PBI via side
groups at the aromatic core or the N-terminal was done to improve the solubility and / or
reduce the aggregation of the PBI core.[20, 21] Another very promising concept was introduced
by Rajaram et al.,[22] in which two PBI cores were covalently bound via the N-terminals. In
this PBI dimer species, the aggregation is heavily reduced, which leads to smaller PBI
domains and therefore a 10-fold increase in JSC compared to an analogous monomer PBI
molecule. This concept was modified by Zhang et al. in such a way, that two PBIs were
connected at the bay position via one thiophene group to achieve an efficiency of 4.03 %.[23]
The PCE of OPV devices using a bay linked PBI dimer as electron acceptor could be
increased since then over 5%[24] and reached recently 6.05%, whereby here the PBI cores are
fused directly together.[25] For both, single PBIs and PBI dimers, the N-terminal substituent is
used to increase solubility often by alkyl side chains or ethylene glycol.[20, 22, 24-28] The side
chains do not only improve the solubility of the PBI in the photoactive layer precursor
solution, but also affect the miscibility of the PBI in the donor polymer matrix. Consequently,
the side chain may have big influence on the phase separation in a blend and furthermore on
the overall photovoltaic performance. The impact of the different numbers of hydrophilic
ethylene glycol side chains at the aromatic PBI core with respect of the same hydrophobic
alkyl side chain at the N-terminal of a PBI dimer was investigated by Lu et al.[29] However,
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functionalization of the aromatic PBI core always influences the photophysical and electronic
properties.[30] An investigation of the impact of hydrophilic and hydrophobic side chains at
the imide N-atoms on the phase separation of a blend is still missing. This helps to keep the
photophysical and electric properties of the PBI unit the same. We therefore introduce in
Figure 1 two unsymmetrical PBIs with a linear alkyl chain on one imide position and whereas
the other imide position is functionalized with either a hydrophobic alkyl swallow tail for
PBI 1 or a hydrophilic ethylene glycol swallow tail for PBI 2. As expected, properties such as
thin film absorption, molecular energy levels and electron mobility are quite similar for both
PBIs.[28, 31] Keeping these properties the same, we are able to investigate the impact of the
hydrophobic vs. hydrophilic swallow tail on the phase separation when blended with a donor
polymer. In Figure 1 the two donor polymers used in this investigation are shown. Muth et al.
observed that PBI 1 is very well intermixed with the donor polymer OPV32, giving a smooth
featureless film according to atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies. This results in an
overall poor OPV device performance most probably due to fast recombination
dynamics.[11, 28] In contrast to that, PBI 2 exhibits phase separation when blended with OPV32
resulting in higher short circuit current (JSC) and fill factor (FF) leading to improved PCE. In
this work we investigate the differences in aggregation of both these PBIs in two different
donor polymer materials by studying recombination dynamics. For that we chose PDPP5T as
an alternative donor polymer and compared it with OPV32 (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Chemical structure of the two investigated perylene bisimides PBI 1 and PBI 2 as electron acceptors
and the respecting electron donor polymers OPV32 and PDPP5T.
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PDPP5T is a classical low band gap polymer and known to give high PCE of 5.8 % together
with PC[70]BM as acceptor.[32] Furthermore its absorption appears mainly between 550 and
850 nm, whereas PBI 1 and 2 absorbs complementarily between 400 and 600 nm.[28]
Therefore using PDPP5T as donor polymer should further enhance the photocurrent with
respect to OPV32, whose absorption appears only up to 700 nm. Here we fabricated OPV
devices from PDPP5T as donor and PBI 1 or PBI 2 as acceptor. The photovoltaic
performance of these devices is compared to the devices using OPV32 as donor and
differences are discussed based on AFM images and time resolved transient absorption
spectroscopy (TAS). We found a strong impact of the hydrophilic vs. hydrophobic side chain
of the PBI on the different blend morphology depending on which donor polymer is used.
Furthermore, a better photovoltaic performance for the inverted device geometry was found
with respect to normal device geometry.

Experimental Part
Chemicals: The synthesis of the acceptor molecule PBI 1 was analogous done to that of
PBI 2.[27] The synthesis of the donor polymer PDPP5T is also described elsewhere,[32]
whereas the polymer OPV32 was provided by Merck Chemicals Ltd. Poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) (Clevios P VP Al 4083) was
purchased from Heraeus. Zinc acetate dihydrate, methoxyethanole, ethanolamine,
diiodooctane (DIO), dichlorobenzene (oDCB) and chloroform (CHCl3) were purchase from
sigma Aldrich and used without any further purification.
Thin film sample preparation: Thin film samples for UV/VIS spectroscopy, AFM images and
time resolved TAS were fabricated using glass substrates, which were cleaned in ultrasonic
bath using the following sequence of solvents: detergent, water, acetone and isopropanol. The
photoactive layer of the polymer:PBI blend was fabricated on glass substrate in the same way
as for polymer solar cells. UV-Vis spectroscopy was carried out using a Jasco V-670
spectrometer.
Polymer solar cell: Patterned indium tin oxide (ITO) substrates (14 Ω per square, Naranjo
substrates) were cleaned with isopropanol and dried with nitrogen gas. For normal device
geometry PEDOT:PSS was spin coated with 3000 rpm for 60 s right on top of the cleaned
ITO substrates. The photoactive layer was prepared by spin coating right on top of the
PEDOT:PSS layer. Different donor:acceptor ratios are calculated by weight whereas any
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additive (DIO or oDCB) was added by volume percent (vol %). Variation in thickness was
obtained by varying the rotation speed of spin-coating. Lithium fluoride (1 nm) and aluminum
(100 nm) was finally evaporated thermally on top of the photoactive layer. For inverted
geometry, a zinc acetate solution (109.75 mg zinc acetate dihydrate, 30.5 µl ethanolamine and
1ml methoxyethanole) was mixed, stirred for at least two hours and filtered with 0.2 µm
hydrophilic filter. To obtain a 45 nm thick ZnO layer, 100 μl of zinc acetate solution was spin
coated on ITO with 4000 rpm for 50 s, followed by heating at 150°C for 5 min to convert zinc
acetate into zinc oxide.[33] The photoactive layer was prepared analogous to that of the normal
geometry. Molybdenum trioxide (10 nm) and silver (100 nm) was finally deposited on the
photoactive layer by thermal vacuum evaporation. The cell area was either 0.091 or 0.162
cm2. The current-voltage characteristics were measured under the illumination of ∼100 mW
cm−2 white light. Short circuit currents (JSC) under AM1.5G conditions were estimated from
the spectral response and convolution with the solar spectrum. The spectral response was
measured under simulated 1 sun operation conditions using bias light from a 532 nm solidstate laser (Edmund Optics). Light from a 50 W tungsten halogen lamp (Osram64610) was
used as probe light and modulated with a mechanical chopper before passing the
monochromator (Oriel, Cornerstone 130) to select the wavelength. The response was recorded
as the voltage over a 50 resistance, using a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems SR
830). The setup was calibrated with a silicon reference. All photovoltaic device measurements
were done under nitrogen. The thickness of the photoactive layers was measured on a Veeco
Dektak 150 profilometer.
Recombination dynamics: Nano- to microsecond timescale transient absorption of the
photoactive blend system was measured using a LKS 80 spectrometer (Applied
Photophysics). The photoactive layer was kept for measurements in a thin film holder under
N2 atmosphere. Excitation wavelength of the photoactive layer was either 470 nm
(PDPP5T:PBI) or 500 nm (OPV32:PBI) provided by an optical parametric oscillator
(Rainbow, 4-8 ns pulse duration – Quantel) which was pumped with the 3rd harmonic
oscillation of a Nd:YAG laser (Brilliant – Quantel). The excitation energy of 30 µJ was
controlled by neutral density filters and an attenuator consisting of two air-spaced GlanTaylor calcite polarizers. Additionally, suitable filters were used in the laser beam to cut off
the fundamental wavelength at 1064 nm and in the probe light beam to cut off any visible
light up to 850 nm. Changes of transient absorption were measured using a fast InGaAs
photodiode (HCA-S-200M-IN from Femto, supplied by Applied Photophysics). The data
were collected by a DSOS104A oscilloscope (Keysight Technologies).
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Results and Discussion
UV-Vis Spectroscopy

Figure 2. Thin film UV / Vis absorbance spectra of PBI 1(black) and PBI 2 (red) as electron acceptor in blend
with the respective donor polymer a) OPV32 and b) PDPP5T. The polymer:PBI ratio was 1:1 (wt/wt) for OPV32
and 1:2 (wt/wt) for PDPP5T blends.

Thin films for UV-Vis absorbance measurements were fabricated on glass substrate and they
are the same samples as used later for AFM images and TAS measurements. A clear
difference in absorption range between the two different blend systems (Figure 2a and 2b) is
obvious depending on which polymer is used. Using OPV32 as donor polymer the blend
systems absorb mainly between 400 and 700 nm (Figure 2a), whereas PDPP5T:PBI blends
show much broader absorption range from 400 up to 850 nm (Figure 2b). This is due to
PDPP5T, a low band gap polymer that dominates the absorption between 600 to 850 nm[32]
whereas the absorption from 400 to 600 nm originates mainly from the PBI.[28] It is worth to
note, that the PBI 2 blend systems are weaker in absorption between 400 to 600 nm compared
to the PBI 1 blends. This can be explained by the higher molecular weight of PBI 2 compared
to PBI 1 and thus a lower molar concentration of PBI 2 in its blends, since the blend ratio
polymer:PBI was calculated by weight (see experimental section for details). This is obvious
from the larger swallow tail substituent in PBI 2.

Photovoltaic performance
OPV devices were made to investigate the influence of the hydrophobic vs. hydrophilic side
chains of PBI 1 and PBI 2 respectively on the device parameters. Here only devices with
PDPP5T as donor polymer are shown and discussed, since the optimization of devices with
OPV32 is already published elsewhere.[31] To optimize each PDPP5T:PBI blend system
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several experiments were done to estimate the influence of additive content, device geometry,
PDPP5T:PBI ratio and photoactive layer thickness on the device performance. Tables S1 to
S4 (in ESI) summarize all device parameters for each experiment, which will be discussed in
the following. A selected set of data for optimized photovoltaic devices is shown in Table 1 to
help the reader to follow the arguments.
Table 1. Photovoltaic parameters for the optimized PDPP5T:PBI blend devices in normal and inverted device
geometry.
Device
Geometry
normal

inverted

Solvent:additive

d

VOC

JSC

FF

PCE

(vol %)

[nm]

[V]

[mA·cm-2]

[%]

[%]

PBI 1

CHCl3:oDCB 10%

108

0.58

2.60

32

0.48

PBI 2

CHCl3:DIO 2.5%

160

0.15

0.27

25

0.01

PBI 1

CHCl3:oDCB 10%

83

0.69

5.03

45

1.56

PBI 2

CHCl3:DIO 2.5%

120

0.75

0.76

47

0.27

PBI

At first each PDPP5T:PBI blend system was made from CHCl3 and by adding additives of
either 2.5 % vol. DIO or 10 % vol. oDCB in a normal device geometry, since these additives
are known to have influence on the device performance when PDPP5T and similar donor
polymers are blended with PC[70]BM.[32] Devices using PBI 1 as acceptor show moderate
photovoltaic performance for all three solvent systems. The PCE increases depending on the
solvent system in the order CHCl3 (0.12 % PCE) < CHCl3:DIO 2.5 % vol. (0.34 % PCE) <
CHCl3:oDCB 10 % vol. (0.48 % PCE) and this increase in PCE originates from an increase in
JSC in the same order. Obviously, these additives influences the morphology in polymer:PBI
blends and hence their photovoltaic performance. In contrast to that devices using PBI 2 as
acceptor show no or very low PCE of 0.01 % for all three solvent systems (Table S1). We
expect therefore a fundamental difference between both PBIs with respect to their
photovoltaic performance. From several polymer:PBI devices in literature, it is known, that
the device geometry in PBI blend systems has a big influence on the photovoltaic
performance.[24,

34, 35]

It was assumed, that in the case of normal device geometry the PBI

electron acceptor is concentrated more to hole conducting layer PEDOT:PSS. In contrast to
that, in inverted device geometry, where the underneath layer is ZnO, the PBI concentration
was more vertically balanced in thin blend films, leading to a better photovoltaic
performance.[35] This could be one reason for the bad performance especially for the
hydrophilic PBI 2, which might lead to a favorable interaction with the hydrophilic
PEDOT:PSS layer. To proof this, we tested in a next step the blend systems using their
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optimized solvent combinations in inverted geometry. For both blend systems we observed a
huge improvement of the photovoltaic performance in the inverted geometry. This
improvement again originates mainly from a roughly doubled JSC compared to the normal
device geometry. However, comparing PBI 1 and PBI 2 in their respective blends, it is
apparent that in the PDPP5T:PBI 1 blend leads again to higher JSC of 5.03 mA/cm2 compared
to the PDPP5T:PBI 2 blend with only 0.76 mA/cm2 (Table 1 and Figure 3).

Figure 3. Optimized PDPP5T:PBI (1:2 wt/wt) blend device under light (filled symbols) and dark (open symbols)
for PBI 1 (black) and PBI 2 (red) in a) normal geometry and b) inverted geometry.

The big difference in JSC is also supported by the EQE spectra for both blend systems as
shown in Figure 4. Here the PDPP5T:PBI 1 blend show an EQE value close to 20 % at
470 nm, where the PBI absorption dominates and an EQE value above 23 % in the PDPP5T
absorption range with a maximum at 700 nm. The PDPP5T:PBI 2 blend exhibits only EQE
values below 4 % over the entire blend absorption range (400 – 850 nm). Nevertheless, for
both blend systems it can be concluded that both the donor PDPP5T and the PBI acceptor
contribute to the photocurrent. Comparing now the normal with the inverted geometry for
both blend systems it is clear, that the bad performance of PBI 2 is not only based on an
favorable interaction with a hydrophilic PEDOT:PSS layer. Moreover, in previous studies
with the donor polymer OPV32 in normal device geometry, the hydrophilic PBI 2 has
performed much better than the hydrophobic PBI 1.[31] We therefore expect the different
photovoltaic performance of PBI 1 and PBI 2 to depend additional on differences in phase
separation with the respective donor polymer based on hydrophobic – hydrophilic
interactions. This is supported by AFM measurements as discussed later. Some further
optimizations were carried out for PBI 1 system to check the photovoltaic potential of these
systems.
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Figure 4. EQE spectra of optimized PDPP5T:PBI (1:2) blend device for PBI 1 (black) and PBI 2 (red) in
inverted geometry.

The influence of increasing oDCB additive content for the PDPP5T:PBI 1 blend system in an
inverted device was investigated, but no further improvement was observed (Table S2). In
previous studies with the donor polymer OPV32, it was shown that the polymer:PBI ratio has
a big influence on the morphology and consequently on the device efficiency.[31] We therefore
varied the PDPP5T:PBI 1 ratio keeping all other optimized parameters in the device the same
(Table S3). The different ratios affect the JSC value most and for small JSC values the FF is
decreasing, while the VOC stays rather constant. Interestingly, the JSC and therefore the overall
PCE is increasing rapidly with increasing PBI content for PDPP5T:PBI 1 ratios from 1:0.5 to
1:2. Analogues to the OPV32:PBI 2 blend systems, two possible effects might be responsible
for the increasing JSC: First, an improved electron transport due to the increasing amounts of
electron transporting PBI 1 and second an improved morphology, probably due to increasing
PBI 1 phase sizes. A further increase of PBI content up to 1:4 leads just to minor changes in
JSC. It is worth to note, that with increasing PBI content from 1:0.5 to 1:4, the photoactive
layer thickness increases simultaneously from 50 nm up to ~130 nm, which makes a full
interpretation of the results difficult. We therefore finally investigated the influence of the
photoactive layer thickness for a given ratio of PDPP5T:PBI 1 = 1:2 (wt/wt) (Table S4). Here
a clear impact on the JSC is observed: For a 60 nm thick photoactive layer, the light absorption
is insufficient leading to a decreased JSC. In contrast to that, in a 167 nm thick photoactive
layer, the charge carriers likely recombine non-geminate before reaching the electrodes. This
explains the lower JSC and especially the lower FF in that device.[36] The optimum thickness in
this series was found at 85 nm, where a compromise between light harvesting, charge carrier
transport and charge carrier recombination is achieved.
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Morphology studies using AFM
AFM measurements of blend films were done to get a better insight into phase size and phase
separation between polymer donor and PBI acceptor. Here we focus on the optimized blend
system in inverted device geometry for devices shown in Figure 3b using PDPP5T as donor
polymer and PBI 1 or PBI 2 as electron acceptor. The thin film samples for each blend system
were prepared using the same conditions as for the respective photovoltaic devices. In
Figure 5, both AFM height and phase images are shown.

Figure 5. AFM height (a and b) and phase (c and d) images of optimized blends (1:2 wt/wt) for PBI 1 (a and c)
and PBI 2 (b and d).

A first impression of the two different domain sizes of both blends systems is given by the
AFM height images (Figure 5a and 5b). Here the roughness for the PDPP5T:PBI 1 blend is
much smoother than the PDPP5T:PBI 2. Additionally, the former indicates smaller domain
sizes. This is further supported by the phase images of the respective blends, where smaller
domain sizes are clearly seen in the PDPP5T:PBI 1 blend, whereas PDPP5T:PBI 2 show
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larger domain sizes and additionally, a higher phase contrast. The question arises, if the
different domain sizes are a result of the hydrophobic vs. hydrophilic swallow tail in PBI 1 vs.
PBI 2. Such a correlation was found for these PBI acceptors already in blends with the
OPV32 donor polymer.[31] Here a 1:1 blend of OPV32:PBI 1 results in a very smooth film
suggesting a high degree of intermixing due to the similar solubilizing alkyl chains in OPV32
and PBI 1. In contrast to that, the OPV32:PBI 2 blend clearly showed phase separated
domains with sizes of about some hundreds of nanometers. The hydrophilic swallow tail of
PBI 2 prevented an intimate intermixing (as observed with PBI 1) and helps the formation of
phase separated morphology with OPV 32 donor polymer. This leads to a higher JSC and
therefore better device performance in PBI 2 blend compared to the well intermixed
OPV32:PBI 1 blend, where JSC and the overall photovoltaic performance is worse. This is no
more the case, when PBI 1 is blended with PDPP5T. Even though PDPP5T exhibits
solubilizing alkyl chains as well, a complete intermixing with PBI 1 was not observed.
According to AFM phase image in Figure 5d a rather phase separated morphology with
estimated domain sizes below 100 nm is found. This explains also the higher JSC observed in
this blend compared to the PDPP5T:PBI 2 blend, where the domains probably due to the
hydrophilic swallow tail of PBI 2 are much larger than exciton diffusion lengths. In large
PBI 2 domains, excitons form rather immobile intermediate states, as mentioned already,[11]
than convert into free charges at the donor acceptor interface. Additionally, the larger are the
phase domains, the smaller is the donor acceptor interface. Both facts lead to a decrease of JSC
and therefore a decrease of the overall PCE as observed for the PDPP5T:PBI 2 blend.

Recombination dynamics using TAS
To better understand the correlation between morphology and JSC, we measured the
recombination dynamics of charge separated states or so-called polarons in the blend systems
after photoexcitation by TAS in ns to µs timescale. Polarons mean in this context either the
positive charges in the polymer domain or the negative charges in the PBI domain. The
position of the absorption bands of these polarons in polymer and PBI can be estimated by
measuring the radical cation and anion spectra of the donor and acceptor respectively. The
radical anion for PBI is known to appear in the visible wavelength range at around 700 nm.[37]
However, here we focus on the near infrared (NIR) wavelength range, since the PBI radical
anion band at 700 nm lies fully or partially in ground state absorption range of the blend
systems (Figure 2) which would lead to an overlapping with the resulting ground state bleach.
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The NIR wavelength range is dominated by the polaron spectra of the polymers. In Figure S1
the radical cation spectra of the two donor polymers in solution are shown. Both polymers
exhibit a new absorption band of the cation species in the NIR range upon chemical oxidation.
Note that the polaron band in thin film might be shifted with respect to the radical cation
spectrum obtained from solution due to aggregation effects. Durrant et al. reported transient
absorption studies of a DPP-thiophene polymer, which is related to the chemical structure of
PDPP5T, by monitoring the decay dynamics at 980 nm.[38] In Figure 6a the transient
absorption of the PDPP5T:PBI 1 blend between 900 and 1400 nm is shown with selected time
intervals after photoexcitation between 8 to 1000 ns. We assign the observed broad absorption
band to the polaron of PDPP5T polymer, since a similar broad absorption of the PDPP5T
radical cation was found in this region (Figure S1). In contrast to that, the PDPP5T:PBI 2
blend shows no or very weak transient absorption the same wavelength and time range
(Figure 6b). A direct comparison of the decay kinetics at 970 nm between the two blend
systems is given in Figure 6c. Here it is clearly seen that after photoexcitation at 470 nm the
transient absorption in the case of PDPP5T:PBI 1 vanishes after 500 ns, whereas for
PDPP5T:PBI 2 no transient absorption and therefore no polarons are observed. This is in good
agreement with the JSC values from the respective photovoltaic devices and supports further
the assumption, that in PDPP5T:PBI 1 the excitons inside the domains are able to reach the
donor / acceptor interface for charge generation much better due to the small domain sizes
than in the case of PDPP5T:PBI 2, where bigger domain sizes hinder the exciton to reach the
donor / acceptor interface. The decay kinetics at 970 nm for OPV32:PBI blends after
photoexcitation at 500 nm are shown in Figure 6d. The decay dynamics in OPV32:PBI 1
blend are a bit faster than the OPV32:PBI 2 blend suggesting a faster recombination
dynamics. This can be explained with the higher degree of intermixing between OPV32 and
PBI 1 as it was shown by AFM measurements.[31] Thus the recombination dynamics fully
support the observed difference in behavior of PBI 1 and PBI 2 in the two different polymer
blends. Since the energy levels and charge carrier properties of both PBIs are very similar in
as-cast films, the difference in photovoltaic performance in the two different blends can be
well explained due to a difference in morphology arising out of the different hydrophobic vs.
hydrophilic nature of the two PBIs.
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Figure 6. Transient absorption spectra of a) PDPP5T:PBI 1 and b) PDPP5T:PBI 2 and after excitation at 470
nm. Note that both spectra were smoothed and a comparison of original data and smoothed data for one
spectrum is given in Figure S2. Transient absorption decay dynamics at 970 nm are given for PBI 1 (black) and
PBI 2 (red) in their respective polymer blends using c) PDPP5T (after excitation at 470 nm) and d) OPV32
(after excitation at 500 nm). All signals shown here were normalized with the ground state optical density at
either 470 or 500 nm to have a better comparison in signal intensity. The excitation density 30 µJ cm-2 in each
case.

Conclusion
We investigated the different behavior of polymer blend solar cells consisting of two selected
donor polymers blended with either the hydrophobic or hydrophilic swallow tail substituted
PBIs. Both PBIs have similar energy levels, optical gap and charge carrier transport in as-cast
film. However, from previous studies it was known, that the hydrophilic PBI 2 performs much
better than the hydrophobic PBI 1 in solar cells with OPV32 as donor polymer. Using
PDPP5T as a donor polymer, we observed the opposite case: here PBI 1 show a much higher
JSC leading to better PCE compared to PBI 2. We attribute the observed differences in JSC to
differences in phase separation and domain sizes as studied by AFM. Together with TAS,
where we qualitatively compared the dynamics of the respective charge separated states in
polymer, we now come to the following conclusion: The choice of hydrophobic vs.
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hydrophilic swallow tail of the PBI acceptor has a big impact on the photoactive layer
morphology and it depends furthermore on the miscibility with the respective donor polymer
used. Depending on, which PBI and which donor polymer was used, we found that a high
intermixing between the polymer and the PBI leads to non-geminate recombination. On the
other hand, more phase separation leading to large domains causes reduced photocurrent. This
paper addresses the unexpected behavior of similar PBI molecules in different blends causing
opposite effects of phase separation or intermixing.
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Supporting information
Table S1. The photovoltaic parameters for PDPP5T:PBI (1:2 wt/wt) blend devices with different amounts of
additives (vol %) and in normal or inverted device geometry.
Device

PBI

Geometry

d

VOC

JSC

FF
-2

PCE [%]

(vol %)

[nm]

[V]

[mA·cm ]

[%]

CHCl3

141

0.65

0.61

30

0.12

CHCl3:DIO 2.5%

141

0.65

1.82

28

0.34

CHCl3:oDCB 10%

108

0.58

2.60

32

0.48

CHCl3

160

CHCl3:DIO 2.5%

160

25

0.01

CHCl3:oDCB 10%

160

PBI 1

CHCl3:oDCB 10%

83

0.69

5.03

45

1.56

PBI 2

CHCl3:DIO 2.5%

~120

0.75

0.76

47

0.27

PBI 1
normal
PBI 2

inverted

Solvent:additive

leak
0.15

0.27
leak

Table S2. Photovoltaic parameters for PDPP5T:PBI 1 (1:2 wt/wt) blend devices with different amounts of oDCB
as additives in inverted device geometry.
Solvent

d [nm]

VOC [V]

JSC [mA·cm-2]

FF [%]

PCE [%]

CHCl3:oDCB 10%

83

0.69

5.03

45

1.56

CHCl3:oDCB 20%

106

0.68

~4.32

41

1.21

CHCl3:oDCB 50%

83

0.67

4.15

44

1.23

oDCB

141

0.67

~3.98

42

1.11

Table S3. Photovoltaic parameters for PDPP5T:PBI 1 blend devices fabricated from CHCl 3 and 10 vol % oDCB
as additives in inverted device geometry using different donor:acceptor ratios (wt/wt).
PDPP5T:PBT

d [nm]

VOC [V]

JSC [mA·cm-2]

FF [%]

PCE [%]

1:0.5

50

0.65

1.71

38

0.43

1:1

73

0.68

3.29

37

0.83

1:2

83

0.69

5.03

45

1.56

1:3

119

0.68

5.04

46

1.59

ratio (wt/wt)
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Table S4. Photovoltaic parameters for PDPP5T:PBI 1 (1:2 wt/wt) blend devices fabricated from CHCl 3 and
10 vol % oDCB as additives in inverted device geometry with different photoactive layer thickness d.
d [nm]

VOC [V]

JSC [mA·cm-2]

FF [%]

PCE [%]

60

0.68

3.59

45

1.09

85

0.69

5.08

45

1.55

167

0.66

4.25

35

0.97

Figure S1. Normalized absorbance spectra of chemical oxidation of donor polymer a) OPV 32 and b) PDPP5T
in oDCB with different amounts of SbCl5 given in wt% with respect to the polymer.

Figure S2. Comparison between normalized measured transient absorption spectrum (black) and smoothed
spectrum (red) for PDPP5T:PBI 1 blend at 8 ns. The excitation wavelength was 470 nm, whereas the excitation
density was 30 µJ·cm-2. Smoothing of the measured data was done using the Savitzky-Golay-filter with a second
polynomial order.
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We report a highly transparent, low resistance Ag metal network templated by a
cracked polymer thin film and its incorporation in an organic solar cell. The
performance of this scalable metallic network is comparable to that of conventional ITO
electrodes. This is a general approach to replace ITO in diverse thin film devices.
Organic solar cells (OSCs) are an attractive option for large area and inexpensive production
of modules. This is because OSCs are well suited to low cost manufacturing due to simple
processing[1] steps that are easily translated to roll-to-roll mass production[2] and lead to near
commercialization. In the recent past, extensive research has been carried out on the active
semiconductor ingredients[3] and electrode optimization[4] in order to improve the OSC
performance,[5] which is typically poorer compared to other types of solar cells such as dye
sensitized solar cells[6] and silicon based solar cells.[7,8] Nonetheless, OSCs occupy a unique
position in the photovoltaic roadmap as solid state, flexible, environmentally benign and
ultralight large area devices.[9]
In OSCs, indium tin oxide (ITO) is the most commonly used transparent conducting
electrode. Best ITO films exhibit a transmittance of 92% in the visible region and a sheet
resistance of 10 ohm □−1.10 Indium is scarce and expensive;[11] ITO requires high temperature
processing, is brittle and develops cracks on flexible substrates.[12] In order to address these
issues, there has been much effort towards alternative electrodes, as reported in the literature.
Graphene,[13] carbon nanotubes (CNTs),[14,15] and Ag nanowires[16,17] have been proposed as
alternatives to ITO. Graphene has outstanding optical properties, but a limited sheet resistance
of 30 ohm □−1.[13] The CNT networks also exhibit high sheet resistance and in addition, are
less stable under ambient conditions.[14,18] Ag nanowire networks show relatively superior
performance in terms of transmittance and sheet resistance.[17] But like any other network
produced from pre-synthesized nanowires (tubes), they suffer from contact resistance at
innumerable crossbar junctions and high roughness.[19,20] Further, the redundant wires/tubes in
the network can short the OSCs, which restricts its use in roll-to-roll fabrication. Often, they
require an extra treatment, such as mechanical pressing,[21] thermal treatment[20] or poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) coating to improve the
performance.[19]
Metal grids offer attractive alternatives to the above TCEs.[22–30] Indeed being free of
junctions, they exhibit high performance in terms of transmittance and sheet resistance, and
have been successfully used in optoelectronic devices including OSCs. Typically, they are
produced by patterning using lithographic techniques such as photolithography,[22] soft
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lithography,[23] phase shift lithography[24] and nanoimprint lithography.[25] A technologically
relevant and simple alternative is the direct printing of grids using silver nanoparticle inks
either by ink-jet printing[26,27] or laser printing[27–29] or flexographic and thermal imprinting.[30]
These recipes for Ag grids result in relatively large feature sizes. Such printed patterns are
often used as current collecting grids in diverse applications.
Recently, metal meshes have been fabricated based on cracked TiO2 templates and their
application in touch screens has been shown.[31,32] Some of us[33] have shown, very recently,
selective deposition of Cu by electroplating in the cracked regions of a polymer template to
produce Cu mesh based TCEs. These cracked template methods are highly scalable but need
to be tested for their applicability and device integration in thin film organic devices such as
OSCs, OFETs, etc. One of the basic challenges is to obtain high light transmission
maintaining low sheet resistance for such TCEs. Additionally, in thin film devices, the
uniformity and connectivity of such meshes are very critical for the reproducibility of such
devices.
In this study, we have explored the feasibility of cracking as a tool for the preparation of such
metal meshes from inexpensive polymer templates at room temperature and integrating them
as TCEs in bulk heterojunction OSCs. Specifically, using a seamless Ag network in the form
of a mesh as a replacement for ITO electrodes, several OSCs having an inverted geometry
have been made, which exhibited performance comparable to those produced using ITO. We
like to note that this work emphasizes the suitability and reproducibility of such an ITO-free
TCE in OSCs and not specifically the optimization of efficiency of any kind of device.
The process flow for templating is shown schematically in Figure 1. First, a crack layer is
produced by drying an acrylic based colloidal dispersion on a glass substrate wherein highly
interconnected cracks are spontaneously obtained.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of transparent conducting electrode fabrication (a) cracked template (b)
deposition of metal on a cracked template and (c) lift-off of the template giving rise to the Ag network based
TCE.
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These U-shaped grooves are complete cracks down to the substrate to be distinguished from
incomplete cracks.[34] Using the cracked template, the metal (Ag, 55 nm) is deposited by
vacuum evaporation and subsequently, the template is washed away with chloroform. As
shown in Figure 2a, the Ag mesostructures on glass appear to be well interconnected
throughout the network. The metal fill factor is estimated to be ∼20% with a structural width
of ∼2 μm and an average cell size (spacing between the Ag structures) of 20 to 60 μm. The
optical profilometric image (1.2 × 0.8 mm2) in Figure 2b not only reveals the connectivity of
the Ag network over a large area but also shows its seamless nature. The surface roughness of
the network is estimated to be ∼5 nm while the peak-to-valley roughness, which corresponds
to the network thickness, is 55 nm. The SEM image in Figure 2c shows a junction where the
network surface continues to be smooth and the junction itself is seamless unlike crossbar
junctions commonly seen in network TCEs made from pre-synthesized Ag nanowires.[21]

Figure 2. Characterization of the Ag network derived TCE: (a) the optical microscope image (transmission
mode), (b) the optical profiler image in a 3D view, (c) the SEM image of a network junction and (d) comparison
of transmittance spectra of Ag metallic network and ITO. The inset shows the photograph of a Ag network TCE
on a glass substrate.
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Accordingly, the sheet resistance was found to be ∼10 ohm □−1, which is rather low
considering the thickness of only 55 nm. The transmittance of the Ag network was ∼86% at
550 nm (see Figure 2d) and the overall transmittance is comparable to that exhibited by ITO
but, importantly, extends down to the UV region (see the photograph in the inset). ITO, on the
other hand, is a good UV absorber. In the next step of solar cell fabrication, the ZnO barrier
layer was brought in by decomposing a zinc acetate film at 150 °C in air (see ESI† for
experimental details).[35] For a proposed thickness of 45 nm of ZnO, the obtained layer was
non-uniform and discontinuous (Figure 3a) as evident from the dark and grey regions, the
latter corresponding to the ZnO covered network. Beiley et al. described previously the
fabrication of a Ag nanowire–ZnO nanoparticle composite to obtain a semi-transparent top
electrode and achieved a good power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 4.3% in
PBDTTPD/PC70BM devices.[36] Based on this fact, we increased the thickness of the ZnO
layer to 95 nm, 135 nm and 230 nm. We observed an increasing degree of covering of the
metal network with the increasing thickness of ZnO. For example, in the SEM image of the
135 nm ZnO layer shown in Figure 3b, the ZnO film is seen to be uniformly submerging the
entire Ag network. This is found to be the optimal ZnO thickness required to submerge the 55
nm thick Ag network so as to have reproducible devices without shorting.

Figure 3. SEM images and schematic illustrations of the Ag network TCE covered with ZnO layer having a
thickness of (a) 45 nm and (b) 135 nm. For more SEM images, see the ESI,† Figure S1.
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Four bottom-illuminated inverted photovoltaic cells (5 devices in each) consisting of poly-3hexylthiophene (P3HT) and phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) were fabricated on
a glass substrate, as shown schematically in Figure 4a using a Ag network derived TCE. The
bar graphs of solar cell parameters (VOC, JSC, FF and PCE) for all four cells with varying
thicknesses of the ZnO barrier layer are shown in Figure 4b. In cell 1, all five devices with a
45 nm ZnO layer were defective due to shorting. For cell 2 with a 95 nm ZnO layer, only two
devices were working with moderate efficiencies. On the other hand, for cells 3 and 4 with
135 and 230 nm ZnO barrier layer thicknesses, respectively, all five devices were found to be
functioning. Significantly, the five devices with a 135 nm ZnO layer (cell 3), showed uniform
performance with an average efficiency of 2.26 ± 0.05%, while those with a 230 nm ZnO
layer exhibited some variations in performance with lower efficiency (1.34 ± 0.43%, see
Figure 4b).

Figure 4. (a) Schematic illustration of the inverted P3HT–PCBM solar cell with Ag network TCE, (b) bar graph
of cell parameters for solar cells of different ZnO layer thicknesses (45, 95, 135 and 230 nm), (c) examples of
J-V characteristics of solar cells with different ZnO layer thicknesses in the dark (open symbols) and in light
(filled symbols). Note that the best performing solar cell is chosen from each cell.
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The decrease in the cell efficiency for higher ZnO thicknesses can be attributed to higher
series resistance of the cell leading to lower current density and fill factor values (see Figure
4b).[35] Indeed, the variations in solar cell parameters among the five devices exhibit a similar
trend. The J-V characteristics of typical solar cells with different ZnO layer thicknesses (95
nm, 135 nm, and 230 nm) are shown in Figure 4b (see the ESI, Figure S2 for J-V
characteristics of all working devices).
From Figure 5a, we can compare the J-V characteristics of a typical device fabricated using a
Ag network (from cell 3) with that produced using ITO as a TCE (ITO: T = 93% and Rs = 16
ohm □−1). The Ag network cell has an optimum ZnO layer thickness of 135 nm. For ITO
devices, the thickness of the ZnO blocking layer was kept at 45 nm which is optimum for an
inverted solar cell.[35] All other process parameters such as the active layer thickness, top
electrode, annealing temperature, etc. were kept the same for all the devices. It is clear from
the plot that the Ag network TCE based solar cell follows a similar trend, as the ITO based
cell and the derived parameters are quite comparable (see Table 1). Thus, the efficiency of the
Ag network TCE based solar cell was 2.14%, while that obtained for ITO based cells under
similar ambient conditions was 2.27%.

Figure 5. Comparison of (a) J-V characteristics and (b) EQE for the optimized Ag network and ITO devices.

Table 1. Summary of the solar cell parameters corresponding to J-V characteristics shown in Figure 5a. Note,
that a Ag grid device has a 135 nm thick ZnO layer, whereas an ITO device has a ZnO layer of only 45 nm.
J sc (mA

V oc (V)

Ag grid

0.57

7.2

51.8

2.14

ITO

0.55

7.5

55.2

2.27

−2

cm )

FF (%)

PCE

TCE

(%)

Rsh (Ω cm−2)

Rs (Ω

Rs (Ω

−2

−2

cm )@Voc

cm )@Pmax

421

8.3

49.7

413

6.7

48.6
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These results presented here clearly demonstrate the potential of the Ag network based TCE
as an alternative to ITO in OSCs. However, a slightly thicker ZnO layer is required to cover
the Ag network thickness. Since the ZnO is filled in the interstitial domains between the
metallic network, it improves the charge collection properties, which is similar to coating a
PEDOT:PSS layer as reported for conventional metal grids.[19] The external quantum
efficiency (EQE) measurements (Figure 5b) show that the Ag network TCE based cell
exhibits slightly less values in the visible region compared to those derived from ITO cells,
but in the UV region, the former excels which makes the overall performance similar for both
cells. This can be clearly understood from the differences in transmission of the respective
electrodes in the UV region (Figure 2d). The same information can be inferred by comparing
the absorption spectra of the two solar cells (ESI, Figure S3) with their EQE spectra.
The method developed in this study for the TCE and associated OSC fabrication has several
merits. While the present study has focused on only one type of metallic network, its scope of
application can be easily extended to other thin layer devices by varying the template
thickness and other parameters in the initial stages of crack template formation. Thus, it is
possible to obtain TCEs with different network thicknesses and connectivity and importantly
with different metals. Here, Ag was used as a typical example since the work function is
favorable for P3HT–PCBM solar cells having an inverted geometry. However, it can be
replaced with other metals such as Cu, Al, and Pt depending on the need of application. The
metal network based TCE used in the present study works as a current collecting grid at a tens
of micrometer scale with a metal fill factor of 20%.

Conclusions
In conclusion, we demonstrated the incorporation of a highly transparent and highly
conducting Ag metallic network obtained using a cracked polymer template, in a thin film
organic solar cell for the first time. The performance of this highly scalable metal network as
a TCE is comparable to that of conventional ITO electrodes. This is a general approach to
replace ITO in diverse thin film devices. The crack template approach is universal for any
type of metal or substrate material.
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Supporting information
Experimental section
Preparation of Ag network derived TCE: Glass substrates were cleaned with soap water, DI
water and ethanol, dried with N2 gas. A commercially available acrylic resin dispersion
(Ming Ni Cosmetics Co., Guangzhou, China) is used for the preparation of crack forming
dispersion. The dispersion is ultrasonicated for 30 min and left over night in an airtight bottle.
The suspended solution is filtered with Whatman Filter (1

m GF/B w/GMF) and further

diluted with the diluter (Ming Ni Cosmetics Co., Guangzhou, China), to adjust the
concentration of 0.6 g/mL. The final dispersion is spin coating on glass substrate at 3000 rpm
for 120 s, followed by thermal evaporation of Ag metal in a vacuum chamber. In the final
stage, the acrylic resin template was removed with chloroform. The Ag network is cleaned
with chloroform for 2-3 times to remove any residual acrylic resin nanoparticles and heated at
80 °C for 30 min. These Ag network derived TCEs were used for the fabrication of organic
solar cell.
Fabrication of polymer solar cell: The Ag network derived TCE and ITO were cleaned with
ethanol and dried with N2 gas. A Zinc acetate solution (109.75 mg zinc acetate dihydrate, 30.5
µL ethanol amine and 1ml methoxyethanole) is mixed, stirred for at least two hours and
filtered with 0.2 µm hydrophilic filter. To obtain a 45 nm thick ZnO layer, 100 μL of zinc
acetate solution is spin coated on TCE at 4000 rpm for 50 s, followed by heating at 150 °C for
5 min to convert zinc acetate to zinc oxide.[31] Different thicknesses for ZnO layers were
obtained by repeating the above procedure. A 2.7 wt% of PCBM:P3HT (0.8:1) in
chlorobenzene solution is stirred for 2 hours and filtered with 0.2 µm hydrophobic filter. A
80 μL PCBM:P3HT solution is spin coated on the ZnO coated TCE at 700 rpm for 60 s,
followed by annealing at 130 °C for 15 min inside glove box. HTL – Solar PEDOT:PSS
(Heraeus-Clevios) is ultrasonicated for 10 minutes and filtered with 0.2 µm hydrophilic filter.
A 100 µL of the solution is spin coating on the active layer at 4000 rpm for 90 s and followed
by annealing at 130 °C for 15 min in air. In the final step, 60 nm Au is evaporated on PEDOT
layer using a thermal evaporator (BOC Edwards, Auto 306, FL 400). Four cells with different
ZnO thicknesses (45, 95, 135 and 230 nm) were fabricated, each consisting of five cells (area
of each cell: 0.09 -0.13 cm2).
Measurements: Metal fill factors are estimated from imageJ software analysis SEM was
carried out using a Nova NanoSEM 600 instrument (FEI Co., The Netherlands). Wyko
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NT9100 Optical Profiling System (Bruker, USA) was used for height and depth
measurements

and

Dektak

profiler

for

thickness

measurements.

Current-voltage

characteristics were measured under standard AM 1.5 G spectral conditions at an intensity of
100 mW/cm2 using a solar simulator (Newport-Oriel, 92250A-1000) and an electrometer
(Keithley, Model 6517). Light source was regularly calibrated using a silicon solar cell
(WPVS cell, ISE Call lab, Freiburg). External quantum efficiencies were measured with a
PVE300 photovoltaic device characterization system (Bentham).
SEM images of Ag network

Figure S1. SEM images for Ag network TCEs in different magnifications with (a) 45 nm ZnO magnified by
1.06K, (b) 135 nm ZnO magnified by 2.50K and (c) 135 nm ZnO magnified by 10.00K. In (c) the underlying Ag
network is clearly discernible. The substructures in (b) and (c) are observed at high magnification.
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Current Voltage Characteristics

Figure S2. J-V characteristics of all working Ag wire TCE derived polymer solar cell with (a) 95 nm, (b) 135 nm
and (c) 230 nm ZnO layer thicknesses.
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Figure S3. Absorbance of devices having Ag wire network and ITO TCEs.

The total absorbance of the (P3HT: PCBM) active layer together with ZnO layer,
PEDOT:PSS and TCEs, (Ag network or ITO) is measured. As shown in Fig. S3 the
absorbance of the organic layer in both devices is very similar. The only difference
corresponds to the difference in the absorption of ITO and Ag network in the UV region.
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Abstract
In the quest for indium-tin oxide (ITO)-free photovoltaics and for building integrated as well
as automobile roof applications, novel transparent electrodes for both front and back
electrodes are required. Here we report the fabrication and integration of submicrometer
transparent silver (Ag) and gold (Au) metal network electrodes, which are invisible to the
naked eye, in organic photovoltaic devices. We exploit the idea of using the spontaneous
cracking of a polymer layer as template to prepare the metal network. The main challenge is
to apply the cracked template approach on top of soluble organic layers and to lift off the
template without damaging the photoactive layer. We demonstrate that Ag or Au back
electrodes can be fabricated maintaining a transmittance of 80% for the whole visible range.
These electrodes exhibit ultralow haze of approximately 5% and an excellent figure of merit
value. Moreover, the ITO-free semitransparent polymer solar cell incorporating the Ag/Ag
network electrodes exhibits 57% transmittance above 650 nm.

Introduction
Solution-processed organic solar cells have made rapid progress towards technology as a
potential source of deriving solar energy in recent years.[1, 2] The major part of research on
organic solar cells was in terms of design and development of efficient photoactive materials
with new acceptor and donor moieties to improve the power conversion efficiency (PCE).[3, 4]
However, the quest for efficient, scalable and rational processing methods for both active
layers and electrodes has gained momentum towards application-specific requirements such
as large-area processing, low weight, semitransparency, and mechanical resilience for future
photovoltaics technologies such as electronic skin, textiles, and building integrated
photovoltaics (PV).[1, 2, 5] Here we address the questions concerning the fabrication of indiumtin oxide (ITO)-free electrodes and how to achieve semitransparency in polymer solar cells
using these novel electrode materials. In most organic solar cells, ITO serves as a transparent
conducting front electrode (TCE) whereas opaque metal films (such as Ag, Au, or Al) are
used as back electrodes. ITO is known for its high transparency, reaching approximately 90%
in the visible region, and low sheet resistance of 10 Ω/□.[6] But ITO is also scarce and
expensive[7] and requires high-temperature processing as well as being brittle so that cracks
develop on flexible substrates.[8] Therefore TCE alternatives based on graphene,[9] carbon
nanotubes,[10,

11]

Ag nanowires (NWs),[12,

13]

or printed current-collecting grids from Ag
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paste[14, 15] have been developed to replace ITO. Graphene and carbon nanotubes exhibit high
transparencies, comparable to ITO, but they suffer from high contact resistances.[9,

10]

However, TCEs made from Ag NWs have both high transparency (90% in the visible region)
and a sheet resistance as low as 20 Ω/□.[16] To keep the sheet resistance low, a relatively thick
layer of well-connected Ag NWs is essential and the layer needs further treatments such as
pressing or nano-welding.[17] Printed collecting grids fabricated from Ag paste do not have
such problems, but as the dimensions of the printed Ag grid are usually in the range of 200 300 mm, it is visible to the naked eye and therefore not ideal as semitransparent electrode in
building-integrated or automobile roof photovoltaic applications.[2, 16] One big advantage of
organic solar cells with respect to their inorganic counterparts is the semitransparency as well
as the color tunability of their photoactive layer. To make the entire solar cell semitransparent,
not only the front electrode but also the back electrode need to be transparent. To achieve this,
most of these semitransparent solar cells use ITO as front electrode and Ag NWs as back
electrode. The Ag NWs itself are filled or blended with PEDOT:PSS, MoO3, ZnO, or ITO
particles to yield a PCE of 2–2.5% for P3HT:PCBM blends.[18, 19] Another possibility for a
transparent back electrode is based on an ultrathin metal layer. Chen et al. demonstrated
semitransparent solar cells with the help of an ultrathin Ag layer as back electrode and a lowbandgap (LBG) Polymer/PC[71]BM as photoactive layer.[20] Here, the thickness of the metal
layer needs to be very small (< 10 nm) to guarantee adequate transparency, which is usually
achieved at the cost of conductivity. There are only a few ITO-free semitransparent polymer
solar cells reported in literature. The first report involves the use of PEDOT:PSS both as front
and back electrodes resulting in a PCE of 0.5% for the P3HT/PC[61]BM System.[21] On the
other hand, a combination of Ag NWs and PEDOT:PSS led to PCEs ranging from 2.0 to 2.3%
for polymer solar cells containing P3HT as donor.[22,

23]

Very recently a similar electrode

combination was also demonstrated for a LBG polymer/ PCBM device.[24] But, it has been
demonstrated that metal network electrodes based on cracked templates with network widths
ranging from several hundreds of nanometers up to 5 mm can be developed and integrated
into electronic devices as replacements for ITO.[25–27] The major advantages of these
submicrometer metal network electrodes are their high transmittance and very low sheet
resistances. Additionally, this template method is highly scalable. Furthermore, the crack
template can be used not only for Ag or Au, but for any metal to form the respective network.
However, these metal network electrodes had not been fabricated on top of an organic layer
up to now. Moreover, its applicability to diverse surfaces needs to be demonstrated to apply
this concept on any kind of surface. Considering the easiness and large-area scalability of
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cracked template metal network electrodes, we address the following questions in this work:
1) Is it possible to fabricate a metal network electrode on top of an organic layer by using a
cracked template procedure to form a back electrode? 2) Can these metal network electrodes
be combined as front as well as back electrodes to realize ITO-free semitransparent solar cells
for an organic photoactive layer? The main challenge here is to apply the cracked template
approach on top of soluble organic layers without damaging the photoactive layer. This is
very critical, as the cracked template needs to be removed by dissolution. We demonstrate for
the first time that by a suitable adaptation of the cracked template method, Ag or Au back
electrodes can be fabricated maintaining a transmittance of 80% for the whole visible range.
To realize this, we first prepared Au network electrodes on top of PEDOT:PSS-coated glass
and characterized these for determining the suitability for semitransparent solar cell
fabrication. The fundamental properties of a metal network back electrode include haze,
transmittance, and sheet resistance, and they are studied using a Au electrode as a typical
example. We show that Ag and Au network electrodes can be integrated as front or back
electrode depending on the device geometry and without influencing the photoactive layers.
For realizing an ITO-free semitransparent solar cell, we chose a P3HT/PC[61]BM inverted
geometry device. The solar cell characteristics of the ITO-free semitransparent solar cell are
compared with those of a reference ITO/Ag opaque as well as ITO/Ag network devices. We
realized an ITO-free semitransparent polymer solar cell with a PCE of 1.8% and a
transmittance of 57% above 650 nm. These devices, having a Ag network on both sides do
not exhibit any differences in performance in either back or front illumination mode. This
research work mainly concerns with the relevant issues of electrode fabrication, and we have
taken a typical reference photoactive layer (P3HT/PC[61]BM) to demonstrate our concept.
This is a general approach, which can be transferred to any kind of organic layer, material
combination, and metal network as front or back electrode.

Results and Discussion
Fabrication of metal network electrode on PEDOT:PSS
The basic fabrication process flow for the metal network electrodes on top of PEDOT:PSS
(≈50 nm) is schematically shown in Figure 1 a. First the precursor dispersion was spin coated
onto the PEDOT:PSS surface resulting in spontaneous formation of cracks during drying
(Figure S1, Supporting Information). Interestingly, irrespective of the difference in the surface
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properties of the glass and PEDOT:PSS, the precursor dispersion cracks on both surfaces in a
similar way. Moreover, crack grooves run down to the PEDOT:PSS surface, which is than
filled in with Ag or Au by slow thermal evaporation (≈0.2 nm s-1) in vacuum. The crackle
layer is easily dissolved away by dipping in chloroform without affecting the PEDOT layer
beneath. The lift-off procedure was also optimized using solvents such as ethyl acetate to
adapt this template method for applications in solar cells. To study these metal electrodes on
top of PEDOT:PSS, a Au metal network was selected as a typical example and several
samples of different Au thicknesses in the range of 20–60 nm were prepared following the
same procedure as discussed below. A typical metal network electrode, Au (40 nm) network
on PEDOT:PSS, was thoroughly characterized by a host of characterization techniques as
shown in Figure 1. SEM images and its corresponding energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)
maps of the Au network fabricated on top of the PEDOT: PSS are shown in Figure 1b.

Figure 1. a) Schematic illustration of preparing a Au metal network electrode on PEDOT:PSS coated glass
substrate by spin coating of the crack template, Au deposition and removal of crack template by lift-off. b) SEM
image and corresponding EDS maps of Au M, C K, and Si K. c) SEM image showing the cross-sectional view
and d) AFM image along with height profile of Au network on PEDOT:PSS layer.
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From the SEM image, it can be seen that the junctions of the network or web are well
connected without any defects (Figure 1 b). The Au network structures have a width from
several hundreds of nm up to 5 mm and an average cell size (spacing between the grids) of
10–60 mm resulting in metal fill factor of approximately 12%. The metal network is
continuous over large areas on the PEDOT:PSS layer (Figure S2, Supporting Information).
The Au M, C K, and Si K signals in the EDS map reveal the presence of Au, C, and Si,
respectively. As Au is fabricated directly on top of the PEDOT: PSS, the signal from the Au
network is clearly visible and the C K signal is the inverse of Au K. This is due to the
thickness of Au being more than the penetration depth of secondary electrons, which mask the
PEDOT:PSS below it.
The signal from C K (red) arising from PEDOT:PSS is stronger in intensity than Si K (blue)
arising from glass substrate, as expected to be the case. Moreover, the uniform distribution of
C K signal in the void regions of the network shows that PEDOT:PSS is defect free even upon
development of crack template by washing with organic solvents (Figure 1 c). The Si K signal
is much weaker, due to the presence of the approximately 50 nm PEDOT:PSS layer as seen
from the cross-sectional image in Figure 1d. The good interfacial contact between the Au
metal and PEDOT:PSS layer is crucial for efficient charge collection in devices. The atomic
force microscopy (AFM) image and the corresponding height profile (Figure 1d) over the
network electrode shows the smooth surface of PEDOT:PSS beneath the Au network. As seen
from the AFM profile in Figure 1d, the average PEDOT:PSS roughness (Ra) is approximately
5 nm. The Ra of the Au network/PEDOT:PSS electrodes over entire 100x100 mm2 area is
9 nm, and the peak-to-valley roughness is 47 nm. As the metal fill factor per unit area is
considerably low (≈12%), the overall roughness Ra is significantly reduced. The Ag and Au
metal networks are very similar and therefore resemble in their properties considerably.
Optical and electrical properties of metal network electrode The main properties of concern
for a TCE are the optical transmittance, electrical conductivity, haze, and figure of merit
(FOM), which gives the electrical/optical conductivity ratio. The electrodes fabricated in this
way appear to be highly transparent as seen in Figure 2 a. In this image, the letters behind the
electrode indicates high optical transmission. The electrode exhibits a sheet resistance of
approximately 3 Ω/□, which is significantly lower (by 3 orders of magnitude) as compared to
the PEDOT:PSS that has resistance of approximately 1.5 kΩ/□. The uniformity in resistance
is clearly observed in the homogeneous temperature distribution across the thermal image
upon subjecting the electrode to a direct current (DC) bias of 6 V (Figure 2 b). Electrothermal
joule heating behavior through the transparent electrode is given in Figure S3 (Supporting
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Information). The study of the optoelectronic properties for other electrodes with varying Au
network thicknesses was conducted in detail. Figure 2 c shows the optical transmission
spectra over a broad spectral range corresponding to diffusive transmittance (TD) with an
average transmittance between 70– 85%. The transmittance of the Au network/PEDOT:PSS
electrodes is lowered by 10–15% with respect to PEDOT: PSS thin film, which indicates that
the network is highly transparent owing to low metal fill factor. The corresponding specular
transmittance (TS) spectra are shown in Figure S4 (Supporting Information).

Figure 2. a) Digital photograph, b) thermal image (at 6 V DC bias) of a Au network on PEDOT:PSS, c) diffusive
transmittance spectra (350–1500 nm) for various thicknesses, d) variation in TS, TD, and haze with Au network
thickness, e) angular distribution of scattered light from PEDOT:PSS and Au network on PEDOT:PSS. Glass
has been taken as reference for transmittance measurement.

Using average values of TD and TS as plotted in Figure 2d, the haze of the electrodes is
calculated using the following relation: haze (%)=(TD − TS/TD). It refers to the percentage of
light diffusely scattered through a transparent surface with respect to the total light
transmitted. Haze is an important parameter to determine the optical visibility, especially for
those applications where transparency is concerned. Interestingly, the electrodes exhibit an
ultralow haze of approximately 5% for metal thicknesses up to 60 nm. The angular
distribution of the diffused light is seen in Figure 2e (see Figure S5 for details, Supporting
Information). The narrow distribution of the spot shows that specular transmission dominates
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over diffusive component with an angular spread for the PEDOT:PSS layer and Au
network/PEDOT:PSS electrode, approximately 0.3° and 0.5°, respectively (Figure 2 e). These
angular spread values can be lower than those of Ag NW derived TCEs.[28] The ultralow haze
values for these electrodes are attributed to the extremely low fill factor and reduced surface
roughness. Figure S6 (Supporting Information) shows the interdependence between the
transmittance (at 550 nm) and sheet resistance variation for different thicknesses of Au
network on top of PEDOT:PSS. The overall resistance remains quite low with increasing
transmittance for thinner layers, essentially overcoming the trade-off between the two
counteracting properties. To evaluate this trade-off between the sheet resistance (R) and
transmittance (T), the FOM is usually useful.[12] Therefore, the performance of these
electrodes is further evaluated by specifying the commonly used FOM based on the
electrical/optical conductivity ratio (σsDC/σOP) calculated using following Equation (1)

FOM:
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OP

 ZO

2R T

1

2

 1


(1)

To achieve an R value of 10 Ω/□ and T≈90% requires σsDC/σOP ≈ 350. ITO electrodes having
T≈97% and R≈15–30 Ω/□, exhibit FOM values of 400–800.[12] The FOM for our Au network
(60 nm) on PEDOT:PSS is 765.

Solar Cell Preparation & Characterization
Three different solar cell configurations were prepared using the ITO/Ag opaque,
ITO/network, and Ag/Ag network as front and back electrodes, respectively. The fabrication
steps for a metal network back electrode on top of the photoactive material are schematically
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Schematics of process steps for the fabrication of ITO-free semitransparent polymer solar cell with a
Ag/Ag network as front and back electrodes (glass/ZnO:Ag network/P3HT:PCBM/PEDOT:PSS/Ag network).
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A polymer template layer was spin-coated onto PEDOT: PSS to form spontaneous cracks.
After metal deposition, the cracked template needed to be lifted-off by ultrasonication in
suitable solvents. For the preparation of the front electrode on a glass substrate, the selection
of solvent was not critical and we could use, for example, chloroform. But to remove the
template as prepared on top of the photoactive layer coated with PEDOT:PSS, this procedure
damaged the device. To find a suitable solvent that does not damage the device, different
solvents were tested, and a reference device was ultra-sonicated in these solvents. It was
determined that ultra-sonicating in ethyl acetate for 10 s removed the template completely and
this treatment had no impact on the solar cell performance (Supporting Information, Figure
S7). For the purpose of comparison, all three of the devices using ITO/Ag opaque, ITO/Ag
network, and Ag/Ag network as front and back electrodes were fabricated under the same
conditions and for the same P3HT/PC[61]BM thickness (Figure 4 a). All of the front electrodes
were coated with an optimum layer of ZnO to realize the inverted geometry.[27] To guarantee
hole extraction/collection at the back electrode, the Ag network electrode was prepared on top
of PEDOT:PSS. Both Ag und Au metal networks were tested as back electrodes. As an
example, only the Ag network electrodes are discussed here (see Supporting Information for
the results on Au network electrodes, Table S1 and Table S2). An optical micrograph of
Ag/Ag network device (Figure S8, Supporting Information) clearly shows the formation of
submicrometer network structures for both the front and back electrodes. Moreover, the
subsequent layer preparation and the fabrication of a Ag network on top of P3HT/PC[61]BM
layer have no detrimental effects on the underlying layers. It is clear from the photographs
shown in Figure 4b that the letters behind the transparent solar cell are clearly visible and both
the solar cells with ITO/Ag network and Ag/Ag network are similar in their semitransparency
(Figure 4b). The transmittance spectra of the ITO/Ag network and Ag/Ag network devices are
shown in Figure 4c. The transmittance of the ITO/Ag network device is 15% at 500 nm (70%
beyond 650 nm) whereas the Ag/Ag network device has a comparable transmittance of 13%
at 500 nm (57% beyond 650 nm), which is slightly better than published results on Ag
NW/PEDOT:PSS electrodes.[22] The low transmittance at 500 nm arises mainly from the
intensive absorption of P3HT in this region for the layer thicknesses of approximately 180 nm
used here. Further optimization of the P3HT layer thickness may be required to improve the
transmittance without sacrificing much on performance. Further, the use of new photoactive
materials that absorb in the near infrared with high transmittance in the visible region can
result in improved semitransparent solar cells. In this contribution, we were studying the
consequences of integrating a metal network electrode on top of a typical organic layer to
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elucidate the general validity and feasibility of this approach to any kind of organic solar cell.
Therefore, the semiconductor layer was not varied or optimized. In the following, the
photovoltaics parameters of all of the three types of devices are discussed in detail. Figure 5a
shows the J–V characteristics of all three devices, which were measured under front
illumination (see Figure S9 for back illumination curves, Supporting Information). The
corresponding external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra for both front and back illumination
are given in Figure 5b. The respective values for the open-circuit voltage (VOC), short-circuit
current (JSC), fill factor (FF), power conversion efficiency (PCE), series resistance (RS), and
shunt resistance (RSH) are summarized in Table 1. As seen in Figure 5, it is feasible to
fabricate a metal network back electrode on top of a PEDOT:PSS-coated photoactive layer
using the cracked template method described above to obtain considerably efficient
photovoltaic devices. The back electrode fabrication is reproducible. The average values and
standard derivation for a given number of solar cells are given in the Supporting Information
(Table S3), and the data for the best devices are discussed here. All device parameters were
obtained by illuminating the devices through a mask and the area of the device is defined by
the mask as recommended for solar cell characterization.[29] In many of the published values,
this is not the case, and therefore one has to be cautious in comparing the absolute values with
those published in literature. In the Supporting Information (Figure S10 and Table S4), we
have given the differences in solar cell parameters for the same device if measured correctly
with a mask and without a mask, which is often practiced. A reference cell using ITO/Ag
opaque exhibits 3.1% PCE here under standard conditions of measurement using a mask and
without any artificial layer or additional back reflector.

Figure 4. a) Schematics and b) photographs of all the devices studied: ITO/ Ag opaque, ITO/Ag network, and
the ITO-free semitransparent polymer solar cell with Ag/Ag network as front and back electrodes. c)
Transmittance of complete devices with ZnO, P3HT/PC[61]BM, and PEDOT:PSS for the ITO/Ag network and
Ag/Ag network as front and back electrodes, respectively
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For comparison, the ITO/Ag network device shows 2.25% PCE whereas the Ag/Ag network
devices exhibit 1.80% PCE. Thus the devices with the metal network as back electrode
deliver less photocurrent compared to the ITO/Ag opaque reference device. This may be due
to the lack of back reflection in the ITO/Ag network case and both lack of back reflection and
decreased transmittance in the Ag/Ag network case. As expected, in the case of ITO/Ag
network as well as Ag/Ag network devices, the lack of back reflection decreases the
photocurrent as observed in Figure 5 (for reflection spectra of the solar cells please see Figure
S11, Supporting Information). Additionally, the Ag/Ag network devices also have a small
amount of loss in transmittance at the front electrode due to the thicker ZnO layers as well as
Ag network. This observed effect on the front electrode is in agreement with what we
observed in our previous work.[27] The observed trend in photocurrent values agrees very well
with the measured EQE.

Figure 5. a) J–V characteristics in the dark (open symbols) and under light (filled symbols) and b) EQE under
front and back illumination for all the three types of devices.

Table 1. Summary of the solar cell parameters for the best devices corresponding to J-V characteristics shown
in Figure 5a. Average values and standard derivations are given in Table S3 (Supporting Information).
Cathode / Andode

VOC
[mV]

JSC
[mAcm-2]

FF
[%]

PCE
[%]

RS@VOC
[Wcm2]

RSH@JSC
[kWcm2]

ITO/Ag opaque

580

8.78

60.9

3.10

1.37

1.45

ITO/Ag network,
front illumination

560

6.67

60.1

2.25

3.29

2.05

ITO/Ag network,
back illumination

550

5.95

61.9

2.03

3.51

1.81

Ag/Ag network,
front illumination

560

5.90

54.4

1.80

4.22

1.01

Ag/Ag network,
back illumination

580

6.16

51.7

1.85

4.24

1.13
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Additionally, we verified the effect of front and back illumination for both semitransparent
solar cells having ITO/Ag network and the Ag/Ag network as front and back electrodes. For
the J–V curves (back illumination data in Figure S8, Supporting Information) it does not
matter, if the devices are illuminated from the front or back electrode. In the EQE curves,
considerable differences are observed in the wavelength range of 300 to 400 nm. Interestingly
for both the ITO/Ag network and Ag/Ag network devices in the case of front illumination, the
EQE values between 300 and 400 nm are lower, whereas between 400 and 650 nm the EQE
values are higher compared to back illumination.
The lower EQE values between 300 and 400 nm are mainly due to optical losses at the front
electrode arising from absorption of the glass/ITO/ZnO or glass/ZnO in the respective cases
(compared to the Ag network in back illumination) upon illuminating from the front side. To
understand the resistance effects, the J–V characteristics under illumination for all of the three
types of devices were analyzed to obtain RS and RSH near the open-circuit and short-circuit
conditions respectively. All the devices have very low RS (<5 Ωcm2) and high RSH values
(>1 kΩcm2). This results in high FF values of 50–60%. The lower FF for Ag/Ag network
devices correlates well with its highest RS and lowest RSH values. Thus, replacement of front
ITO or back Ag opaque electrode with Ag network leads only to a very small increase in the
overall RS, with no considerable influence on RSH.

Conclusions
The concept of the fabrication of submicrometer metal network electrodes that are invisible to
the naked eye using a cracked polymer template is successfully applied to the fabrication of a
back electrode on top of a photoactive layer in a solar cell for the first time. Both Ag and Au
network electrodes can be used as either front or back electrodes in a polymer solar cell to
achieve ITO-free semitransparent devices. Here, the template process is repeatedly applied
before and after coating the photoactive layer. The biggest challenge of fabricating a
transparent back electrode on top of an organic layer was achieved by optimization of the liftoff procedure for the template. Both the ITO/Ag network and Ag/Ag network devices exhibit
considerably good efficiencies of approximately 2% PCE, which is comparable to any other
semitransparent electrode system reported for P3HT/PC[61]BM blends. The method of cracked
template is in principle scalable for large areas, and any kind of evaporable metal can be used
in combination with this template approach. Further improvements in PCE and transmittance
can be achieved by using other photoactive layers and by additional optimization of the layer
thickness. In addition, this is a general approach to fabricate transparent metal electrodes on
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top of organic layers, where diverse material combination and type of metal can be used to
realize different kinds of optoelectronic devices.

Experimental Section
Fabrication of Ag or Au network by cracked template method on PEDOT:PSS
For the fabrication of metal network electrodes on PEDOT:PSS, we modified the published
procedure for a cracked template method on glass.[27] Glass substrates were washed and
ultrasonicated in water, acetone, and isopropyl alcohol (IPA), respectively. The substrates
were dried using a N2 gun before use. In the second step, a commercially available acrylic
resin nanoparticle dispersion (Ming Ni Cosmetics Co., Guangzhou, China) was diluted to
achieve a well-dispersed solution of 0.6 g mL-1 concentration using a commercially available
diluter (Ming Ni Cosmetics Co., Guangzhou, China). The diluted dispersion was spin coated
onto a PEDOT:PSS coated glass substrate at 1000 rpm for 120 s. During drying, this film
developed cracks suitable to be used as a template. In the next step, Ag or Au metal was
deposited using a thermal evaporator (BOC Edwards, Auto 306, FL 400 and Hind High
Vacuum Co., India). In the final step, the cracked template was removed by dissolving in
either chloroform or acetone or ethyl acetate.

Solar cell fabrication and characterization
The reference solar cell, ITO/ZnO/P3HT:PC[61]BM/PEDOT:PSS/ Ag opaque having an
inverted geometry was prepared according to the published procedures.[27] The only
difference was the use of structured ITO here. For realizing the devices with ITO as front
electrode and Ag or Au network as back electrode, a similar procedure was adopted up to the
PEDOT:PSS layer preparation. For the back metal network electrode, the polymer crack
template was prepared on the PEDOT:PSS (Clevios HTL Solar) layer as described above,
followed by 100 nm metal (Ag or Au) deposition using a thermal evaporator (BOC Edwards,
Auto 306, FL 400). The polymer lift-off was performed by ultra-sonication of the entire
device in ethyl acetate for 10 s. To realize the semitransparent ITO-free device with Ag
network as both front and back electrodes, the published procedure[27] for the front electrode
was modified to structure the metal network area using masks, and it was combined with the
newly adopted method for the back electrode preparation. The average area of the devices was
in the range of 4–9 mm2 as defined by the area of the light mask. Current–voltage
characteristics were measured under N2 atmosphere using suitable masks under standard
AM1.5G spectral conditions at an intensity of 100 mWcm-2 using a solar simulator (Newport-
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Oriel, 92250A-1000) and an electrometer (Keithley, Model 6517). The light source was
regularly calibrated using a silicon solar cell (WPVS cell, ISE Call lab, Freiburg). Nearnormal reflectance spectra of full solar cells were obtained using an integrating sphere in a
Bentham PVE300 photovoltaic characterization system. External quantum efficiencies were
measured using the same Bentham PVE300 photovoltaic device characterization system. For
the simplicity of discussion of results, the best solar cell parameters are given. However,
average values and the standard derivation for a large number of devices are given in the
Supporting Information.

Other characterization methods
SEM was performed using a Nova NanoSEM 600 instrument (FEI Co., The Netherlands).
Energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) mapping was performed using an energy-dispersive Xray analysis (EDAX) Genesis instrument (Mahwah, NJ) attached to the SEM column. AFM
measurements were performed using di Innova (Bruker, USA) in contact mode. Standard Si
cantilevers were used for normal topography imaging. Wyko NT9100 Optical Profiling
System (Bruker, USA) was used for height and depth measurements and Dektak profiler for
thickness measurements. A PerkinElmer Lambda 900 UV/visible/near-IR spectrometer was
used to perform the transmission and haze measurements of electrodes and device.
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Supporting Information

50 μm
Figure S1. Optical micrograph of crack patterns formed in polymer template on top of PEDOT:PSS layer.

0.3 mm
Figure S2. SEM image (1 mm2 area) of Au network on top of PEDOT:PSS layer.
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Figure S3. (a) Temperature profiles as a function of time for a different applied voltages on Au network. (b) The
maximum temperature achieved as a function of input power (P).

Figure S4. Specular transmittance (TS) from 350 to 1500 nm of Au network on top of PEDOT:PSS layer.
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Figure S5. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup for measuring angular distribution of diffusely
scattered light through Au network/PEDOT:PSS electrodes.
The angular distribution of diffusely scattered light is determined using a simple optical set up with a laser
pointer illuminating the electrode surface. The scattered light is directed towards the screen and captured with a
camera. The radial spread of the laser light spot is calculated using the following equation: Tan  = S/D.
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Figure S6. Transmittance (T) at 550 nm versus sheet resistance (RS) for Au network on top of PEDOT:PSS (blue
squares).

Table S1. Summary of the solar cell parameters for the best Au devices measured using mask. Average values
and standard derivations are given in Table below.
cathode/
anode
ITO/Au opaque
ITO/Au network
Front illumination
ITO/Au network
Back illumination
Ag/Au network
Front illumination
Ag/Au network
Back illumination

VOC
[mV]

JSC
[mA cm-2]

FF
[%]

PCE
[%]

RS
[Ω cm2]

RSH
[kΩ cm2]

570

8.23

61.1

2.86

2.61

1.18

540

6.49

59.4

2.08

4.57

1.66

540

5.83

63.1

1.99

4.63

2.02

560

5.52

51.7

1.60

5.04

1.19

580

4.45

44.6

1.15

5.66

0.58

Table S2. Average and standard derivation of the Au solar cell parameters.

cathode/
anode

VOC
[mV]

JSC
[mA cm-2]

FF
[%]

PCE
[%]

RS
[Ω cm2]

RSH
[kΩ cm2]

ITO/Ag opaque
(11 devices)
ITO/Ag network
(12 devices)
ITO/Ag network
(12 devices)
Back illumination
Ag/Ag network
(8 devices)
Ag/Ag network
(8 devices)
Back illumination

491
(± 55)
542
(± 7)

7.63
(± 0.39)
6.87
(± 0.72)

56.7
(± 4.1)
52.7
(± 5.5)

2.13
(± 0.38)
1.95
(± 0.12)

3.05
(± 1.12)
5.93
(± 2.56)

0.96
(± 0.42)
1.03
(± 0.49)

552
(± 7)

5.94
(± 0.20)

58.8
(± 2.4)

1.93
(± 0.08)

6.74
(± 2.04)

1.68
(± 0.34)

541
(± 15)

5.90
(± 0.44)

45.8
(± 5.0)

1.46
(± 0.14)

6.67
(± 3.73)

0.61
(± 0.37)

562
(± 15)

4.85
(± 0.79)

44.7
(± 2.2)

1.23
(± 0.25)

8.00
(± 3.36)

0.52
(± 0.04)
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Figure S7. J-V characteristics of a typical ITO / Ag opaque device before (black) and after 10 seconds ultrasonication in ethyl acetate (red).

Table S3. Average and standard derivation of the solar cell parameters for the three types of devices for both
front and back illumination.
cathode/
anode
ITO/Ag opaque
(10 devices)
ITO/Ag network
(14 devices)
Front illumination
ITO/Ag network
(14 devices)
Back illumination
Ag/Ag network
(6 devices)
Front illumination
Ag/Ag network
(6 devices)
Back illumination

VOC
[mV]
580
(± 7)

JSC
[mA cm-2]
8.73
(± 0.28)

FF
[%]
59.7
(± 1.8)

PCE
[%]
3.03
(± 0.12)

RS
[Ω cm2]
2.05
(± 0.56)

RSH
[kΩ cm2]
1.36
(± 0.35)

544
(± 11)

6.71
(± 0.36)

56.5
(± 3.7)

2.06
(± 0.11)

2.81
(± 0.83)

1.00
(± 0.48)

547
(± 10)

6.01
(± 0.20)

61.1
(± 2.0)

2.01
(± 0.09)

2.93
(± 0.87)

1.40
(± 0.50)

552
(± 10)

5.80
(± 0.16)

50.1
(± 2.8)

1.61
(± 0.15)

2.81
(± 0.82)

0.63
(± 0.22)

568
(± 15)

5.99
(± 0.24)

48.8
(± 4.6)

1.67
(± 0.25)

2.97
(± 0.80)

0.62
(± 0.32)
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Figure S8. Optical micrograph of Glass/Ag/ZnO/photoactive layer/PEDOT:PSS / Ag network device seen from
the back side. Both front (black) and back (grey) network electrodes are visible.

Figure S9. J-V characteristics of ITO / Ag network device and Ag / Ag network device under back illumination.

Figure S10. J-V characteristics of Ag / Ag network device illuminated from front side using mask (circles) and
without using mask (squares).
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Table S4. Summary of the solar cell parameters for the best Ag / Ag network under front illumination.
cathode/
anode
Ag/Ag network
With mask
Ag/Ag network
Without mask

VOC
[mV]

JSC
[mA cm-2]

FF
[%]

PCE
[%]

RS
[Ω cm2]

RSH
[kΩ cm2]

560

5.90

54.4

1.80

4.22

1.01

570

8.73

46.7

2.32

6.28

0.32

Figure S11. Reflection spectra of the best devices with Ag back electrode ( a) – front illumination, b) – back
illumination) and Au back electrode ( c) – front illumination, d) – back illumination).

Comparing the front (a) and back (b) illumination for the ITO/Ag opaque device, it is clear,
that in case of the front illumination the light is absorbed by the photoactive layer in the
wavelength range 350 nm to 650 nm which lowers the reflection of the Ag opaque electrode
compared to the back illumination, where a typical reflection of Ag is observed. For the
semitransparent devices ITO / Ag network and Ag / Ag network the reflection is low in the
whole wavelength range 300 nm to 800 nm for both, front (a) and back (b) illumination, due
to the high transparency of this devices. Only the Ag / Ag network device exhibits a bit higher
reflectance than the ITO / Ag network, due to the additional reflectance and light scattering of
the Ag network compared to the ITO electrode. For the Au devices ( c) and d) ) a similar
explanation is valid.
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8 Technical Appendix
In this technical appendix the transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) setup is briefly
presented which was used to monitor the charge carrier recombination dynamics in chapter 3
and 4.
During the photoinduced charge generation process many intermediate states are involved
such as singlet or triplet excited states, charge transfer states and finally charge separated
states, so-called polaron states as mentioned in chapter 2. The knowledge of their transition
rate constants and hence lifetime is important for understanding the fundamental processes.
TAS is a powerful tool to monitor the various intermediate states, since they all exhibit
specific optical transitions and TAS is able to resolve these optical transitions spectral as well
as in time. TAS can be considered as the change in optical density ΔOD of a sample after
photoexcitation provided by a short laser pulse. According to that, ΔOD can be calculated
from Eq. 1, where OD is the steady state optical density of the sample and ODExc is the optical
density of the sample after laser excitation. Using Lambert-Beer's law one can calculate the
individual optical densities by measuring the respective light intensities, whereas I0 refers to
the light intensity without any sample, and I and IEXC are the light intensity of the sample
before and after laser excitation respectively Eq. 2. It is obvious, that I0 cancels out after
rearranging of Eq. 2 leading to Eq. 3. Consequently for calculating ΔOD it is enough to
measure just I and IEXC, whereas the both light intensities are proportional to the detector
signal.
∆𝑂𝐷 = 𝑂𝐷𝐸𝑋𝐶 − 𝑂𝐷
∆𝑂𝐷 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝐼

𝐼0
𝐸𝑋𝐶

∆𝑂𝐷 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝐼

𝐼
𝐸𝑋𝐶

− 𝑙𝑜𝑔

(1)
𝐼0
𝐼

(2)
(3)

The value of ΔOD can be either positive or negative. Positive ΔOD values are ascribed to the
absorption species, which are created in consequence of the laser excitation pulse. Such
species might be at early times excited states (excitons) such as singlet states S1,…Sn or triplet
states T1,…Tn, charge transfer (CT) states and at later times e.g. in organic photovoltaics
(OPV) free charge carriers, or so-called polarons. Negative ΔOD values are ascribed to either
stimulated and spontaneous emission of the excited states or to ground state bleaching which
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corresponds to the reduction in the concentration of ground states after laser excitation.
Depending on the time range of interest two different measurement setups are common: For
time scales <1 ns a pump and probe technique is used, where a laser pump pulse serves for
sample excitation and a laser probe pulse for sample transmittance measurement. The time
resolution is achieved by varying the time delay between pump and probe pulse. At later time
scales in the range of nano- to microseconds a laser pump pulse excites the sample, whereas
for the sample transmittance measurement a continuous wave from a tungsten or a xenon
lamp is used. Both techniques are presented recently in the context of TAS for polymer solar
cells by Ohkita et al.[1]
In this thesis we focus in chapter 4 and 5 on non-geminate recombination dynamics of charge
carriers in OPV, which dominates in the nanosecond to microsecond time scale. Our TAS
setup is based on a Laser Flash Photolysis (LFP) LKS80 Spectrometer provided by Applied
Photophysics Ltd.. The setup is shown schematically in Figure 1a.

Figure 1. a) Illustration of transient absorption spectroscopy setup for the nano- to microsecond time range with
all important components emphasizes the laser excitation pulse (green) and the white light beam (yellow) as well
as important electrical wire connections (red) and b) enlargement of the same sample housing including the
optical components as described in the text. F1, F2 and F3 refer to suitable filters as mentioned in the text.

The pump laser pulse for sample excitation is generated by a laser system (Quantel)
consisting of a Q-switched Brilliant B Nd:YAG laser having a fundamental wavelength of
1064 nm, a second (532 nm) and third (355 nm) harmonic oscillator, which pumps an optical
parametric oscillator (OPO – Rainbow). This allows us to excite the sample at any wavelength
either between 410 and 680 nm using the signal of the OPO and between 720 and 1200 nm
using the idler of the OPO. For organic photovoltaics (OPV) the precise choice of excitation
wavelength is of special interest, because it allows separate excitation of either the donor or
the acceptor. The laser pulse width after the OPO is in the range of 4 to 8 ns whereas the pulse
energy is between 30 to 45 mJ (signal) depending on the laser wavelength. The photodiode
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after the laser system provides the trigger signal for the oscilloscope, whereas the laser beam
is coupled into the sample housing using a prism. In Figure 1b the sample housing is enlarged
to discuss the individual components in detail. The short pass filter F1 has a cut-off
wavelength of around 700 nm and blocks the residual fundamental wavelength at 1064 nm.
This is especially important for measurements in the NIR range, to avoid any scattering of the
fundamental wavelength towards the detector. The laser beam shutter is software controlled
and enables automated measurements with and without laser excitation. In the next step the
laser pulse energy is reduced by a laser beam attenuator consisting of two air-spaced GlanTaylor calcite polarizers. By the rotation of one of the polarizer the transmission can be tuned
from maximum transmission at 0° to zero transmission at 90°. However, in the region
between 70° to 90° the intensity profile of the laser beam is getting unequal due to light
scattering effects and hence a neutral density Filter is placed after the attenuator to reduce the
pulse energy down to several µJ. The laser beam expander (Galilean type telescope) enlarges
the beam diameter for an optimal overlap between laser pulse and white light beam to achieve
a sufficient signal to noise ratio. A pinhole allows the adjustment of a desired beam diameter
and cuts the beam in shape. Finally, the laser beam excites the sample, which is place in
approximately 45° with respect to the laser beam and the white light beam. The sample itself
is usually measured under nitrogen in a suitable sample holder. The energy of the laser pulse
is measured at the place of the sample using a QE25 energy detector (Gentec). For
determination of ΔOD according to Eq. 3 the light intensity with (I) and without (IEXC) laser
excitation need to be measured. For that a stabilized xenon lamp provides a white light beam,
which passes the sample in the sample housing (Figure 1a). The filter F3 blocks any scattered
light from the excitation laser pulse. A monochromator enables the selection of the desired
wavelength and finally a detector measures the light intensities I and IEXC. The detector is
connected with an oscilloscope (DSOS104A - Agilent) for data acquisition, which than
forwards the data to a computer for data analysis and storage. Depending upon the
measurement wavelength range one has to select the right grating in the monochromator as
well as the right detector. Two detector types are available, a photomultiplier tube (PMT –
R928 – Hamamatsu Photonics) for the visible (VIS) wavelength range between 300 to 850 nm
and an indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs – HCA-S-200M-IN – Femto) photodiode for the
near infrared (NIR) wavelength range between 870 to 1700 nm. Whereas light intensity
provided by the xenon lamp is high enough for the NIR detector, the PMT requires much
higher light intensities for sufficient photocathode currents. Therefore, the xenon lamp is
electrically pulsed for few milliseconds by a capacitor discharge. This white light flash leads
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to an increase in light intensity by more than 35 times in the VIS range. The TAS
measurement including the laser excitation is carried out within the constant plateau of the
white light flash [2]. The white light flash is a characteristic for the classical LFP setup.
However, in OPV the charge carrier recombination dynamics is highly dependent on the
charge carrier density of the sample and the white light flash indeed leads to an increase in
charge carrier density already before the laser excitation. Therefor the sample has to be
protected from any light which is not needed for measurement. This can be realized by using a
second monochromator on the right side of the sample just between the sample housing and
the xenon lamp. In this case, both monochromators are set to the same wavelength. Another
method is to use a suitable Filter F2 as seen from Figure 1b. A comparison between both
methods for the transient absorption monitored at 700 nm of a P3HT:PBI 1 (1:2 by weight)
blend is shown in Figure 2b. Figure 2a shows the chemical structures of the donor polymer
P3HT and the perylene bisimides (PBI) PBI 1 or PBI 2.

Figure 2. a) Chemical structures of P3HT, PBI 1 and PBI 2 used for blend samples. b) The comparison in
normalized transient absorption decay using an additional monochromator between the sample housing and the
xenon lamp (black) versus using a long pass filter F2 instead, having a cut-on wavelength of 550 nm. The
transient absorption decay was taken at 700 nm for a P3HT:PBI 1 (1:2 by weight) blend after excitation at
500nm with 850 µJ / cm2 and 50 averages.

Both measurements in Figure 2b show similar decay dynamics, however, the noise is much
higher, when using a monochromator. Here the second monochromator between sample
housing and xenon lamp reduces the overall light intensity for the PMT leading to an increase
in noise. In contrast to that, using a suitable long pass filter with a cut-on wavelength at
550 nm improves the signal to noise ratio enormously. We therefore decided to measure with
suitable long pass filters F2 for protecting the sample from unnecessary light exposure.
However, the question of using a monochromator or a long pass filter at this place always
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needs to be answered with respect to the desired measurement wavelength. Especially the
measurement in the ground state bleach region might require the use of two monochromators.
For analysis of recombination dynamics in OPV most important is the positive transient
absorption of the polaron, which usually occurs red shifted from the ground state absorption
of the blend, e.g. for many donor polymers in the NIR region. In this case it is often sufficient
to measure with a suitable long pass filter F2. However, the choice of the right Filter F2 is
important to ensure that no light from the xenon lamp is absorbed by the blend system. This is
demonstrated in figure 3 using a P3HT:PBI 2 (1:2 by weight) blend.

Figure 3. a) Normalized absorption of P3HT:PBI 2 (1:2 by weight) blend (black) and transmittance spectra of
long pass filters F2 having a cut-on wavelength of 550 nm (green) and 850 nm (red). b) Transient absorption
decay dynamics of the same blend at 970 nm after excitation at 500nm with 130 µJ / cm2 and 100 averages using
either the respective long pass filters F2 or without any filter.

As seen from Figure 3a, the blend light absorption is between 400 to 650 nm. The
transmittance spectra of two long pass filter F2 are shown as well having a cut-on wavelength
of either 550 nm (filter 550 nm) or 850 nm (filter 850 nm). Using the filter 550 nm the sample
partially absorbs light between 550 nm and 650 nm, whereas using filter 850 nm, no light is
absorbed by the sample. The light absorption leads to charge carrier generation prior the laser
excitation and hence an increase in charge carrier density. This might accelerate the decay
dynamics by using filter 550 nm (green) compared to filter 850 nm (red) as seen from
Figure 3b. This effect is even enhanced, when no filter is used (blue). Especially in the VIS
range, where pulsing of the lamp is needed, a suitable long pass filter F2 has to be taken in
order to avoid accelerated decay dynamics due to the high light intensities.
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